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PREFACE
The material in this document is intended for members of the publishing
business and their electronic-equipment suppliers. It describes a computer-
ized system for structuring newspapers into:.sections and-departments, position-
ing display ads on the' pages' and fitting news stories and pictures' to the
available- newsl hole.: The' end product of the process is a page-by-page dummy
that defines the boundary lines for all ads, stories and pictures on each of
the' pages. Although presented strictly in the context of newspaper layout,
the approach:we have taken to the layout problem has broader applicability.
It should be generally useful in the :publishing business as a whole.
Our approach to newspaper layout is best described as an interactive,:
computer-assisted' approach in which.the m.chine does most of the work but with
the help·of a layout supervisor who enters the layout process at crucial points:
for decision-making and possible override purposes. Based upon our extensive
research in automated layout we have concluded that this division of responsi-
bilities between the computer and layout supervisor is likely to be the most
productive and cost-effective.:
The document is divided into three. segments. After' discussing the' layout
problem in general terms and various possible approaches to automated layout
in Chapter l, we proceed, in Chapter 2,.to a discussion of computer-assisted
layout from the layout supervisor's viewpoint. Chapter 3 describes the
newspaper-structuring process.- At this point we are -prepared to: proceed with:
display-ads layout, Chapter 4,. and then to news layout.
News layout is accomplished in two steps. News stories and pictures are
first assigned by departments to various pages of the paper; then, the loca-
tions of the items on their.assigned pages are established. This modular ap-
proach provides the flexibility that is needed in order.to make changes in
layout policies with a minimum amount of reprogramming. The method used to
assign news stories and pictures to pages' is presented in Chapter' 5.
The story-positioning procedure is built upon the concept of layout
templates and a symbolic language for describing the templates. A special
symbolic template language is required in order to reduce the' template:library
to a practicable size'. Since the' news-template concept and its associated
symbolic language are rather unique, considerable Space (Chapters 6, 7 and 8)
is devoted' to a discussion of these basic ideas and to their application.
In Chapter 9 we describe results.of news-layout experiments that we per-
formed. Data for these experiments were taken from pages'of a local daily
newspaper; experimental results are compared with the original newspaper. The
document concludes' with a chapter on the' design of a template library.
The' researchl.which formed.the' basis for the' document was made possible through
a series of grants-from the American Newspaper Publishers Association. We are
most grateful, not only for the' support extended' to us by ANPA, but also for
the' enthusiastic cooperation we received over' the years from many newspaper pub-
lishers and their staffs. · We.value highly the' enduring relationships we were
able to develop during the' course of the' project.
We acknowledge, also, the efforts of our support staff and our entire
research staff including graduate and undergraduate students who'participated
in the project;:they contributed constructively in many ways to the final
outcome of the work.
The authors
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CHAPTER 1
THE NEWSPAPER LAYOUT PROBLEM
In general terms, the challenge in newspaper layout is to choose a page
format for advertisements and news that satisfies the goals of both the
advertisers and the publishers. The primary inputs to the layout process
are the display ads, classified ads and the collection of stories and pic-
tures that comprise the day's news. Since newspaper revenue depends heavily
on advertising, the newspaper aims to accommodate all ads sold for each
edition. On the other hand, there is always an excess supply of stories and
pictures; hence, news layout is a selective process.
1.1 Layout Goals
Layout styles for ads and news are designed to attract readership and to
optimize the newspaper's effectiveness in presenting information. Rules and
conventions have evolved over the years with the result that well-established
layout principles are shared by virtually all American newspapers. Layout of
display advertising, in particular, is quite similar among newspapers since all
use some variation of a pyramid layout structure in which smaller ads are placed
atop larger ones. News layouts tend to be more varied and often reflect the
editorial "personality" of the individual newspaper. Although the information
content of a paper changes completely from day-to-day, it is important to pre-
serve layout style in order to maintain the newspaper's identity and to foster
familiarity among its readers. At the same time a rigid, unvaried style may
become monotonous and dull.
1.2 Layout Functions
Functionally, the layout process consists of three tasks: structuring the
newspaper; laying out the ads; and laying out the news around the ads.
In the structuring stage, the sequential order of the newspaper departments
is established and specific pages are assigned to each department. The total
number of pages is determined by the amount of available advertising and an
editorial decision concerning the size of each department's news hole.
Once the page structure for an edition is established, the advertising can
be laid out. Throughout this document we assume that classified advertising
is assigned to separate pages and can be processed as a corpus. Display ads
2are positioned on the pages of the.remaining departments. In this process al-
lowances are made for a variety.of factors and constraints such as news-hole
requirements, preferential locations, competing advertisers, ads with coupons,
and so forth.'. The result is the' display-ads dummy which specifies the page
locations and boundaries on the page of all ads. The'.remaining space defines
the·news hole for each page.
Finally, the'.news is selected, edited and fitted into the available.news
hole. .Ideally, it would be preferable to:. adjust the'.news hole to the'totality
of the day's.news instead of vicel.versa; for practical reasons, however, the
news is always tailored to fit available space. Newspapers simply cannot af-
ford to.print all the copy being.generated by prolific wire-service reporters,
feature writers and local news staffs. The' news must be filtered to select
stories that are judged to be of greatest interest to the individual news-
paper's.readership. These items are positioned on the pages to:present an
attractive* layout with: an esthetic balance of pictures, headlines, -and text.:
In addition, the'layout should maintain an orderly structure for easy reading.
When..the layout process is completed, each:ad and news item'will have a specif-
ic.location in the .paper and production can begin.
1.'3 ' Layout in the ' omput erized: Nespaper. Environment
The'.ads- and.news-layout processes: are .performed sequentially with deadlines
for each.well-spaced.in time. Earlier deadlines are acceptable- for ads be-
cause advertising has somewhat- less'immediacy than news.· In today's.newspapers
page layouts are accomplished largely.without -benefit of computer,assistance,
although there is a trend toward computer-assisted layout. Some. newspapers
maintain computer-stored files of ads and news items, perhaps with. some sorting
capability, which:can be utilized to generate lists for layout. Recently,
computer terminals employing cathode-ray tubes. have been. made available- to
operators in order to permit layout through step-by-step interactions with the
computer. In general, however, these systems substitute a cathode-ray-tube
(CRT) display and graphics input devices for the traditional pencil and paper;
they make little use of additional computer capabilities in the layout process.
Since,.with these systems, the human operator must still make all the detailed
layout decisions, it is questionable whether or not any productivity gains thus
achieved are cost-effective.
The results.of our research support a more automated approach.to computer-
assisted layout. We believe that -greater' productivity can be achieved by more
3extensive use of the computer's inherent capabilities in the layout process.
In the design of a computerized-layout system, a broad spectrum of automati-
city options is available. The "CRT scratch-pad" approach-used by current
commercial systems, as described above, represents one end of the spectrum,
where a small part of the process is automated. At the other extreme, a
fully automated layout system is conceivable where layouts would be created
according to pre-conceived algorithms. Ideally, such a system would be the
fastest and most efficient approach; however, we believe the layout process
is too complex and day-to-day conditions are too varied to-permit the de-
sign of an algorithm that can achieve acceptable layouts consistently and
cost-effectively. When the layouts generated by a fully automated system
are unsatisfactory, new layouts can be created only by revising.the inputs
and re-executing the entire set of layout algorithms. Many iterations may be
necessary to produce satisfactory results; therefore, the over-all.efficiency
of the process may.be much less than expected.
We advocate an approach between these two extremes in which the.computer
performs routine tasks and the layout editor interacts at.key points to
approve or override the process. In the layout systems we have investigated
the computerized process is divided into subprocesses. and the human.is asked
to evaluate-the computer-generated results as each subprocess is completed.
For each subprocess a computer-executed algorithm generates a "first pass"
and the results are presented to the-layout supervisor* for review and
evaluation. The supervisor can alter the results.directly, as desired, or he
can revise the program parameters and rerun the program to create desired
changes. In any event, the layout supervisor must indicate his satisfaction
before the next subprocess begins. Since.each step in the sequential-layout
process depends on the previous results, unnecessary processing is eliminated
and the over-all efficiency of the layout process is improved.
1.4 Software Design
The interactive approach described in the previous section facilitates a
modular design of the system software. Modular-software design.has several
advantages. In program development it is simpler and more efficient to
* The term "layout supervisor" is used to designate the operator in the
computer-assisted layout system. Present newspaper-personnel titles are not
directly applicable-because of the need to re-organize functions and
responsibilities in a computerized system.
write and debug programs for relatively small modules rather .than to.implement
a single,' integrated system. 'The' separate modules are easier to:understand,
inputs and outputs. for each module are defined explicitly; and interactions
between. various parts of the' layout process are clearly defined.
Since,'in a typical newspaper organization separate layout functions may
be assigned.to different .people,..the modular approach. facilitates'..this division
of.responsibilities.' Each' module, together with its.own data-base,.. can be re-
garded' as a separate:. subsystem. With: an integrated. monolithic-system design,
on .the other hand, minor revisions may require extensive.program .modifications
and re-assembly of the entire .system program.whereas in a modular system.
the' revisions can be.. confined to a smaller' segment of.the' system. Also, it is
relatively simple' to append new functions to a modular system.. by adding another
module.; - For example, a display-ads billing module might be added to the
layout system' using much of the same .ads data 'employed' by' the ads-layout module.
A.key: feature of our software.design is. the separation of layout 'policy
from the.actual layout algorithms. Policy. data are the' inputs.which: influ-
ence:.the' layout style and format,.the'. features.that. distinguish:one news-
paper from another. For example,;' department names' and. their preferred se-
quence of.occurrence in the' newspaper are part of .the policy .which. determines.
the' newspaper structure.' Included' in a display-ads policy.might'-be the''
restrictions placed.against-the' placing of display.ads on certain pages and
procedures that must be followed for:laying out ads with' coupons.' News-layout
policy. may specify things such as a minimum and maximum.number' of stories to
be started on page one and preferred. pages .for story continuations. .The
collection of policy data is stored' in separate.files which' are called upon
by the layout algorithms whenever appropriate. The policy. files are semi-
permanent in that.their content does not change from day-to-day,. but they may
be revised when' the newspaper management decides to implement. a. change in
layout format or style.
The' purpose of separating stylistic factors from the layout:algorithms
is to permit the' design of universal.layout algorithms.which. can be applied
to all newspapers or to.the same.newspaper even.though it undergoes periodic
stylistic changes. Thus, computer-program-development .costs can be shared,
and system' implementation can be- made more efficient. Although this goal
is not totally.achievable, we believe that the' layout algorithms developed
during our research are applicable' to a wide spectrum of American newspapers
with:only minor revisions in order to accommodate individual newspaper styles.
5Another important.advantage of this approach is that once a newspaper
implements the system, changes in layout style or format can be effected simply
by revising the policy data rather than reprogramming the layout algorithms.
1.5 Description of a Computerized Newspaper-Layout System
In the chapters that follow, a computerized newspaper-layout system is
described in detail. This system represents a culmination.of several years of
research during which various techniques for both ads and news layout were
proposed and evaluated. The system we shall describe represents an amalgama-
tion of the best features of the various ideas that were tested. Chapter 2
contains an overview of the computer-assisted layout.process from the layout
supervisor's viewpoint. Chapters 3 through 10 describe.in detail the layout
algorithms for page structuring, display-ads layout, story and.picture assign-
ment, and news layout.
CHAPTER 2
COMPUTER-ASSISTED LAYOUT FROM THE USER'S VIEWPOINT
Laying out a newspaper with the assistance of a computer implies radical
departures from manual procedures. A critical issue in the design of a
computerized layout system is how to divide tasks between the computer and
the layout supervisor. Tasks that are well-defined can be formulated in an
algorithm and assigned to the computer. On the other hand, the layout super-
visor can still perform valuable functions; he can act as an overseer of the
computer process and be responsible for making stylistic and esthetic
evaluations of the computer-generated results. By freeing the supervisor
from routine time-consuming tasks, the computerized system offers potential
for more effective utilization of human creativity and judgement in the
layout process.
The functional block diagram shown in Fig. 2.1 is used to present an
overview of a computer-assisted newspaper-layout system. In the diagram, the
two large rectangular boxes drawn with dashed lines represent the two major
layout tasks: over-all newspaper structuring and display-ads layout, and
news layout. In the first task the newspaper is divided into sections
and departments, each department is assigned a specific number of pages for a
given edition, and the locations of display ads on each page are designated.
The news-layout task includes page assignment of stories and pictures, and
story and picture positioning on each page. Ads and news layout are per-
formed sequentially in the layout process.
The cylindrical boxes in the diagram represent the major data files required
in the layout process: ads data, ads-layout policy, ads-makeup dummy, ads
dummy, news data, news-layout policy, news assignment, template-library and
page-layout dummy. The content of all these files can be accessed by the
layout supervisor for acceptance or modification.
One goal of our layout-system design is to separate factors which reflect
the newspaper's style and format from the basic layout algorithms. Style and
format information, along with other data relating to newspaper layout policies,
is stored in the ads- and news-policy files rather than imbedded in the algo-
rithms. This approach has two significant advantages: the basic algorithms can
6
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8be shared by newspapers with a wide variety of layout styles and formats,
thereby reducing software development costs; and management decisions to
revise styles or formats.for a newspaper can be implemented. simply by alter-
ing the policy data rather than through a rewrite of the layout programs.
Thus, the policy files are semi-permanent files that do not change from
day-to-day, but are revisable whenever a change in layout policy is decided
upon.
2.1 Ads Layout
The layout process begins with the inputting of display-ads and classified-
ads data. For layout pur.poses, the' essential data are the display-ads
dimensions and an estimate of total classified-ad lineage. From these data
and policy.guidelines concerning news-hole requirements, sectioning, and de-
partmentalization, the page-structuring algorithm determines the.number of
pages required for the edition and assigns pages to each department. The
results are stored in the makeup-dummy file and presented to the layout super-
visor in tabular form for review. The tabular display shows the page assign-
ments, ads, and news space for each department. At this point the layout
supervisor can alter these assignments, if he so desires.
After.the page structure is accepted by the layout supervisor, he activates
the ads-positioning algorithm. Here the display ads are assigned to specific
pages and located on the page in accordance with rules specified in the ads-
policy file. The computer generates the ads dummy for the entire edition or
for selected departments, as directed by the supervisor. The computerized-
layout process easily accommodates a number of special requirements which
complicate.manual layout, such as avoiding back-to-back coupons, separating
competitive ads, eliminating buried ads, restricting ads on certain pages,
and so forth. Ads-layout results are stored in the ads-dummy file and pre-
sented in graphic form on a page-by-page basis to the layout supervisor for
review. A variety of editing commands are available to the supervisor for
relocating ads on a page, transferring ads to a different page, and inserting
new ads. When the supervisor is satisfied with the ads dummy., news.layout can
proceed.
2.2 News Layout
In a computerized newspaper system, news stories are entered into the
computer.for online editing and computer-controlled typesetting. The essential
input data needed for news layout are story lengths and picture dimensions.
9Story lengths are calculated by the computer from their texts; picture dimen-
sions are entered manually. In addition,.the layout supervisor attaches a
number signifying an importance rank to individual stories and pictures;
these are used by the layout algorithms to place the most important items
on the first few pages of the newspaper. Unranked stories and pictures are
assigned a low importance ranking automatically by the computer. Also, the
supervisor tags stories. and pictures which belong together and those stories
associated with each other.
The news-layout process occurs in two stages: Story and picture assign-
ment and news positioning. The role of story and picture assignment is to
select a subset of news items for each page whose area matches the available
news-hole area on that page. This procedure not only simplifies the layout
algorithm used later to position the items on the' page, but it also provides
the supervisor an option to alter the news budget page-by-page before the
detailed layout is performed.. Allowing changes at this point enables time to
be saved in the .over-all process.
The story- and picture-assignment algorithm utilizes the ads-dummy, news-
data, and news-policy files in order to assign a set of stories and pictures
to each page. The first step is to compare the total news-hole area for each
department with the areas of stories and pictures available.for the department.
The department news budget is presented to the layout supervisor in a tabular
display which indicates the stories and pictures that are likely: to appear in
each department. The acceptance list is based on importance ranking and a
match of total story and picture area to the available news-hole area. Left-
over stories and pictures are listed separately in the tabular display. At
this point, the layout supervisor may either accept the department news bud-
gets or make modifications. Stories and pictures can be deleted from the
acceptance list or their dimensions reduced to make room for additional items.
Alternatively, story and picture importance rankings can be revised to alter
their order of acceptance. Thus, the complete news budget for each department
is established and accepted by.the layout supervisor before detailed layout
begins.
The next step is to assign specific stories and pictures to each page such
that their total space matches the page news-hole area defined by the ads
dummy. The layout supervisor has the option of pre-assigning selected news
items to specific pages before the page-assignment algorithm is activated.
The algorithm assigns news items to pages on the basis of total area only;
10
no attempt is made at this stage to locate items within the news hole..
Rules governing layout style,. such as maximum or minimum number of stories
on the page and jumped stories, are retrieved from the news-policy file to
guide the assignment process. Space is allowed for story headlines and
picture captions, which are either pre-established by the supervisor or com-
puted from the story and picture data under guidelines stored in the policy
file. A leading tolerance can be included in the policy data to add flexibili-
ty in the matching of space requirements for the assigned news items to the
available news hole.
The story- and picture-assignment results are stored in the news-assignment
file, and presented in tabular format to the layout supervisor for.evaluation.
Stories and pictures assigned to each page are listed along with their space
requirements. Again, the layout supervisor is free to modify the computer-
generated results.
After the layout supervisor is satisfied with the story and picture assign-
ment, he initiates the story-and-picture-positioning algorithm. and specifies
which pages or departments are to be laid out. The layout process proceeds
a page at a time; for each page the assigned stories and pictures are
positioned at a precise location within the news hole.
A key feature of the news-positioning algorithm is the use of page
templates to guide the layout process. Each template represents a pre-determined,
acceptable page layout for a specific combination of stories and pictures on the
page. A collection of templates is stored as a permanent file called the
template library. The library contains several hundred templates and may include
several different templates for a given combination of stories.and pictures.
Therefore, the first step is to select an appropriate template.before the page
layout can begin. Template selection can be done either-by the layout supervisor,
who can review and select from templates stored in the template library, or
by the computer according to guidelines stored in the news-policy file. Under
certain conditions, the layout supervisor may wish to create a new template
to be used in layout.; if he does, the new template is added to the library.
Since templates specify only the relative positions and shapes of news items
on the page, it is possible that the algorithm will:fail to achieve a layout for
a given template.with the given story and picture sizes assigned to a page.
In this case, another template must be.selected, again either manually by the
layout.supervisor or automatically-by the computer. This process is repeated
for every page until a satisfactory layout is achieved. The successful layouts
l1
are stored in.the page-layout dummy file where they can be called up on a
graphics.display for review and modification by the layout supervisor.
One might question whether or not a few humdred templates are adequate
to accommodate the huge number of story and picture combinations.that are
possible and the enormous number of possibilities for story lengths and
picture areas. A key feature of the news-layout program that has been
developed is a means of representing templates symbolically. This ap-
proach permits a single template:to accommodate a .wide variety of story
lengths' and picture sizes, with the result that a practical template li-
brary can be reduced by at least two orders of magnitude.. Our symbolic
representation of templates is discussed. in Chapter 6.
2.3 Equipment
From the layout supervisor's viewpoint,. the most important item of
equipment in the layout system.is the display terminal he.uses.to interact
with the system. For inputting ads and news data, standard alphanumeric
terminals suffice. However, for reviewing and modifying the ads and page-
layout dummies, graphics cathode-ray-tube displays are required., Figure
2.2a.shows a typical ads.dummy for a page and Fig. 2.2b shows the dummy of
the same page after news stories and pictures have been positioned around
the ads. These layout dummies are presented on the layout supervisor's
graphic display. Ads are identified by the advertiser's.name, along with
the ad size and.position coordinates. News items are identified by their
slugs, and pictures are signified by a box with lines connecting its diag-
onally opposite corners.
Editing.commands can be input in various ways, depending.on.the capabilities
of the graphics-terminal hardware; typical devices for editing are keyboards,
light-pens, joy-sticks, or a combination of these devices.
Specifications for the computer facilities required for computerized
layout depend on the.newspaper size, number of layout.terminals required, and
so forth. However, some measure of the layout system software.can be de-
rived from the experimental system.used for our research. The experimental
layout software was developed on MULTICS, a general-purpose time-shared
computer system based on a dual, Honeywell-6180 computer facility. The
software was written in PL/lcomputer language. The programs.occupy approxi-
mately 60,00.0computer words for page structuring and display-ads layout and
120,000. computer words for story assignment and news layout, where a
computer word is 36 bits. Additional storage is needed for ads and news-data
12
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files, policy files, and the page-template library. Although this represents
a sizeable software system, it appears.possible to implement an operational
system on a mini- or medium-sized:computer. Since the layout tasks are per-
formed sequentially and the software is modular, only a fraction of the
system software need be core-resident at any instant. Thus, a 16-bit mini-
computer with 64 kilobits (or less) of core memory, backed up by a disc
mass-storage.unit, may well be.adequate. However,. definitive computer
specifications for an operational system can be determined only through ex-
tensive analysis.
2.4 Units of Measurement
Newspapers currently utilize many units of measurements.such as points,
picas, m-spaces, columns, lines, and so forth. For simplicity, we have
adopted columns and inches as measurement units for width and.height,
respectively, throughout the layout processes. Of course, a column is not
an absolute unit of distance since it depends on.the page width and the
format (e.g., six-,eight- or nine-column formats). However., its use simpli-
fies layout because ads and news widths conform to integral.numbers of
columns. The layout algorithms:can be tailored simply to accommodate dif-
ferent page widths and formats.
We measure page areas.ordinarily in column-inches, except in the makeup
process where column is used as a measure of area. In makeup, one column
corresponds to an area one-column wide by a full-page in height. This ex-
ception is allowed in order to reduce the magnitude of the.numbers processed
during makeup. For example, an eight-column by 22-inch page has an area of
176 column-inches, but its area can be specified simply as eight columns
when column is used as an area measurement. It is easier to recognize a
three-page department as one containing an area of 24 columns.rather than
528 column-inches.
2.5 Operational Consequences of Computer-Assisted Layout
The operational environment for newspaper layout is altered significantly
by the'computer-assisted layout system. Some of the'most important factors
are discussed.below.
Layout speed. The computerized system.reduces the time required for layout
dramatically. In.two experimental tests of.the display-ads layout system with
actual newspapers, the'ads dummies for two complete.newspapers, one 36 pages
and the other 44 pages, were generated by one person plus the computer in less
14
than 20 minutes each, after the ads data were posted in the machine. In con-
trast, over three hours were required by several experienced newspaper people
to do the same job manually. The actual computer-processing time required to
complete each layout was less than 20 seconds; the remaining time was spent
reviewing the computer-generated results and making some editorial changes to
the layouts*. Although not tested in an actual newspaper environment, similar
time and labor savings can be expected in news layout. Thus, later deadlines
for ads and news can be utilized.
Layout policy. The computer-assisted layout system demands a precise
definition of layout policies, and these-policies are rigidly adhered to unless
specifically overridden by the layout supervisor. Changes in editorial policy
or layout styles can be accommodated easilyby revisions to the policy files.
Editorial control. The computerized system improves the layout supervisor's
capability to examine the news budget before the detailed layout is initiated.
Stories and pictures can be edited thoroughly before layout; it is the computer's
job to generate a layout based upon final story lengths and picture sizes.
This is an important advantage over current procedures in which layouts are
created early because of time pressures and stories are edited later to fit
the layouts. Clearly, it is a significant improvement to not have to compro-
mise the news content of a story because of layout limitations.
Layout optimality. Computerized layout leads to more efficient utilization
of space, thereby reducing the need for fillers and yielding savings in news-
print.
Thus, computer-assisted layout can be expected to offer productivity gains
and improved editorial control of newspaper content. Computer programs for
page structuring, display-ads layout, story and picture assignment, and news
layout are described in the following chapters.
* Elkin, R.M., "An Evaluation of Computer-Assisted Display-Ads Layout in an
Operating Newspaper Environment," M.I.T. Report ESL-R-553, July, 1974.
CHAPTER 3
THE PAGE-STRUCTURING PROCESS
The first step in the assembly of a newspaper edition is the establishment
of its page structure. This process consists in making a determination of the
number of pages, departments, and sections in the newspaper, and in making
page assignments for each department. The number of pages depends on the
total space needed for display advertising, classified ads, and news; sections
and departmentalization are guided by editorial policy.
It is essential that each edition accommodate all ads received for that
day. Since display-advertising deadlines normally.precede the newspaper-
layout process, display-ad space is known exactly during layout. Classified-
advertising lineage can be estimated with -reasonable accuracy from carry-over
ads, new ads already in hand, and estimates of late-arriving ads. News
content, however, must remain flexible until nearly press time in.order to
include late-breaking events. The total news space, called the news hole, is
predetermined approximately by the editors and can be specified in one of
several different ways, such as a minimum and maximum number of column-inches
or as a ratio of advertising space to news space. In our layout system the
algorithm which. structures the newspaper from these data is part of the
Makeup Module. Two data files are needed to carry out the makeup process; the
Ads-Data File and the' Makeup-Policy File. These are described below.
3.1 Display-Ads Data File
Before the newspaper makeup and layout processes can begin, the' ads data
for the edition must be entered into the computer. This is accomplished through
an interactive dialog between the user and the display-ads Input/Output (I/O)
module. Ads-data files for future editions are created' as ads are sold. The
file-buildup process often. extends over several days or even weeks in advance
of the printing date or dates, with the result that many files are active
simultaneously. Each file is given a unique name (Feb 19, for example) and is
retrieved by its name.
The display-ads module also provides means for keeping each file up to date.
New ads can be entered, ads can be deleted, dimensions changed and so forth,
through use of the module. The'.module also can provide a complete listing of
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all ads in each file, together with any information about an ad that is de-
sired.
Several pieces of data about each ad are included in the ads-data file.
Headings for these items can be described briefly as follows:
Advertiser's.Name.
Dimensions. Height and width of ads are entered in the units defined in the'
makeup policy.
Departments. Entered here is the department to which the customer wants his
ad assigned. If no specific department has been requested, nothing is entered,
and the ad becomes a "run-of-paper" (ROP) ad. ROP ads are initially assigned
to the news department although some may be moved to other departments during
the makeup process. A second choice for department assignment can.be entered
for individual ROP ads to guide the reassignment of these ads to other depart-
ments.
Coupons. Ads containing coupons are identified to avoid their being laid out
back-to-back.
Ad Type. The class of advertiser is included in order to avoid placement of
similar type or competing ads on the same or facing pages. Advertiser types
that can be specified (such as radio, auto, clothes, furniture and so forth)
are defined in the makeup-policy file.
Preset Location. When an advertiser requests a specific page and location on
the page for his ad, this information is entered here. The relative location
within a department (for example, the last page of news department), and the
assigned location on that page are entered under this heading.
Odd- or Even-Page Preference. An advertiser may request either an odd- or even-
page location for an ad. The layout algorithm interprets this as a preferred
location which can be overridden if necessary to place the ad.
The only essential data required for every ad are the name of the advertiser
and the dimensions of the ad; the other data are entered only when applicable.
3.2 Makeup-Policy File
The separation of policy files from the operational algorithms is a major
feature of our system. Parameters that vary from one edition to the next or
among different newspapers are defined as policy variables and are separated
from the layout algorithms themselves. In this way the same algorithms can
accommodate.a variety of layout styles and formats, and changes in policy with-
in a newspaper can be implemented without reprogramming.
The section and department structure of the newspaper depends primarily
upon managerial decisions at the individual newspaper; hence, the'program
parameters which control these factors are assigned to the makeup-policy file
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rather than fixed in the'algorithms. In general, a separate policy file is
maintained for each day of the'week so that day-to-day variations in news-
paper structure will.be possible.; The Thursday edition of most newspapers,
for example, usually contains many more.pages than the Saturday edition be-
cause of a higher volume of food-market and other advertising. Also, space
requirements for news depend upon the day of the.week; Monday is usually a
light news day, and certain days may have a heavy sports-news budget.because
of local-team schedules. All these factors can be accommodated.by appropriate
makeup policies for each edition. There is a distinct advantage to a system
that treats special requirements of individual newspapers and differences
among editions as policy variations because this approach.obviates the need
to.tailor the algorithms to each unique set of requirements.
As described next, makeup policy concerns the sectional and departmental
structure of the newspaper and the determination of department news holes.
3.2.1 'Section policy. The section-policy rules specify the preferred
number of sections for the edition and the number of pages per section. The
number of sections can be specified as a function of the total number of pages
in the edition. The number of pages per section is specified as a minimum-
to-maximum range of pages. Sections must always contain an even number of
pages, and the section policy can indicate a preference for sections contain-
ing a multiple of four pages.
3.2.2 Department policy. The number of departments and their names are
specified as part of the department policy rules. The department sequence
in the edition is influenced by several policy options. Selected departments
can be linked so that two specified departments always occur in sequence.
Also, departments can.be assigned to positions within the newspaper; for
example, the Sports department can be assigned to begin on the first page of
the second section, or selected departments can be designated to begin on odd
or even pages. In addition, a preferred sequence of departments or pre-
ferred section assignments for departments is included in the makeup policies.
An odd or even option can be entered for each department to indicate a
preference for starting the department on an odd or even page number. Thus,
a two-page Editorial department consisting of an editorial page and an
"op-ed" page can be designated to begin on an even-numbered page.
3.2.3 News-hole policy. Department sizes are determined by the sum of
the areas required.for advertising and news. The advertising space for each
department is calculated directly from the ad dimensions stored in the display-
ads data file. The department news-hole area 'is based on editorial policy.
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Four different policy alternatives are provided to guide the determination of
department size, as follows:
1. Fixed department size:" Department size is fixed at a specified. number of
pages.
2. Fixed news-hole area: The size' of.the news area in the department is
specified' as a minimum-to-maximum number of news columns regardless of the
space requirements for the ads.
3. Fixed news-to-ads ratio: Because advertising contributes such a signifi-
cant part to a newspaper's budget, it. is quite reasonable to establish some
relationship between the areas occupied by the display ads and news. One way
to do this is to set a fixed news-to-ads area ratio; that is,. the news area in
a department is proportional to the amount of ads space assigned to that de-
partment for the edition.
4. Fixed ratio with an upper or lower limit on news size:. In addition to
specifying the fixed news-to-ads ratio, the' maximum or minimum amount of news
area in the department is also specified. If the calculation of the news area,
based on the ads area and news-to-ads ratio, falls within the specified bounds,
it will be used as the news area for that department. Otherwise, either the
upper or the lower bound will be used, depending on which is closer to the
calculated value.
Areas for both news and advertising are measured in units of columns in the
makeup process. A column is an area equivalent to a space one-column in width
and a full-page in height. For a discussion of area units. used in the makeup
and layout processes, see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.
3.3 The Makeup Process
An overview of the makeup process is illustrated by the block diagram in
Fig. 3.1. The five major steps that comprise the process are these: determina-
tion of the total number of pages in the edition; determination of the number
of sections, the number of pages in each department, and the assignment of
departments to sections; assignment of departments to specific pages.; adjust-
ment of the news-hole areas to target values specified by policy; and the ac-
ceptance or revision of the makeup results by the layout supervisor.
Each of these steps is described in detail in the following .sections. The
first four steps are accomplished through computer algorithms and the last
involves interaction with the layout supervisor.
As a means of clarifying the algorithm descriptions, an illustrative example
is introduced here and the algorithms will be applied to the same example
through each. step in the makeup process.
3.3.1 Policy and ads data for makeup example. The contents of the makeup
policy file for a ten-department newspaper is shown in Table 3.1. The policy
data are stored and retrieved' under the name of the edition, Tuesday A.M.
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Table 3.1. Example of Makeup Policy.
EDITION: Tuesday A.M.
SECTIONS: 2 sections (A,B) when total pages J 48
4 sections (A,B,C,D) when total pages > 48
No. of PAGES/SECTION: A 12-24
B 12-24
C 12-24
D 12-24
Multiple of 4 pages preferred
DEPARTMENT ASSIGNMENTS:
Section Preassigned Linked
Assignments Locations To
News 1 A B C D A - O
Editorial 2 A A-- 2
Sports 5 B B + O
Living 6 A B C D
Arts 4 A B C D
Finance 3 A B C D
Obit 7 B C D
Comics 8 B C D Even
Radio-TV 9 B C D Comics
Classified 10 B C D
DEPARTMENT SIZE SPECIFICATIONS:
Specified Size News/Ads News Hole
Department (Pages) Ratio (Min-Max Columns)
News 1.0 35 - 100
Editorial 2 16 - 16
Sports 20.- 34
Living 12 - 18
Arts 14 - 18
Finance- 1.2 20 - 35
Obit 1 2 - 4
Comics. 1 8 - 8
Radio-TV 1 4 - 6
Classified 0
~~~~. . . . . . . . . .. .  ... .... .... ......
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The policy specifies that the number of sections is determined.by the
total number of pages in the edition, two sections for 48 pages or less, and
four sections otherwise.: Limits of 12 to 24 pages are specified for all sec-
tions with a preference for section sizes that are a multiple of four pages.
Sections are designated as A, B, C, and D.
The'department assignments include the preferred order for departments in
the edition, as indicated by the precedence numbers; the lowest number de-
partments come first. Acceptable section assignments are listed for the de-
partments and consist of one or more sections for each department. The
Editorial department, for example, is restricted to section A, whereas the
Radio-TV department may appear in Sections B, C, or D. The preassigned-
location entry may specify either a preferred position within a section or
an odd or even starting page number for the department. Preferred department
positions within a section are specified either by counting pages forward
(+) from the beginning of the section or by counting backwards (-) from the
rear of the section. For example, the Sports department is designated to
begin on the first page (+O) of Section B, and the Editorial department
is assigned to begin two pages back (-2) from the last page of section A.
The Comics department is assigned to begin on an even-numbered page. The
last column in the department-assignments table indicates that the Radio-TV
department is linked to the Comics department. This specification, along
with the even-page preference for the Comics department, assures that these
two departments will be assigned to facing pages.
The department-size policy specifies for each department either a fixed
number of pages or a means for determining the department news space. The
department news space, in turn, can be specified as either a ratio of news-to-
ads area or as a minimum-to-maximum range of columns. For example, a news-to-
ads ratio of 1.0 is assigned to the News department, which means that its
news-hole area will vary with the amount of advertising in each edition. A
minimum of 35 columns and a maximum of 100 columns are.also specified for
this department, thereby imposing upper and lower bounds on the news-hole
area. Columns are units of area based on an 8-column format, so that one
column represents an area equal to one-eighth of a full page. Departments
with constant news holes, such as the Editorial Department, have news-hole
specifications in which the minimum and maximum number of columns are equal.
In addition to the makeup policy, ads data are required to. calculate the
advertising space in the edition. The areas for all ads assigned to a
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department are summed to give a total ads space for each department. .Run-of-
paper ads are assigned initially to- the'News. department, although some ROP
ads may be reassigned to other' departments during the makeup process.- The'
ads data assumed for this example- are shown in Table 3.2. Columns based on
an eight'column format are used again as the units of area for convenience.
The policy and ads data established in this example will now be used to illus-
trate the makeup process.
Table 3.2. Ads Data for Makeup Example
Department Total Assigned Ads Area
Columns
News 50.0
Editorial 0.0
Sports 26.0
Living 21.0
Arts 6.0
Finance 14.0
Obit 4.0
Comics 0.0
Radio-TV 3.0
Classified 48.0
Total 172.0
3.3.2 Step 1 - Edition size. The algorithm for determining the total
number of pages in the edition is shown in Fig. 3.2. Starting with the first
department listed in the policy, we calculate the space requirements for each
department. If the department size is specified by policy as a fixed number of
pages, then that number is used and the algorithm proceeds to the next depart-
ment. If the department size is not fixed, the department news-hole area must
be calculated in order to determine the.number of pages for the department.
The news-hole calculation branches, depending on whether or not a news-to-
ads ratio is specified for the department. If a ratio is not specified, the
target news-hole area is calculated by averaging the minimum and maximum number
of columns specified in the policy. If the news-to-ads ratio is specified,
the target news area is calculated by multiplying the ratio by the total ads
space assigned to the department. This number is compared with the minimum
and maximum specifications for the department news hole; if the result is
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outside limits, the 'nearest bound is.substituted. for the calculated news.
area, After the'target'news.area is .determined, the number of pages for the
department is calculated by totaling the ads and.news areas measured in
columns and dividing by eight. 'The result may include a fractional page, but
it is not.rounded off to an integral number of pages at this time.
After the' number of pages is determined for a departments the department
list is checked to see if all departments have been processed. After all
department sizes' have been determined, the total number of pages for the
edition is calculated by adding the pages for all departments and rounding
up the total to the nearest even integer.
The results of applying this algorithm to our illustrative example are
shown in Table 3.3. Four departments are fixed in size by policy. The news
areas for two departments, News and Finance, are calculated from the news-
to-ads ratios specified by policy and the total area of ads assigned to those
departments. Note that in the case of the Finance department, the news area
calculated from the news-to-ads ratio is less than the minimum news area
specified by policy; the minimum area is therefore used to determine the de-
partment size.
The third category of departments is departments that are not fixed in
size nor assigned a news-to-ads ratio in the policy file; this category
includes the Sports, Living, Arts, and Classified departments. For each of
these, the news area is set at the average of the minimum and maximum
values specified in the policy.
The pages for all departments are summed, and the result is rounded up
to the nearest even integer; the result is 42 pages for our example.
3.3.'3 Step 2- Sections, department.size, and department-to-section
assignments, The next step in the makeup process is to divide the edition
into sections, fix the department sizes, and to assign the departments to
sections. The algorithm for this step is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
The number of sections is specified by the makeup policy, usually in terms
of the total number of pages calculated in the preceding step. In our ex-
ample, the policy specified two sections for an edition of 48 pages or less.
Since the edition size has been calculated as 42 pages, the algorithm
establishes two sections, A and B. The number of pages per section is derived
by dividing the total pages by the number of sections and rounding off to the
nearest even integer. If the policy indicates that a multiple of four pages
is preferred, the round-off is to the nearest multiple of four pages. The
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Table 3.3.' Results of Applying Edition-Size Algorithm
Departments with. fixed sizes
Department. Pages
Editorial 2.0
Obit. 1-.0
Comics 1.0
Radio-TV 1.0
Departments specified by news/ads ratio
News/ads News hole Total Calculated Target Dept.Department
ratio min-max ads area news area news area size
(Columns) (Clumns)umns) (Columns) (Columns) (pages)
News 1.0 35 - 100 50.0 50.0 50.0 12.5
Finance. 1.2 20 ..- 35 .. 14.0 16.8 20.0 4.25
Departments specified by news-area bounds
News-hole Total Calculated Dept.
Department min-max ads area news area size.
(Columns) (Columns) (Columns) (pages)
Sports 20 - 34 26.0 27.0 6.625
Living 12 - 18 21.0 15.0 4.5
Arts 16 - 16 6.0 16.0 2.75
Classified 0 . .48.'0 0 6.0
Total pages = 41.625, Roundup to 42 pages
Edition size = 42 pages
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section pages are rounded.-off one at a time starting with the front section,
and the last section is sized so that the total number of pages is correct;
therefore, the last section'is a multiple' of four only if the' total number
of pages is divisible evenly by four. In the example, the number of pages
is calculated as:
section A = 42/2 = 21, rounded to 20 pages
section B = 42 - 20. = 22 pages
Note that even though the' policy specifies a preference for a multiple of
four pages, this policy is overridden in section B to satisfy the total
number of pages.
Department sizes are fixed by rounding the number of pages for each de-
partment other than the News department to an integral number of pages. Frac-
tional pages of 1/4 or larger are rounded up to a full page, and fractions less
than 1/4 are dropped. The News department is sized by adding the pages for
all other departments and subtracting the sum from the total number of pages
in the edition. The result of applying this process to our continuing ex-
ample is shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4. Department sizes for makeup example
Calculated size Final size
Depa'rtment pages pages
Editorial 2.0 2.0
Sports 6.25 7.0
Living 4.5 5.0
Arts. 2.75 3.0
Finance 4.25 5.0
Obit. 1.0 1.0
Comics 1.0 1.0
Radio-TV 1.0 1.0
Classified 6.0 - 6.0
.............. ''' 'Subtotal = 31.0
News 12.5 11.0 
Note that the News department is reduced by 1.5 pages from its calculated
value because of round-off increments in other departments. This implies a
shrinkage in the News department news hole, but this is compensated for
later in Step' 4 by reassigning ROP.ads to other departments.
The algorithm is designed for an integral number of pages for each
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department primarily because it reduces complexity; however, the system.
could be modified'.to accommodate fractional pages for departments, if
necessary. One relatively simple method of handling this problem would.be to
link two departments whose fractional-page components.add to a full page, or
nearly so. Then, the linked departments-can be treated by the algorithm as a
single pseudo-department!with an integral.number of pages. For example, the
Financial and Arts departments in our case can be linked to form a single de-
partment of seven pages, and these departments would share a common page.
After department sizes are established, the next requirement is to assign
the departments to specific sections. First, all departmentsthat can have
only one location among the'available sections are assigned to.that section.
As may be seen in Table 3.1 for our example, the policy for the Editorial,
Sports, Obit, Comics, Radio-TV, and Classified departments limits these de-
partments to only one section. The policy for the latter four departments
specified sections B, C, and D, but since the algorithm has established a
two-section edition, only section B is available for these departments.
The assignment of the remaining departments begins by selecting the last
section in the edition -- section B in our example. The number of pages in
the section is compared to the total pages for all departments already assigned
to the section. If the assigned departments over-fill the section, the sec-
tion is enlarged by either two or four pages, depending upon whether the
policy specifies a multiple of four pages or not. The next section is re-
duced by the number of pages added. This process repeats until.the section
equals or exceeds the total pages of the assigned departments. If the total
pages of the assigned departments equals the number of section pages, the
assignment process for that section is complete.
If the section is not filled, an unassigned department whose total pages
is less than, or equal to, the remaining number of section pages is assigned
to the section. For this step, the unassigned departments are selected in re-
verse order of precedence. Therefore, the News department, which always has
top precedence, is the last department to be selected. If the section is not
exactly filled through a combination of the other departments, leftover pages
are assigned to the News department. Therefore,.it is quite possible that the
algorithm will split the News department between two or more sections, whereas
all other departments are assigned to contiguous pages in one section. After
the section is filled, the algorithm determines.how many sections are still
unprocessed. If two or more remain, the' assignment is repeated for the next
section; if only one section is left, all unassigned departments are assigned
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to that section.
The assignment of departments to sections-can.be illustrated by continuing
with our example.' The algorithm'begins with.the last section, section B.
Application of section-assignment policylresults in five departments --
Sports, Obit, Comics, Radio-TV and Classified--- being preassigned to section
B. These departments total 16 pages with six pages left in the.section for
other departments. The'remaining unassigned departments eligible for section
B are listed in Table 3.5. Starting in reverse order of precedence, the
Table 3.5. Unassigned Departments Eligible for Section B
Department Precedence Pages
News 1 11-
Living 6 5
Arts 4 3
Finance 3 5
algorithm selects the Living department first and assigns this department to
the section, since its five pages will fit. Now, only-one page remains,
and both the Arts and Finance departments are too large. Therefore, the
algorithm assigns one page from the News department to complete the section,
and assigns remaining departments to section A. These include the Arts and
Finance departments and the remainder of the News department. The section-
assignment results are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6. Section Assignments of Departments
Section A Section B
Department. Pages 'LDepartment PVages
News 10 News 1
Editorial 2 Sports 7
Arts 3 Living 5
Finance 5 Obit 1
Comics 1
Radio-TV 1
Classified 6
TOTAL ......20 TOTAL 22.
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In.. summary, in.Step 2.the number of sections and the section sizes are
determined' first:..Then'.department sizes. are.rounded to an integral.number of
pages, and the'departments are assigned to specific.sections. The assignment
process adheres to.section-assignment restrictions specified by policy and
tends to:follow.the'specified'order of department precedence. Section sizes
may be altered slightly from their original number of pages in order to ac-
commodate the'.section-assignment restrictions. All departments are treated
as single entities and assigned to a single section except the' News depart-
ment, which.may be split among more than one section.
3.3.14 Step 3 - Assignment of departments to pages. In this step,
departments are assigned to specific pages within their. assigned sections.
The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Sections are processed sequential-
ly, starting with the first section.
First, the makeup policy for departments assigned to the section is ex-
amined from the viewpoint of preferred location, and departments with speci-
fied locations are preassigned to appropriate pages. In the makeup policy
for our example in Table 3.1, the last page of section A is reserved for the
News department, and the Editorial department is assigned.to start two pages
ahead of the last page in the section. The News department is the only de-
partment permitted to run on nonconsecutive pages. .Therefore, whenever a pre-
assigned location is specified for any department other than News, it is inter-
preted as the starting page for the department and a block of pages equal to
the department size is assigned at this point. Thus, the algorithm assigns
pages 18 and 19 to the Editorial department. Note that the preassignment
policy assures that the two-page Editorial department will start on an even
page, with the result that the editorial and "op-ed"pages will face each
other. Since the number of pages in the section must be even, the last page
minus two must be.even also.
After the policy-designated locations are assigned, the algorithm selects
the highest-precedence department assigned to the section. The policy file
for that department is checked to determine if an odd or even starting page is
specified for the department. If there is no specification, or if the next
available page satisfies that preference, the department is assigned a block
of pages starting at the next page to be assigned. Pages are assigned in
ascending order starting with the first page in. the section. If the odd or
even preference is not.met by the next page to be assigned, the algorithm
selects the next highest preference department and repeats the process. If
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all departments assigned.to the.section are tried:and fail, the odd-even
preference: is overridden: and the highest preference department is assigned.
The process iterates until all departments in the' section are assigned pagesl
and then proceeds to.the' next section.
In our example, the last three' pages of the section are assigned to the
Editorial department and.the News department in accordance.with the' preassign-
ments specified by policy.. The News department is selected as the highest
precedence department, and the' remainder of the News department.is assigned to
pages one through nine. Then, the Finance department is selected as.the next
highest precedence and assigned to pages 10 through 14. Finally, the Arts de-
partment is assigned to pages 15 through 17. The section-A page assignments
are now complete.
In section B, the Sports department is preassigned-to pages 21 through 27.
Remaining parts:of the News department which spill over from Section A are
moved to the bottom of the precedence order. Therefore, the Living, Obit,
Comics, Radio-TV, Classified and News departments are assigned in that order
to pages 28 through 42. The even-page preference specified. for the Comics de-
partment is satisfied without changing the order of preference. The final page
assignments-for both sections are listed in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Page-Assignment Results
Section A Section B
Department Page Assignments Department Page Assignments
News 1-9, 20 Sports 21-27
Finance 10-14 Living 28-32
Arts 15-17- Obit 33
Editorial 18-19 Comics 34
Radio-TV 35
Classified 36-41
News 42
At this point the page structuring of the edition by the computer is
finished; all that remains for the makeup algorithm is some adjustment of
department news area through re-assignment of ROP ads.
3.3.5 Step 4 - Reassignment of:ROP ads. Because of the properties of the
page-structuring algorithms, the size' of the News.department may.be reduced
below the number of pages calculated on the basis of ads space and the "target"
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news area specified by policy. Since the'area of the assigned ads is fixed,
a shrinkage of the.newslhole is'implied. .As described in Step 2,' the News-
department size reduction. occurs.because the round-off of other','department
sizes favors an increase inthe'area'allocated to those departments, while
the'total number'of pages for the'edition remains fixed.. The'purpose of
Step 4 is to:recognize.when'the.News-department news area'falls.below policy
specifications and to.remedy the problem by reassigning run-of-paper (ROP)
ads to other departments. The'algorithm'for this step.is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The algorithm begins by comparing the actual news.area for each department
with the target.news area.as specified.by policy. If the makeup policy
specifies a news-to-ads ratio for the department., the target news area is
calculated by multiplying that ratio by the'total area of.ads.assigned to the
department. If a ratio is not specified, the target news.areais.the'average
of the'minimum and maximum allowable news hole specified. in the department
makeup policy. The'actual news area is determined from the.number of pages
and the'total area'of ads assigned to the department.. The difference between
actual and target news areas is considered the excess news.area of the de-
partment.
If the excess news area of the News department is zero or positive, the
makeup is considered acceptable and no ROP ads.are.reassigned. However, it
is more likely that the News-department excess area will be negative; in that
case, ROP ads are sought for reassignment to other departments. All ROP ads
are assigned initially to.the News department, but a second choice.for depart-
ment assignment can be entered for individual ads. For example, a bank
advertiser.may prefer his ad to be located among the general news, but the
Finance pages might be an acceptable alternative. The algorithmfirst selects
ROP ads for reassignment which.carry a second department choice. If no such
ads exist, the algorithm only reassigns ads if the News-department news area
is less than the minimum specified by policy. If the news area is below
minimum, ROP ads are reassigned sequentially. For each reassignment the de-
partment with the largest excess news area is determined and.the ROP ad with
the smallest area is reassigned to that department. This process is repeated
until the News-department news area equals or exceeds the policy minimum.
When. ROP ads with a second department choice do exist, the reassignment
of these ads follows a similar procedure. First, the department with the
largest excess news area:is determined and an, ROP ad with that department list-
ed as second choice.is sought. If one is found, the ad is reassigned to the
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department only if the department news area is not reduced below its target
value. If an appropriate ad is not found for reassignment to that depart-
ment, the department with the next highest excess news area is selected,
and the process repeats. Ads are reassigned in this manner until either the
News department news hole is at least its target value or all ROP ads with
an indicated second choice for department assignment have been tried.
In our example, we assume that possible department reassignments have
been entered for five ads with a total area of 10.0 columns. The News de-
partment has been assigned 11 pages and 50 columns of ads, resulting in a
department news hole of only 38 columns. (11 pages corresponds to an area
of 88 columns in our area units.) Since a 38-column news hole is below the
target value of 50 columns, the ROP ads with indicated alternative depart-
ment assignments are reassigned to those departments, thereby increasing the
News-department news hole to 48 columns. The reassignment of ROP ads does not
alter the department sizes or their page assignments; it merely attempts to
align the department news areas more closely with the policy specifications.
Now the computer-generated makeup dummy is complete and the results are
displayed to the layout supervisor for acceptance or revision.
3.3.6 Step 5 - Review of makeup dummy. The computer-generated makeup
dummy is displayed to the layout supervisor in tabular form for his review;
he may either accept the results or make revisions. The page assignments are
listed, together with the news and ads areas for each department. Any
policy guidelines that could not be met by the algorithms are also displayed.
For example, if a department news hole is outside the minimum-or-maximum
limits specified by policy or a department begins on a page contrary to an
odd or even policy specification, the'condition is displayed as a policy
violation. Finally, the makeup-dummy display provides a list of ROP ads
assigned to departments other than the News department.
For the illustrative example used throughout this chapter, the makeup-
dummy display would appear as shown in Table 3.8. Departments are listed
in sequence according to their page assignments with the News department
split into three parts. For this example, no policy guidelines were over-
ridden. The five ROP ads reassigned to other departments are listed.
If the makeup dummy is unsatisfactory to the layout supervisor, several
alternative methods may be used to revise the results. Changes in department
page assignments that do not affect department sizes may be entered directly.
The display of the makeup dummy is then revised to reflect those changes.
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Table 3.8. Display of Makeup Results
Makeup dummy: Mar 28 A.M.
Total pages: 42; Sections: 20/22
News Hole (Columns) Ads Area (Columns) Page
Section Department
Min-Max- Target -Dummy Assigned ROP Dummy Assignments
A News 35-100 50 48.0 50.0 -10.0 40.0 1-9
Finance 20-35 20 23.0 14.0 3.0 17.0 10-14
Arts 14-18 16 17.0 6.0 1.0 7.0 15-17
Editorial 16-16 16 16.0 0 0 18-19
News 20
B Sports 20-34 27 28.0 26.0 2.0 28.0 21-27
Living 12-18 15 15.5 21.0 3.5 24.5 28-32
Obit 2-4 3 3.5 4.0 0.5 4.5 33
Comics 8-8 8 8.0 0 0  0 34
Radio-TV 4-6 5 5.0 3.0 0 3.0 35
Classified 0 0 0 48.0 0 48.0 36-41
News 42
Policy violations: None
ROP ads reassigned:
Advertiser Ads Area Assigned to
Department
Fed. Savings 3.0 Finance
Gloria Stevens 3.5 Living
Ford 2.0 Sports
Jimmys 1.0 Arts
Heart Assn. 0.5 Obit
Total 10.0
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If he wishes to enlarge or reduce a department, he specifies the new number of
pages for the department. Then, the makeup algorithms are re-executed using
that number as the fixed department size in place of the makeup-policy
guidelines. Alternatively, he may specify a revised news hole for one or more
departments; in this case, the makeup algorithms recompute the makeup dummy
with the specified news holes instead of the policy specifications. Another
option is to reassign selected ads to other departments. In this case the
news hole and ads areas for the affected departments are calculated, and the
new makeup-dummy results are displayed.
After the layout supervisor is satisfied with the makeup dummy, he indicates
his acceptance; the results are then stored in the makeup-dummy file. Now
the display ads can be assigned to specific pages and located on those pages,
as described in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
DISPLAY-ADS LAYOUT
After the page structure of the newspaper has been determined through use
of the makeup module, the next step is to generate the ads dummy by locating
the display ads on the pages. The ads-layout module assigns each display ad
to a specific page and positions it on the page. The layout supervisor has
the option of limiting the layout to specific departments such as Sports,
Financial, and so forth, or to a single page. Selected ads may be given prefer-
ential positions by assigning them to preset locations. After the computer-
generated layout is completed, the layout supervisor can review the dummy at
a graphics CRT-display terminal and alter the layouts as he pleases using the
terminal keyboard. The editing commands allow a variety of layout revisions
including relocating ads on a page, deleting an ad from a page, and inserting
a new ad. In the latter two cases, a computer-generated layout with the new
ad assortment can be requested for the page.
In addition to the ads-data file and the makeup results described in the
preceding chapter, the ads-layout process requires one additional file, the
layout policy file.
4.1 Ads-Layout-Policy File
The ads-layout-policy file includes the policy rules that affect the page-
layout style and ads distribution within a department. Policy rules are set
generally by department, but in some cases, policy may vary from page-to-page
within a department. The policy rules and layout options stored in the
policy file are described below.
4.1.1 Strong and weak pyramid rules. The layout policy specifies either
a strong or weak pyramid construction for ads layout. The strong-pyramid
style requires that the sum of the widths of ads placed directly on top of
another ad must be less than the width of the lower ad and the top of an ad
placed inside another ad must be beneath the top of that ad. This produces
a stair-case style layout, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. The weak pyramid rule is
the same except that the sum of the widths and the height may equal those of
the adjacent ads, as shown in Fig. 4.lb.
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4.1.2 Page-layout styles. Either a right-sloped or left-sloped pyramid
style can be specified by policy. The layout algorithm first attempts to lay
out all pages in a single pyramid. If all ads cannot be placed in a single
pyramid, the algorithm attempts to position the remaining ads in accordance
with a double-pyramid construction which results in right and left pyramids
on the same page. Single- and double-pyramid layouts are illustrated in
Fig. 4.2.
4.1.3 Page sequence. The sequence in which department pages are laid out
affects the distribution of ads within the department. Many newspapers en-
courage advertising by locating large ads in preferential positions. Since
the layout algorithm first sorts ads by size, the larger ads are likely to be
placed on the early pages in the sequence. Therefore, the distribution of
ads, particularly the larger ones, can be controlled by specification of
the layout-page sequence.
Two methods can be used to specify the layout-page sequence for a depart-
ment.
1. Ascending page numbers in which the layout-page sequence is the same as
the page-number sequence in the department.
2. Page-by-page, in which the page sequence is specified in detail; all
pages are stipulated relative to the beginning or ending pages of the depart-
ment. For example, the layout-page sequence for the News department could be
specified as the first page, the last two pages, and the remaining pages in
ascending order.
4.1.4 Buried ads. A buried ad is one which is positioned so that none of
its edges touches the news hole. Ads 3 and 8 in Fig. 4.3 are examples of
buried ads. Most newspapers avoid layouts with buried ads, but in some depart-
ments with a large number of small ads they may be acceptable. The layout pol-
icy permits buried ads to be specified for selected departments.
4.1.5 Maximum ad occupancy. The maximum ads area on specified pages can
be limited by the layout policy. For example, a low maximum ads area may be
specified for the first page of a department to ensure an adequate news hole
for that page. Ads can be prohibited from selected pages by specifying a maxi-
mum ads area of zero percent for those pages. Ordinarily, the maximum-ads
restriction can be overridden to place a full-page ad, but the ads limit can
be specified as a rigorous constraint for pages if full-page ads are not want-
ed.
4.1.6 Minimum top margin. The minimum-top-margin policy can be used to
avoid layouts that leave a narrow, horizontal strip between the top of the
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ads and the upper page boundary. These bands, called ribbons, are undesira-
ble because the space is too narrow for effective utilization as news space.
By specifying a minimum top margin, ribbons can be avoided. The layout al-
gorithm first attempts to construct the ads pyramid to top of the page. If
the ads pyramid cannot be fitted exactly to the upper page boundary, the
algorithm limits the pyramid height in order to maintain the specified mini-
mum margin. For pages where a news space across the top of the page is de-
sirable, the minimum margin can be specified as a rigorous constraint and the
layout algorithm positions no ads within that space.
4.2 Overview of the Ads-Layout Process
Display-ads layout is accomplished one department at a time. All display
ads assigned to the department are positioned on the pages specified for the
department in the makeup-dummy file. All necessary data are available in the
files relating to display-ads data, the makeup dummy, and layout policy. The
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ads layout must conform to a variety of constraints imposed by layout
policy, such as prohibition of back-to-back coupons, separation of competing
advertisers, minimum news holes for certain pages, and so forth. The major
steps in the display-ads layout process are illustrated by the block diagram
in Fig. 4.4.
To facilitate a pyramid-style layout, tall and large ads are placed
first; then successively smaller ads are placed adjacent to or on top of
these. The first step, therefore, is to sort all display ads assigned to the
department by height and by area. Two categories of ads are thus established:
"Tall" ads and "large" ads. The tall-ads category includes all ads at least
five-sixths'of the page in height; large ads are all remaining ads with an
area at least one-quarter of the full-page area.
Next, ads that have a preassigned location are assigned to their designated
pages. If a location on the page is also specified, the ad is placed in that
position. If only the page is specified, a "preassigned-ad" flag is set and
the ad is positioned later in the layout process according to its size.
After the preassigned ads are processed the tall ads are positioned on the
department pages. Then, all large ads are placed, and finally all remaining
ads are located. The same basic ad-placement algorithm is utilized for each
ad category. Ads are positioned to form a left or right pyramid in accord-
ance with either the strong or weak pyramid rule, as specified by policy.
If an odd or even page is specified for an individual ad, the layout algorithm
attempts to accommodate that preference. However, if the ad cannot be placed
in that manner, the odd-even preference is overridden.
The layout algorithm first attempts to place ads in a single-pyramid style.
If some ads cannot be placed, then a double-pyramid layout is attempted for
the remaining ads. The page order in which double-pyramid layouts is attempt-
ed is determined by the page-sequence policy.
The computer-generated ads dummy is displayed a page at a time to the lay-
out supervisor. At this point ads that failed to be placed by the layout al-
gorithms are placed manually. The layout supervisor may shift ads to dif-
ferent locations on the same page or transfer them to other pages. In the
latter case, new computer-generated layouts may be requested for the affect-
ed pages. After all ads are placed satisfactorily, the layout supervisor
indicates his acceptance. The results are then stored in the ads-layout-dummy
file.
In the next section, the basic ad-placement algorithm used to position all
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ads is described. This is followed by detailed descriptions of the layout
processes for the tall, large, and remaining ads.
4.3 The Ad-Placement Algorithm.
The objective of the ad-placement algorithm is to position a given ad on a
given page in accordance with guidelines provided by the layout-policy file.
If a suitable space is found on the page, the ad is assigned that spot; other-
wise, control reverts to the layout process, in which case either another ad
or another page is tried. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
Before the placement process begins, the algorithm collects all necessary
data concerning the given page and ad. The data include information about
ads already placed on the given page, its facing page, and its reverse page,
the maximum ads space allowed on the page, available area in each column, the
preassigned-ad flag, dimensions and type of the ad to be placed, its odd-or
even-page preference, and so forth.
From these data, two initial tests are performed. In the first test, the
area of the candidate ad is added to the total area of ads already on the
page, and the sum is compared to the maximum ads area specified for the page
by policy. If no maximum is specified, the full-page area is used as an upper
bound. The second test checks the type of the candidate ad and compares it
to the ad types of all ads already placed on the given page and its facing page.
If an ad of the same type is found, the candidate ad is not placed on the page.
This test is used to prevent ads from competing advertisers being placed on
the same page or facing pages. If no ad type is specified for the candidate
ad, the ad-type test is passed automatically. If the candidate ad fails to
satisfy either the maximum-ads area or ads-type tests, the algorithm sets a
"placement-failure" flag and exits. If both tests are passed, the algorithm
attempts to position the ad on the page.
Ad positioning begins with the selection of a column for the initial trial
position of the ad. The algorithm selects the far-right or far-left column
as the starting column, depending upon whether a right or left pyramid is
specified by policy. The ad is placed as far down in the starting column as
possible, and a check is made for overlap with page boundaries or other ads.
If the ad fits without overlap, the appropriate pyramid rules (strong or weak)
are applied. If the pyramid rules are violated or if the ad overlaps either
another ad or a page boundary, the trial position is moved over one column.
For a right-pyramid construction, the trial-column number is decremented;
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for a left-pyramid construction, the trial-column number is incremented.
Then, the ad is positioned as far down as possible in the new trial column
and the overlap and pyramid-rule checks are repeated. The process iterates
until either a satisfactory position is found for the ad or all columns
have been tried unsuccessfully. In the latter case, the algorithm sets the
placement-failure flag and exits.
If an acceptable ad position is found, four additional tests must be
passed before the ad position is finalized. The margin between the top of the
ad and the top of the page is calculated and compared to the minimum margin
specified by policy. To be acceptable, the margin must be either zero or
greater than the specified minimum.
If the top margin is satisfactory, the next test is for back-to-back
coupons. The ads data are examined to determine whether or not the new ad
contains a coupon. If it does, ads already placed in the corresponding
position on the reverse side of the page are checked for coupons. The new
ad placement is not accepted if any ad occupying part of the same space on
the reverse page also contains a coupon.
If the top margin and coupon tests are passed, the buried-ad test is
applied next. This test is skipped if the policy specified that buried ads
are allowed on the page. Placement of the candidate ad is disallowed if its
placement prevents another ad on the page from making contact with the news
hole.
Finally, the candidate-ad placement is tested for interference with
the placement of ads preassigned to the page. If an ad has been preassigned
to the page but not yet placed, an attempt is made to position that ad. The
preassigned-ad placement process is similar to the ad-placement process just
described. If the preassigned ad is placed satisfactorily, the position of
the candidate ad is finalized. However, the preassigned ad is removed from
the page; it is not assigned a final place until later. If the preassigned
ad will not fit, the candidate ad must be rejected and a placement-failure
flag set.
Preassigned ads are processed for final placement in the same order as all
other ads; that is, in sequence according to size. The purpose of establish-
ing an acceptable spot for the preassigned ad at this time is to ensure that
the placement of the candidate ad does not prevent placement of the pre-
assigned ad later. The process is designed to place as many other larger ads
on the page as possible before the preassigned ad is assigned a final position.
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If the new ad placement fails to satisfy any of these tests, the ad is
removed from the page and the placement-failure signal is set. If all require-
ments are met, the ad is assigned the position and the successful-placement
signal is set. In either case the subroutine exits and control reverts back
to the layout process.
Examples of ad placements for four ads of different sizes on the same page
are illustrated in Fig. 4.6. It is assumed that the layout process selects
ads A, B, C, and D, in that order, for placement on a single page that is
initially empty. It is also assumed that a right-pyramid layout is specified
for the page and that the ads have no coupons nor an ad-type specified. The
dimensional units for the ads are columns for width and inches for height.
(See Fig. 4.6a.) It is assumed that the minimum top margin for the page is
specified by policy as 2.0 inches, and the full page measures 8 columns by
22 inches.
In the first pass of the ad-placement algorithm, ad A is placed on the
empty page. Since a right-pyramid layout is specified, the ad is initially
placed with its lower-left corner at the bottom-left corner of column 8.
However, the ad is two columns wide and overlaps the right page boundary in
this position. Therefore, the trial column number is decremented, and the ad
is repositioned with its lower-left corner at the bottom of column 7. There
is no overlap and the pyramid rules are satisfied; therefore the ad is
assigned to that position. Ad B is placed similarly in three trials, as
shown in Fig. 4.6c.
In Fig. 4.6d, ad C is placed in three trials to satisfy the overlap and
pyramid-rules restrictions, but the top of the ad extends into the minimum
top margin specified for the page. Therefore, the ad is removed, and the
placement-failure flag is set. The last execution of the ad-placement algo-
rithm succeeds in placing ad D in three trials, as shown in Fig. 4.6e.
4.4 Layout of Tall Ads
An ad is categorized as tall if its vertical dimension is at least five-
sixths of the page height. Thus tall ads range in size from a full page to
an area five-sixths column tall by one column wide. A tall-ads list is es-
tablished for each department with the ads listed according to height; ads of
equal height are sorted further by area. The tall-ads layout algorithm
utilizes the ad-placement algorithm described in the preceding section to
place the tall ads, one at a time, on the department pages. It attempts to
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distribute the ads evenly throughout the department by placing each ad on
a new page, if possible. The tall-ads layout algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 4.7.
The process begins with the selection of the first tall ad on the list and
the first page in the department page sequence specified by the layout
policy. The layout style for the page -- right or left pyramid -- is ascer-
tained from the layout-policy file. Then, the ad-placement algorithm is
called to position the ad on the page. If the ad is placed successfully, the
next tall ad is selected and the process repeats, starting with the next page.
If the ad cannot be placed, the algorithm proceeds to the next page in the
department page sequence and attempts to place the ad on that page. The
process repeats until the ad is placed or all pages in the department have
been tried. It should be noted that when an ad is placed, the algorithm
resumes with the next page in the sequence rather than reverting to the same
page. Therefore, ads tend to be placed one to a page throughout the depart-
ment.
If an ad is still not placed after all pages have been tried, a second pass
through the page sequence begins. This time the ad can be placed on a page
that already contains a tall ad. If the ad is still unplaced after the second
pass, a third pass is tried using a double-pyramid layout style. The double-
pyramid style is implemented by reversing the right- or left-pyramid policy
utilized in the first two passes. Thus, an ad which cannot be placed under
right-pyramid rules may be placed on the left side of the page when the
policy is reversed to left-pyramid style. In effect, the algorithm overrides
policy in order to maximize the probability of ad placement. Once an ad is
placed successfully, the algorithm begins the first pass for the next ad under
the left or right pyramid rules specified by policy.
An ad not placed after completing three passes through the page sequence
is listed as an unplaced ad, and the algorithm begins the placement of the
next ad. After all tall ads are processed, the algorithm exits.
4.5 Layout of Large Ads
After the layout of tall ads is completed, the next step in the department
layout process is the layout of large ads. A large ad is defined as one with
an area at least 1/4 of the full-page area. An ad can qualify for both the
tall and large ad categories; in this case the tall ad category is given pri-
ority and the ad is excluded from the large ads list. All large ads assigned
to a department are listed according to area. The large-ad layout algorithm,
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shown in Fig. 4.8, is similar to that for tall ads. Again, a maximum of
three passes are made through the department pages in an attempt to position
all ads from the large-ads list. During the first pass the algorithm
attempts to place one large ad on each page. If ads remain unplaced after
the first pass, a second pass is initiated in which a second large ad may be
placed on a page. If all ads are still not placed, a third pass is
initiated in which a double-pyramid-layout style is adopted. The algorithm
exits when all ads are placed or after the third pass through the page
sequence is completed.
The major difference between the tall-ads and large-ads algorithms lies
in the order in which pages and ads are selected during the ad-placement
process. For tall ads an ad is selected and tried on successive pages until
it is placed successfully. For large ads, the page is selected first and
successive ads are tried in order until one is found that fits on the page.
The reason for this difference is that the large-ad algorithm is designed to
maximize the probability of a large-ad placement on the early pages of the
department page sequence. Thus, large ads are placed up front in the de-
partment, a policy which is considered desirable by advertisers. The tall-
ads algorithm, on the other hand, is designed to maximize the placement of
all tall ads without regard to the page distribution. Policy guidelines for
the maximum allowable ads area on a page are used in both cases to assure
minimum news-hole areas on selected pages.
4.6 Layout of Left-Over Ads
After the tall and large ads are placed, the remaining ads are positioned.
The layout algorithm for left-over ads consists of two parts. First, for
pages on which the ads pyramid is less than full-page height, an attempt is
made to position one or two ads that exactly fill the gap between the top of the
highest ad and the upper page boundary. By filling these spaces first,
the algorithm achieves effective utilization of space and improves its
chances for placing all ads.
The second part of the algorithm attempts to position the remaining ads.
It is designed to distribute ads evenly throughout the department pages
within the constraints imposed by layout policy. The two steps in the
layout algorithm for left-over ads are shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 and are
described in detail below.
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In Step 1, Fig. 4.9, the department pages are examined one at a time to
find pages with space between the top of the ads pyramid and the' upper page
boundary. If an absolute top margin is specified for the' page, then the
upper page boundary for ads is the top of the page minus the specified mar-
gin. The top of the ads pyramid is located in column one for a left-pyramid
page and in the right-most column for a right-pyramid page. If this
column is already filled with ads, the algorithm proceeds to the next page.
If space remains in the column, the algorithm searches the unplaced ads for
an ad with a vertical dimension equal to the remaining space in the column.
A tolerance of minus 1/4 inch is allowed for matching the ad height to the
available space. If a suitable ad is found, the ad-placement algorithm is
called to make an attempt to position the ad on the page. If no ad can be
placed satisfactorily to fill the column, a combination of two ads is sought
to fill the' gap. Again, a tolerance of minus 1/4 inch is allowed in a match
of the total height of the ads column to the vertical page dimension. When
a suitable combination is found, the ad-placement algorithm is called twice
to place both ads on the page. If the ads cannot be placed, a new combina-
tion is sought and tried. The process repeats until the space is filled by
two ads or all suitable combinations have been tried. Step 1 is complete
when all department pages have been processed.
In Step 2, Fig. 4.10, the remaining ads are positioned by sequencing
through the department pages and attempting to place one ad on each page in
single-pyramid style. The page sequence is repeated until all ads are placed
or until it is determined that the remaining ads cannot be placed within policy
constraints. The latter condition is detected by the algorithm through the
"successful-pass" flag. This indicator is reset at the beginning of each pass
through the department page sequence and is set only when an ad is placed
successfully. At the end of each page sequence, another pass through the pages
is undertaken only if at least one ad has been placed successfully in the pre-
ceding pass. In this way the algorithm avoids continuous cycling through the
pages when it is no longer possible to place the remaining ads.
After all ads that can be placed in single pyramid style have been
positioned, the algorithm tries to place the remaining ads in a double pyra-
mid format. Again, a null successful-pass flag at the end of a pass indicates
that no more ads can be placed. The algorithm exits after all ads are
placed or after the attempt at double-pyramid layout is completed.
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4.7 Ads-Layout Examples
To illustrate the ad-layout algorithms described in the preceding section
we shall lay out the ads listed in Table 4.1 using two different sets of
policy inputs. It is assumed that the makeup module of Chapter 3 has estab-
lished a nine-page department for these ads and the page format is eight
columns by 22 inches. Ads F, N, and 0 are identified as competing bank ads,
and there are no coupon ads. The ads are sorted by size with ads A and B
categorized as tall ads and ads C through H categorized as large ads. For
the first layout only, which corresponds to the first set of policy inputs,
ad E is preassigned to page three. The total ads area represents 45.5 percent
of the total space assigned to the department.
Table 4.1. Ads data for layout examples
Width Height Area Preassigned
(Columns) (Inches) (Col. in.) Page
A 5 22 110
B 1 22 22
C 6 12 72
D 5 14 70
E 4 15 60 3(lst lay-
out only)
F 4 14. 56 Bank
G 3 16 48.
H 3 15 45'
I 3 12 36
J 4 8 32
K 2 11 22
L 2 10 20
M 2 9 18.
N 3 5 15 Bank
0 3 5 15 Bank
P 2 6 12
Q 3 4 12
R 2 5 10
S 2 5 10
T 2 4 8
U 2 4 8
V 2 3 6
W 2 3 6
X 1 3 3
Y 1 3 3
Z ''1' 2' 2
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The layout policies for the two layout examples are shown in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Policies for layout examples.
Pyramid Maximum ads area -Minimum top margin Page
rules Page Area, Page Margin sequence
.Col -In.
Policy I Strong, 1 0 1-9 2.0 1-9
right 2 44
pyramid 3 88
4 132
5-9 176
Policy II Weak, 1-3 0 1-8 3.0 1-3,9,4-8
right 4-8 Full, 156 9 A10.0
pyramid 9 96
In Policy I, the first page is designated as a non-ads page and the ads area
on pages two, three, and four are limited to 25, 50, and 75 percent, respective-
ly, of the full-page area. The top margin is specified as 2.0 inches for all
pages, and the layout page sequence corresponds to the numerical page order of
the department. A strong right-pyramid construction is specified for layout.
In Policy II, ads are prohibited on the first three pages. For pages 4
through 8, the entry "Full, 156" means that full-page ads may be placed on these
pages, but otherwise the ads area is limited to 156 column-inches. The mini-
mum top margin is specified as 3.0 inches for pages 1 through 8. On page 9,
an absolute minimum margin of 10.0 inches (A10.0) is specified. Because the
margin designation is absolute, the policy directs the layout algorithm not to
place ads in this area even through the ads pyramid can be matched to the upper
page boundary. The page sequence is altered in Policy II from the ascending
page-number sequence specified in Policy I by inserting the last page before
pages 4 through 8. Policy II changes also the layout style from strong right-
pyramid to weak right-pyramid rules.
The layouts generated by the algorithms for each of these policies are shown
in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. In both cases, there are four parts to the layout process:
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layout of tall ads; layout of large ads; layout of left-over ads (step 1);
and layout of left-over ads (step 2).
The sequences in which the ads are positioned are shown in Table 43.
Table 4.3. Layout sequence of ads for policies I and II
Left-over adsPolicy Tall ads Large ads Lft-over ads
Step 1 Step 2
I B,A, E,C,D,F,G,H N,Z,L,J,Q,T,P,U,X K,R,M,O,I,S,V,W,Y
II A,B, C,D,E,F,G,H Q,V,J,P K,L,I,M,N,O,W,R,S,
T,X,U,Y
Under Policy I, the tall-ads layout algorithm begins with page one, but ads
are prohibited from that page by the maximum ads-area specification. On page
2, ad A exceeds the maximum ads area; therefore, ad B is placed on the page.
Preassigned ad E prevents ad A from being placed on page 3, but it is placed
on page 4. The large-ads algorithm positions the preassigned ad on page 3
and positions the remaining large ads in order on subsequent pages. Step 1
for the left-over ads succeeds in raising each of the ad pyramids to the upper
page boundary. Finally, step 2 for the left-over ads distributes the remain-
ing ads throughout the department pages following the strong-pyramid construc-
tion rules.
Policy II imposes a tighter packing of ads because of the ad prohibitions
on pages 1 through 3 and the upper part of page 9. The layout solution is
eased somewhat by the allowance of weak-pyramid construction. Under this
policy, the ads occupy over 82 percent of the total area available for ads on
pages 4 through 9. Under both policies I and II, all ads are placed without
resorting to a double-pyramid style.
These examples illustrate the results that can be expected from the layout
algorithms. Of course, the computer-generated ads dummy is not final. The
page layouts are displayed to the layout supervisor who may either accept or
revise the results, as he wishes. With careful attention to the formulation
of makeup and layout policies, however, the computerized layout process should
produce a reasonable ads layout dummy in a small fraction of the time required
by current manual techniques.
CHAPTER 5
NEWS-STORY AND PICTURE ASSIGNMENT
After display ads have been positioned on the various pages of the news-
paper, the next step in the total layout process is to position the news --
stories and pictures -- in the blank spaces that surround the ads. The news-
layout procedure described here is a two-step process.. In the first step
stories and pictures are assigned to specific pages without regard for their
location on the page. Actual positioning of the items takes place in the
second step. From our examination of alternative approaches to news layout,
we have concluded that a two-step process, which parallels the procedure used
in display-ads layout, is highly desirable in a computerized-layout environment.
A two-step process gives opportunities to the layout supervisor to check
partial results as layout progresses, and to intervene and restructure the lay-
out at crucial points should he so desire.
The online, interactive news-layout approach to be described requires de-
partures from procedures that normally prevail in noncomputerized news rooms.
In general terms, layout information that is commonly available to a layout
man must be supplemented with additional data before the layout process can
begin. Perhaps the most important data that must be on hand for posting in the
machine is a ranking of all news stories assigned to a department by their
order of importance.
In addition, a clear-cut set of statements that will govern news layout
must also be formulated. In other words, a news-layout policy must be estab-
lished. A further issue that must be resolved is the manner in which headlines
will be handled, not only with respect to allocated space but the time in the
layout cycle that headline space is frozen. Hence, a more formalized structure
for the news-layout process is required in a mechanized environment than in a
manual environment; the challenge is to design a structure which is sufficient-
ly flexible to yield a variety of esthetically pleasing layouts, and which, at
the same time, is cost-effective.
In this chapter we discuss the first step in news layout -- story and
picture assignment.
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5.1 Basic Goals
The'story- and picture-assignment computer program has two functions:
1.- It establishes a news budget for each department. This is.accomplished by
selecting, for each department, a subset of stories and pictures.whose total
area matches the area of the news hole assigned to the department.
2. It assigns stories, including parts of jumped stories, and pictures from
the department news budget to specific pages in a way.that their.total area
for each page matches the page news-hole area.
The goals are to assure that important news items.are assigned to appropriate
pages and that assignments conform to layout-policy guidelines for factors
such as the number of stories starting on a page, distribution of pictures
among the pages, distribution of jumped stories, colocation of associated
news items, and so forth. By matching the total area of assigned items to
the area of a page news hole before positioning takes.place, we greatly sim-
plify page layout.
The assignment process is performed by department, and page assignment of
news items starts with the first page in the department. Stories and pictures
with high importance rankings, as specified by the editor, are assigned to
pages up front. 'The process culminates in a story and picture budget for each
page of each department. The layout supervisor reviews these results and modi-
fies the assignments, if he chooses, before actual layout begins.
The overall story- and picture-assignment process is illustrated by. the flow
diagram in Fig. 5.1. The process is initiated by the layout supervisor who
specifies for which department the assignment process is to be executed. The
process consists.of two major parts: determination of the-department news bud-
get, and page assignment. These operations are.performed sequentially, as
described below.
5.2 Determination.of the Department News Budget
The display-ads-layout process described in preceding.chapters establishes
the number of pages for each department and the space available for.news items
on each page. The first part of the news-assignment process is to establish
the overall budget of news stories and pictures that will fill the department
news hole irrespective of specific page assignments. The first step is to re-
trieve all pages for the specified department from the ads-dummy file, and to
compute the department.news-hole area. (See first rectangular block at top of
In our system, stories are ranked on a scale of 1 through 10. The most im-
portant stories are rated 1; the least important, 10.
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Fig. 5.1.)
Next,the algorithm for determining the department news budget is executed.
Figure 5.2 shows the flow diagram for this algorithm. The algorithm begins
by retrieving all stories and pictures designated for the department and
sorting them by their importance rankings. Stories and independent pictures
are placed on a tentative "accepted" list one at a time, starting with the
most important ranking. Pictures associated with accepted stories are also
placed on the list. After each item is placed on the list, the total area
for all items on the list is calculated and compared with the department news-
hole area. If space is still available, another story or picture is accepted,
and so forth, until the news-hole area is filled.
At this point, the items on the tentative acceptance list are examined
for balance between stories and pictures. A desired range for the percent-
age of the total news area to be occupied by pictures is stored for each
department as part of the news-policy file. The tentative picture-area per-
centage is calculated from the picture areas on the acceptance list and
compared with the policy bounds. If the picture percentage is too low, an
independent picture (one not associated with any story) is added to the ac-
ceptance list. To compensate for the added area, one or more stories without
pictures, beginning with the story of lowest importance, are dropped from the
list to make the total area of items on the list conform to the total avail-
able news-hole area. This process is repeated until the picture-area percent-
age is within the policy bounds or until all independent pictures have been
accepted. If the picture-area percentage of the acceptance list is too high,
a similar process takes place; in this case, the independent pictures with
lowest importance ranking are removed from the accepted list and stories are
added. The output of the process is a list, by department, of accepted
stories and pictures whose total area closely matches the total news-hole area
of the department and a balance between stories and pictures that falls
within the policy guidelines.
The story and picture areas in the above calculations must include headline
and picture-caption areas. In contrast to current manual procedures, where
headline and caption space are usually left undesignated until layout, auto-
mated assignment requires an estimate of headline and caption areas during
these preliminary calculations. Text areas for stories can be computed from
a character count of story text, but headline content and fonts may be left
unspecified until after the assignment process is completed. The layout
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program permits.the.supervisor to.preassign headline and. caption dimensions
for selected stories and pictures; if he does, these data are used in the
assignment calculations. If not specified, headline area is computed. as a
fixed percentage of story area. Although many factors such as story im-
portance,'position on the page, and story shape influence the final headline
size, the' simple percentage calculation used here is adequate for the pre-
liminary calculations. · This approach is supported by our analysis of several
representative newspapers which revealed a reasonable correlation between
story areas and their associated headline areas. Similarly, picture-caption
areas are either prespecified by the editor or estimated from the picture
dimensions.
The results of the news-budget determination are displayed to the editor
as a tabular listing of stories and pictures divided into two groups: The
accepted items which will fit into the available news hole and the left-
over items. Stories and pictures are identified by their slugs, and the
tabular display includes the importance ranking and size for each item. Also,
associations between stories and pictures or between stories are indicated.
At this point, the layout supervisor has the opportunity to review the
results and to revise them as desired. For example, individual stories or
pictures in the accepted news budget can be deleted or their sizes reduced
to make room for items from the left-over list. Alternatively, importance
rankings may be changed and the budget assignment process reinitiated to
create a new mix of accepted stories and pictures. After-a satisfactory news
budget is achieved, the supervisor indicates his acceptance and the results
are stored in the department news file.
5.3 Page Assignment
After the news budget is established for a department, the layout supervi-
sor initiates the page-assignment process for that department. Its purpose-is
to assign the stories and pictures from the news budget to specific pages in
a way that the total area for the items assigned to each page matches the
page news-hole area within a specified tolerance. Parameters stored in the
news-policy file are used to guide the process on matters such as jumped
stories, number of stories per page, story-picture balance, and so forth.
First,.all stories and pictures that have been preassigned by the layout
supervisor to specific pages are stored in the appropriate page-assignment
files. Then, the assignment process begins with the first page of the depart-
ment. At the start of each page, a list of eligible news items is formed
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to serve as a collection of stories and pictures to be considered for
assignment to the page.' Stories for the'list-are selected in the following
preference order:
1. Stories associated with stories preassigned to the page
2. Stories associated with other stories already on the list
3. Highest importance ranking
Twenty unassigned stories are selected from the department news budget
according to the above priorities, and pictures associated with the selected
stories are included. In addition, ten independent pictures are selected
according to their importance ranking. The purpose of the eligible news-item
list is to restrict the number of stories and pictures that must be processed
for each page by the assignment algorithms. This restriction reduces process-
ing requirements and assures that items of low-importance ranking are not
assigned to important pages. For the last few pages in the department it may
be necessary to use left-over stories and pictures which are not part of the
department news budget in order to collect 20 stories and 10 independent pic-
tures because most items in the news budget are likely to have been already
assigned. *
Next, the computer determines from the news-policy file if it is permissi-
ble to jump stories from the page it is working on. If jumps are allowed, the
loose page-assignment algorithm is employed; if jumps are not allowed, the
tight page-assignment algorithm is called.
5.3.1 Loose page-assignment algorithm. When it is permissible to jump
stories from the page, it is relatively easy to match the assigned news-item
area to the available news hole. However, two other policy inputs can be used
to constrain the assignment process. One specifies a maximum and minimum
number of stories to be started on the page; the other specifies a desired
range of the picture-area percentage on the page.
The minimum-number-of-stories policy is useful for assuring that one or
two long stories do not dominate an important page, such as the front page.
The maximum number of stories prevents too many short stories being assigned
to the same page, with the result that the layout takes on an excessively
The 20-story and 10-picture policy is somewhat arbitrary. An ample excess
of stories and pictures over the number of each assigned to a page is needed
to ensure an area match.' A huge excess will result in unnecessarily long
processing times.
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"busy" appearance. The purpose of the policy that controls picture-area
percentage-is to provide flexibility. A flexible policy makes it possible to
achieve a balanced'distribution of pictures throughout the department or to
feature one or more pages as picture pages. These policy inputs can.be
specified for individual pages or for the department as a whole.
The loose page-assignment algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The first
step is to select news stories and pictures one at a time from the eligible
news-items list-until the' minimum number of stories is reached and their
total area equals or exceeds the available news hole. Stories and pictures
are selected by giving preference first to items associated with items al-
ready assigned to the page and then to the highest importance ranking. When
both the minimum number of stories and the news-hole area are equaled or ex-
ceeded by the corresponding figures for the assigned items, any remaining
stories or picture associated with already assigned news items are also
assigned. Then, the number of assigned stories is compared.to the maximum
number of stories specified by policy data. If the maximum.is exceeded, the
shortest two stories of the last five assigned are dropped and a single
story is sought to fill or overflow the news hole. Stories unassociated
with other stories or pictures are selected for this substitution process.
The process is repeated until the number of stories is within bounds and
the news-hole area is equaled or exceeded.
Then, the percentage of the page news-hole area occupied by the assigned
pictures is compared with the policy guideline for picture-area percentage
for that page. If the assigned items satisfy the policy, the algorithm
proceeds to the determination of jumped stories. If the picture-area
percentage is too high or too low, independent pictures are either deleted
from or added to the assignments. If too low, the next independent picture
on the eligible-news-item list is assigned to the' page. If too high, the
least important independent picture already assigned is dropped from the page
and a story is added if needed to fill the news hole. After either of these
steps, the comparison of area percentages is repeated and a further.adjust-
ment of assigned pictures is made, if necessary. The process iterates until
the picture-area percentage is within policy bounds or until no more inde-
pendent pictures are available for modifying the assigned items. In the
latter case, the policy.violation is flagged and displayed later'to the
layout supervisor.
After the news items are assigned to the page,:the algorithm determines
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which stories are to be jumped and how much of their area.must be jumped
in order to match the total area of the assigned items to the page news hole.
First, the algorithm'jumps part-of the'longest story assigned to.the page,
up to a maximum jump percentage stored in the news-policy file. If this
jump-is insufficient to reduce the'total area of the assigned items to the
news-hole area, the process is repeated'on the next longest story, and so
forth,'until an area match' is achieved. When two or more stories are
jumped, the jumped area is distributed' equally among the jumped stories. If
the maximum jump percentage, even when applied to all assigned stories,
fails to reduce the area sufficiently, the least important story is deleted
entirely from the page. The process iterates until the news-hole area is
matched. After the'jumping process is completed, the number of stories
and picture-area percentage are compared with the policy.bounds; if violations
remain, they are flagged for later display with the page assignment.results.
Jumped portions of stories are considered thereafter as separate stories
with the same importance ranking as the original story. Hence, the process
tends to assign.the second part of jumped stories to the very next page.
This tendency can be overridden, however, by specifying a "jump-to" page in
the policy data. For example, editorial policy may dictate that all stories
jumped from the front page be assigned to the last two or three pages in
the department. In this case, the algorithm preassigns the jumped parts of
the stories to one of the specified pages.
5.3.2 The tight page-assignment algorithm. Assignment of news items to
pages where policy prohibits stories being jumped is more difficult because
there is less flexibility in matching the total area of the assigned items
to the available news-hole area. However, the tight-assignment algorithm
must be employed for at least one page of each department, since jumps
cannot be initiated on the last page. Editorial policy may restrict jumps
on other pages, also. The tight page-assignment algorithm is illustrated in
Fig. 5.4.
As in the loose-assignment algorithm, the tight-assignment process attempts
to satisfy constraints specified by the policy inputs of picture-area percent-
age and number of stories for the page. The tight-assignment. algorithm
begins by assigning independent pictures or stories associated with pictures,
one at a time, until the total picture area is within the policy bounds set
for picture-area percentage. Items are selected from the'eligible-items list
for the page in order of their importance ranking. After the picture-area-
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percentage bounds are.satisfied, the total area of assigned items is checked
to assure that the page news hole-has not been overfilled. If it has, an
attempt is made to..substitute independent pictures for stories with pic-
tures on the assigned-item list in order.to satisfy both the picture-area-
percentage bounds.and to keep within the available news-hole area. If the
process exhausts all items on the eligible-item list and still cannot satisfy
the policy.bounds, the violation is noted and the process continues to the
next step.
At this point, the algorithm has assigned, if possible, sufficient
pictures to satisfy the policy guidelines. The remaining news hole must now
be filled with stories. While there is still plenty of space, stories can
be assigned one at a time in their order of importance. However, as the
news hole becomes nearly filled, care must be taken in selecting the last
few stories so that the total news-item area matches the available news-hole
area.
In order to assist in detecting when the end of the page is near, two
parameters are calculated from the policy inputs and the available news
hole:
1. The desired average number of stories for the page ND; and
2. the desired average story area for the page AD.
These are calculated as follows:
N = (max no. of stories) + (min no. of stories) (5.1)
D 2
A news-hole area - (max picture-area percentage + min picture-area percentage)]
AD ND 2 x 100
L (5.2)
The maximum and minimum number of stories and the maximum and minimum
picture-area percentages are part of the news-policy data. The quantities ND
and AD are used in the end-of-page test as follows: If the number of assigned
stories is within 2 of ND or if the remaining news hole is less than 2AD, then
the assignment algorithm proceeds to the end-of-page subroutine. Both parts
of the test indicate whether the assignment process is within 2 nominal stories
of satisfying either the number-of-stories policy or of filling the news-hole
area.
If the test shows that the end-of-page is not near, the algorithm selects
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another story from the eligible items list and assigns it to the page. Story
selection is based on stories associated with previously assigned stories and
their importance ranking, in that order. After each'new story is assigned, the
remaining news-hole area is checked, and if less than AD, the story is deleted
and the next most eligible story is tried. If all stories on the eligible list
have been tried unsuccessfully, the process proceeds to the end-of-page part
of the algorithm. After each successful story assignment, the end-of-page
test is repeated. Thus, eventually page assignment is completed to within 2
nominal stories of the'policy goals, and the end-of-page part of the algorithm
is initiated. The process assures that the remaining news hole has an area of
at least AD when the end-of-page subroutine begins.
The purpose of the end-of-page part of the algorithm is to relax the'
dependence of the story-selection process upon story association and importance
ranking in order to find a combination of stories whose total area best matches
the remaining news hole. First, a single story is sought from the eligible
news-items list with an area that matches the remaining news-hole area. If
none exists, a combination of two stories is sought. If that also fails to
produce an area match, a combination of three stories is tried. If a match is
not found from any of these, the most nearly matching combination is assigned
to the page, and the problem is indicated later during the display of the story-
assignment results.
It should be emphasized that the leading tolerance specified in the news
policy file provides flexibility in matching the area of assigned news stories
to the available news hole. In all cases described above where an area match
is sought, a match is considered to exist whenever the total area of the
assigned items is within the specified leading tolerance of the available news-
hole area. Allowing a liberal leading tolerance greatly improves the chances
of the tight page-assignment algorithm in finding an acceptable solution.
Before the tight page-assignment subroutine is left, final assignment results
are checked against the policy guidelines; all deviations are flagged for dis-
play with the page-assignment results.
5.3.3 Display of page-assignment results. The page-assignment results are
presented to the layout supervisor as a tabular display which lists all
stories and pictures assigned to each page in the department. Data displayed
for each news item include the story or picture name, area, importance ranking,
associated items, and whether or not a story is jumped. Also displayed are
any violations of assignment policy that were necessary to achieve the assignment
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results.
Examples of the assignment results for two.pages are.shown. in Tables
5.1 and 5.2.. Observe.that six stories and one independent picture (Deep
Freeze'):have been assigned to page: 1. Pictures are associated with two
stories, and the first two. stories listed' are associated' with each other. Since
jumps were allowed from the first page, the loose page-assignment algorithm
was utilized, and four stories were jumped. "Egypt", for example, is a
28 column-inch story, and 12.5 column-inches, signified by J12.5, have been
jumped to page 8.
Table 5.1. An Example of News-Assignment Results (Page 1)
News Department: Page 1
Associated Area Jump toStory Picture Item Importance Col-in. Page
British Callaghan
Visit 1 22.0
Callaghan British 2 32.0(J12.5) 8
Visit
Callaghan Callaghan
Visit 2 3 x 3.6
Egypt 2 28.0(J12.5) 8
Refunds 3 26.0
Vance Trip 3 41.0(J12.5) 9
White House- 4 28.0(J12.5) 9
Carter White House 4 3 x 3.2
Deep
Freeze 3 3 x 4.2
Total: 160
Available News Hole: 160 Col-in. News Policies
Picture-Area Percentage: 21% Picture-Area Percentages:
No. of Stories: 6 15%, min; 35%,max
No. of Stories: 5, min; 9, max
Leading Tolerance: + 10%
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In the.second example, the policy for page 2 prohibited jumps from that
page;'the tight page-assignment algorithm'was therefore used. The total area
of the'assigned items is less than the news-hole area, but the difference is
within the leading tolerance set by the policy. Note that the number of
stories on the page does not meet the minimum specified by policy, but this
guideline has been'ignored to match the assigned items to the available news
hole.
Table 5.2. An Example of News-Assignment Results.(Page 2)
News Department: Page 2
Associated Area Jump toStory Picture Associated Importance Area Jump toItem Col-in. Page
Names & Faces Preassigned 40.. 0
(feature)
Heroin Ring Meyer 4 19.0
Meyer Heroin Ring 4 21.0
Speech 5 20.4
Dukakis Speech 5 4x4 .5
Busing 6 15.7
White Busing 6 4x5.5
Total: 156.1
Available News Hole: 160 Col-in. News Policies
Picture-Area Percentage: 25% Picture-Area Percentages:
** No. of Stories: 5 15%,min; 37%, max
No. of Stories: 6,min; 9,max
** Signifies a Policy Violation Leading Tolerance: + 10%
After reviewing the computer-generated assignments, the layout supervisor can
revise the page assignments as he wishes. It should be emphasized that the
goal of the computerized page-assignment process is to provide tentative page
assignments which can either be accepted by the layout supervisor or altered
by him. The layout supervisor can delete items from the page or add new items.
After assignment revisions, it may be necessary to adjust dimensions of individu-
al items on the page so that the total area of the assigned items matches the
news-hole area. Alternatively, the layout supervisor can preassign selected
items to specific pages and reinitiate the page-assignment algorithm to
generate a new assignment list for the remaining items.
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For those pages.where the computer has been'unable to find a combination of
stories.and pictures which match the'.available news.hole within.the'specified
tolerances,'the'results are. displayed'to.the'layout supervisor for his cor-
rective. action. The'.news items comprising the.best match'.found by the
assignment algorithm are displayed'in the'format of Tables 5.1 and 5.2.. The
layout.supervisor can adjust the'size of.the assigned items to fit the'
news hole or make other assignments to correct.the'problem. The' department
news budget, listing all stories and pictures available for the department,
can be called for display to assist in this task.
After satisfactory page assignments are achieved, the layout supervisor
indicates his acceptance, and the results are stored in the page-assignment
dummy file. A subset of stories and pictures with appropriate areas has thus
been determined for each page in the department and page layout can begin.
CHAPTER 6
A SYMBOLIC GRAPHICS LANGUAGE FOR NEWS LAYOUT
After stories and pictures are assigned to specific pages, as described in
Chapter 5, the next task is to position them on the pages. An automated news-
layout system for accomplishing this task is described in the remaining chapters.
The system is based upon computer-stored layout templates and employs a symbolic
graphics language for describing the templates. In this chapter, an overview of
the automated news-layout system is presented, together with a detailed dis-
cussion of the graphics language that is used to describe news-layout templates.
6.1 Overview of the Automated News-Layout System
The primary input data to the news-layout process are the display-ads dummy,
which defines the space available for news, and the story-assignment results
which specify stories and pictures for each page.
Our research has demonstrated that layout algorithms based on brute-force,
sequential, one-at-a-time positioning of news items (analogous to techniques
used for display-ads layout) are not effective. The wide variety of news-story
shapes and layout styles complicate the news-layout process and introduce a
multiplicity of choices not present in display-ads layout. Experimental results
indicate that sequential news-layout algorithms oftentimes fail to achieve
satisfactory layouts, particularly for pages that contain more than three news
items. The fundamental problem is that items positioned early in the process
tend to distort the remaining news space to the extent that acceptable layout
patterns are impossible for the last one or two items to be positioned on the
page. Attempts at deriving rules and'Look-ahead" techniques to constrain the
layout algorithm and to avoid this problem proved futile because of the complexi-
ty of the layout options.
We turned, therefore, to the development of the template-driven approach in
which predetermined page layouts are stored in the computer and used by the
layout algorithms to achieve acceptable layouts.
Page-layout templates provide structural guidelines for positioning individual
stories and pictures according to approved layout styles. However, a template
library containing at least one layout for each combination of stories and pic-
tures of various sizes that might be assigned to a page is estimated to require
7-88
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of the order of 10 to10 ..templates.- Clearly, such a library imposes a
costly computer-storage burden; moreover, the creation and inputting of that
many templates:is.too time consuming and costly to implement.
In order to make template-driven layout practical, a symbolic graphics
language has beenldeveloped to describe the templates in a way that reduces
the required.number of templates by approximately three orders of magnitude.
Symbolic operators.are used'to define templates:by the relative positions of
news items on the page, independently of news-item size. Utilization of this
language limits the library to an estimated 500.to 1000 templates and estab-
lishes the'practicality of the'template-driven news-layout approach.
The layout process consists of three major steps: Selecting a template
for the page; associating the stories and pictures assigned to the page with
specific template elements; assembling the page layout in accordance with the
given story and picture areas and in conformity with the layout structure
specified by the template. It is not always possible to fit the assigned
stories and pictures into the layout structure of a particular template. In
that case, another template must be selected and the process repeated.
Template selection may be either manual or automatic. In the manual mode,
the layout supervisor selects the template from the library or creates a new
one. In the automatic mode, the computer selects a template from a group of
templates having the appropriate numbers of stories, stories associated with
pictures, and independent pictures. Selection rules involve the shape of
the news hole, the relative importance of template components, and so forth.
The assigned stories and pictures are associated with corresponding elements
on the template in accordance with the relative importance rankings of the
individual news items and template elements. Then, the layout is constructed
by calculating the dimensions of template components which conform to the
given sizes of the news items. When the layout process succeeds, the results
are presented to the layout supervisor for acceptance or modification. Should
the layout algorithm fail, the layout supervisor must resolve the problem by
either offering a new layout structure, revising the news items assigned to
the page, or reshaping the news hole by altering the display-ads dummy. Lay-
out proceeds page-by-page until.the process is complete.
6.2 Symbolic Graphics Language for News Layout
Described in this.section is a news graphics'language which is utilized to
define page templates in a template-driven news-layout system. - This language
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permits templates to be specified by the relative positions of news items on
the page. Initially, the discussion is restricted to pages with full-page
news holes; later, the concepts are extended to pages with display ads.
The major advantage of using a symbolic language to represent layout tem-
plates is that many different layouts with the same layout structure can be
described by a simple, unique symbolic expression having a small set of well-
defined relational operators. The symbolic approach not only greatly reduces
the total number of templates required in a news-layout system but also gives
a formal mechanism to describe all the structural information contained in a
two-dimensional page template. Thus, the symbolic representation of templates
can be used to guide the actual layout process without need for a close
match between a precast template and the sizes of news items assigned to the
page. Whenever a story or picture is to be placed, the selected symbolic
template describes how the item should be shaped and where it should be placed
in relation to previously placed items on the page. As a result, the layout
process provides a page layout whose structure conforms to acceptable layout
practices. If a given set of stories and pictures cannot be laid out in
accordance with a particular template, another template may be selected and the
layout can be tried again.
6.2.1 Motivation for symbolic representation of layout templates. Figure
6.1 illustrates three of many possible templates with the same basic structure
and the same number of stories and pictures but with different combinations of
story and picture sizes. Note that by merely changing two story sizes (increas-
ing S1 and decreasing S2) in Fig. 6.1a we create the new template shown in
Fig. 6.lb even though everything else remains the same. Similarly, a third
template is required to define the layout in Fig. 6.1c, since alterations in
the sizes of stories and a picture have been made. However, the relative
positions of the stories and pictures in all three templates are identical.
Obviously, the template library can be simplified if all the layouts in
Fig. 6.1 plus others with the same basic layout structure can be represented
by a single layout template. Therefore, the goal is to define templates by
the structural relationships from their components only while retaining effec-
tive control of the layout of individual news items on the page. This type
of template is not constrained by the areas of items on the template. To
accomplish this goal, a formal mechanism is needed to describe the relative
geometric information of a template without specifying the position co-
ordinates or sizes of its components. Toward this end, a set of basic opera-
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P1 S1 SI P1 S1
~~~~~S2 52 ~S2S2
S4 S4 S4
3 - 5 s3 S S S
S5 inl t t S5 increaS S7
(a) Original template (b) S1 increased; S2 (c) 54 increased; S5,
reduced P6, S7 reduced
Fig. 6.1 Templates with the same basic layout structure
tors expressing the geometric relationship among items on a template has
been defined.
6.2.2 Relational operators and their usage. A set of binary symbolic
operators has been developed for use in describing the relative positions
of two adjacent news items (stories or pictures) on layout templates.
Through utilization of relational operators, a-wide range of commonly en-
countered newspaper layouts can be represented symbolically. This section
defines each relational operator and illustrates their usage in the composi-
tion of a symbolic description for templates with two or more news items. The
news items connected by a relational operator are called operands, and an
infix notation is adopted in which the operator appears between its two
operands. In accordance with their usage, binary relational operators are
classified into three groups: basic, embedded, and extended.
Basic operators. Operators 'used to indicate adjacency, either vertical or
horizontal, of two news items with the same dimension at their common edge
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are designated basic operators. We define two basic operators, denoted by
the symbols = and 1-. The interpretation of these operators is as follows:
This is a vertical-construction operator; it indicates that one operand
is positioned above the other. Thus, A = B means that news item A is on
top of news item B, and A and B have the same width at their common edge.
Examples are illustrated in Fig. 6.2a.
This is a horizontal-construction operator; it indicates that its
operands are beside each other. A I I B means thatnews items A and B are
next to each other, and A and B have the same height at their common
boundary. Examples are shown in Fig. 6.2b.
A A A A
B B B B
(a) Examples of A= B
B A A B
A B
A
(b) Examples of A 11 B
Fig. 6.2 Configurations of basic-operator constructions
Embedded operators. Operators used to indicate that one news item is nested
at the corner of another item are classified as embedded operators. Figure
6.3 depicts such a construction where one operand, item B, is embedded within
another operand, item A. Three forms of operators of this type are defined
in Fig. 6.3. A fourth possibility, with B in the upper left corner, repre-
sents a generally unacceptable layout for story A, since the headline cannot
cover the left portion of the story area. The symbols used to represent the
three acceptable templates are drawn above each example.
The five operators comprising the basic and embedded classifications can
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A {a B A E] B A 9 B
A A B
B B A
Fig. 6.3 Embedded operators
be combined to describe templates with more than two news and picture items
with the help of parentheses to indicate the precedence of the operators.
Thus, P1 jI(Sl = S2) means that story Sl is directly above story S2 and
the combination is adjacent to picture P1. Figure 6.4 illustrates how a com-
plete page template such as that in Fig. 6.1 can be defined by combining
expressions representing page sectors. Figure 6.4c is the full page struc-
ture. The upper' part of the page template is shown in Fig. 6.4a and is
defined by the expression P1 1 j (S1 = S2). The lower portion is shown in
Fig. 6.4b and is defined by S3 II (S4 = (S5 I1P6 JJS7) ). Through combination
of these expressions, the symbolic representation of the complete page
structure is:
(P1 II (Sl = S2) ) = (S3 II (S4 = (S5 I I P6 II ) ) )
The kinds of templates that can be described with the five basic and em-
bedded relational operators are limited because, in order to be able to apply
these operators, adjacent news items must have the same dimension along their
line of contiguity. Hence, it is not possible to represent some commonly
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S1 S
S2
S3
P1 S1=S2 P6
S5 S7
P1 S3
S S4= (S5 11 P6 11 S7)
S2
(a) Symbolic expression
for P1,S1,S2 S5 H S7
$3 11 (S4 = (S5 11 P6 11 S7))
(b) Symbolic expression for
S3,S4, S5, P6, S7'
Pi
S2
S4
S3
S5 S7
(Pill (S1 = S2))=( 3 11 (S4=(S511 P611 S7)))
(c) Full-page structure
Fig. 6.4 Formation of a template description
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encountered news structures such as the one depicted in Fig. 6.5 where two
news items A and B are of different heights. Therefore, the family of
operators must be expanded to accommodate this case. This leads us to the
concept of extended operators.
A
B
Fig. 6.5 News items with different heights
Extended operators. A set of extended operators is used to describe the
layout structure of two news items with different dimensions along their line
of contiguity. We define eight possible extended operators-as follows:
+1 and I1 These have the same meaning as the basic horizontal-construction
operator I1 except that the left item is longer than the right
item at their common edge. The arrow indicates the direction
in which the left item is elongated. See Fig. 6.6a.
It and I+ These have the same meaning as the two operators above except
that the right item is longer than the left item, as shown in
Fig. 6.6b.
+ and f These operators have the same meaning as the basic vertical-
construction operator = except that the top item is wider than
the bottom item at their common edge. The arrow indicates the
direction in which the top item is widened, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.6c.
$t and - These have the same meaning as the preceding two operators ex-
cept that the bottom item is wider than the top item, as shown
in Fig. 6.6d.
With the availability of these eight extended operators, we can now describe
symbolically a wide range of commonly used layouts. For example, the
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A A
A tl O All BA tB A 11 B
(a) Illustrations of tl and II
J A
A It B AIt B
(b) Illustrations of I! and -
A AA - B A -- B
B B
A-B A- B
(d) Illustrations of =and 
Fig. 6.6 The extended set of operators
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templates in Figs. 6.7a and 6.7b can be expressed as A = (B It+C) and
(A B) 1C.
A A
C B
(a) A-(BItC) (b) A-B) 11C
Fig. 6.7 Applications of the extended set of operators
Figure 6.8 shows the step-by-step derivation of the expression for the full-
page template in the example. Figure 6.9 shows four additional examples of
layout templates together with their corresponding symbolic representations.
These examples indicate that the set of thirteen relational operators are
capable of describing a wide spectrum of complicated layout template struc-
tures, and are relatively simple to use.
Relational-operator types. The thirteen relational operators may also be
classified by the types of constructions the operators represent. The three
types of construction are: vertical construction where one news item is on
top of another, horizontal construction where one item is next to another,
and embedded construction where one item is embedded into the other.
According to these classifications, operators =, -, -, -, -,
are classified as vertical-construction operators. Operators
I , ti , I1 , It , Ii , are classified as horizontal operators, and
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S1
S2SSs
S3
S2
S3
S3 S2=S4
S4
s-= (53 It (S2 S4))
S2
S3
S4
S3 It (S2 S4)
Fig. 6.8 Formation of a full-page template description using
extended operators
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S2W~ i M ~~~SiS2
P3
S3 S2 S4
Si
S5
S4 P6
S6
51 II (52=(S3 E 54)) 5=(5S2 II (P3 =55) 115 4)=(5611' P6)
P2
Si
Si
-- S3~~~ - S2S3
S3
S2 S4
S4
S5 P5S6S5
51 =(52 It (53 =(54 ti55))) (51 II (P2= 52 ))=(((53 I 54 )=P5) I 56)
Fig. 6.9 Examples of templates and their symbolic descriptions
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l, Ei , are embedded-construction operators.*
In a template expression containing the same type of operators, it is not
necessary to use parentheses to indicate the precedence of constructions.
That is, template expression A - (B C) and (A - I) - C have the same
interpretation and can be expressed without the parentheses.
However, for template expressions with operators of different types,
parentheses are required to indicate the desired precedence. For example,
template expression A I jB = C is ambiguous, and has to be expressed
explicitly as either (A II B) = C or A JI(B = C).
6.2.3 Syntax of news graphic language. In this section we discuss the
formal syntax of the news graphic language.
In general, an artificial language**is a subset of the set of all possible
strings that may be constructed by concatenating symbols from the specified
language alphabet. Hence, a language does not necessarily include all possible
strings formed from its alphabet. Elements belonging to the subset of strings
are called "sentences" or "legal strings" of the language.
In the case of the news graphic language, all the symbolic template
descriptions presented in the previous section are presented as "legal" tem-
plates, although we have not rigorously defined the language syntax. We have
illustrated the generation of the template descriptions primarily through ex-
amples and informal explanations of the language syntax. This informal ap-
proach is adequate if we are concerned only with the generative aspect of the
symbolic representation for a desired layout template. However, the purpose
of developing the news language is not only to express the layout structure of
news items symbolically but also to use the symbolic template expression as a
structural guide in the placement of stories and pictures on pages. Therefore,
a formal syntax specification of the news-graphic-language syntax is necessary
in order to enable the layout process to recognize the validity of a given
symbolic-template representation and then to interpret it properly. With a
* It may help the reader to recall these definitions by remembering that the
two horizontal bars are stacked vertically. Hence, horizontal bars represent
vertical construction. Similarly, the two vertical bars are horizontally
displaced from one another. Hence, the vertical bars represent horizontal
construction.
** An artificial language is a language which is designed according to certain
user-specified rules for communicating ideas or expressing notions.
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formal syntax specification established, one can then parse the template
description into a proper syntactical equivalent form suitable for inter-
pretation later in the layout process. In the paragraphs that follow the
Backus Normal Form (BNF) is employed as a grammatical tool to specify the
language syntax; an introduction to such notation is included in Appendix A.
Relational operators. We begin the discussion of our language syntax with
the simplest language construct, the relational operators. In our case,
there are thirteen relational operators; their syntax, as well as semantics,
has been defined previously in section 6.2.2.
In terms of BNF, the grammar for the language construct "relational
operator" can be expressed by the following production rule:
<Relational operator> :: = - |-1-|- - II II t II i I I I I
I alF Eic3 1 (Rule 1)
News items. Thus far, news items (stories or pictures) have been represented
by user-designated, arbitrarily distinctive symbols. In order to allow the
symbolic-template description to convey more information about the layout
templates, restrictions on the symbols representing news items have to be
imposed. Besides representing the' desired layout structure, a symbolic
description must be able to distinguish stories from pictures, and further-
more, to identify story-picture associations. The template description
should also indicate the relative importance ranking of various news items
on the template. Therefore, news items are constrained to two-part symbols.
The first part of the news-item symbol is either S, denoting a story item,
or P, denoting a picture item. The second part is a positive integer denot-
ing the relative importance ranking of the news item. The importance of
items is assigned when creating the template and the smaller the number, the
more important the news item. Furthermore, a story and its associated
picture are coupled by assigning the same number to a story and its associated
picture.
As an example, the symbolic representation of the template shown in Fig. 6.4c
(P 11 (S -= S2) ) = (S3 11 (S4 = (S5 11 P6 S7) ) ) not only describes
the layout structure but also indicates that:
a. News items S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S7 are story items, and Sl is the most
important story item, S2 next important, and so forth.
b. News items P1 and P6 are picture items, P1 is associated with story item
Sl, and P6 is a stand-alone picture less important than P1.
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In BNF notation, the syntax of the language construct "news item" can be
expressed by the following production rules:
<news item > : : = S <number> P < number> (Rule 2)
<number> : : = <digit> I <digit > <number> (Rule 3)
<digit> : : = 0 1 121 3 1 41 5 16 1 7 1 8 1 9 (Rule 4)
Note that Rule 3 can be recursive thus enabling users to generate numbers con-
sisting of more than one digit. For example, news item S16 can be generated by
the application of Rule 2 first, then the recursive option of Rule 3, followed
by the nonrecursive option of Rule 3, and finally Rule 4. The syntax tree* for
the language construct S16 is shown in Fig. 6.10. The Rule at the upper-right
corner of each node indicates the production rule being applied.
<news item> (Rule 2)
/S~~ ~u <number> (Rule 3)
(Rule 3)
<digi< (Rule 4) r>(Rule 4)
1 <digit>(Rle 4)
6
Fig. 6.10 Syntax tree for news-item construct S16
* Syntax tree is a tree diagram that describes the structure of a language
construct. The tree shows how the construct can be generated from the produc-
tion rules. At each application of production rules, the left-hand side of the
rule is designated as a root node in a subtree (or tree) and the different ele-
ments in the right-hand side are designated as its subnodes. If a string can
be derived by constructing a syntax tree according to the specified language
grammar, the string is considered to be a legal string of the language.
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The definition of news items can be extended further to include symbolic-
template expressions enclosed by a pair of parentheses. For example, the
partial page template shown in Fig. 6.4a is expressed by P1 I I (Sl = S2)
which means that picture item P1 is along side another news element, namely
(S1 = S2). Here, news elements Sl and S2 are treated as a single, combined
news item which serves as the second operand of the horizontal operator. The
symbolic expression within the parentheses, which describes a subtemplate
structure, is called a news expression. Therefore, production Rule 2 for the
news-item construct is extended as follows:
<news item > : : = S <number> I P <-number > j <news expression>
The news-expression construct is formally defined in the following subsection.
News expressions. A news expression is a sequence of news items and relation-
al operators in the following form:
news (relational news) relational news {news)
(item \ operator ) (item) \ operator \item .... \item
where all the relational operators are required to be the same type (as
defined in the preceding section) and all news items in the expression must be
distinctive. In accordance with the above definition, S1 I I S2, S1 = P1 = S2
and S1 I S2 -1+.S3 are examples of news expressions; while S1 I I S1 and
S1 I I S2 = S3 are not because the former has two identical news items and the
latter contains operators of different types.
Again, the syntax for news expressions can be defined in BNF notation as
follows:
newsews elational / ews
expressio tem operator/ item
/news\ relationa news
-item \operator expressio/ (Rule 5)
As an example of news-expression generation using Rules 1 through 5,
consider Fig. 6.11. It depicts a complete syntax tree for the news expression
S1 = S2 with the relevant production rule shown in parentheses at each node.
Note that production rules 2 and 5 for the news-item and news-expression con-
structs are recursive. A news expression enclosed by a pair of parentheses
can also be regarded as a compound news item by production Rule 2 and used
to construct another, more complex, news expression. For example,
S1 = S2 is a news expression by definition; the addition of parenthesis
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on both sides of it forms a compound news item (Sl = S2), which can be used
as the' second operand of another operator to form the'news expression
P1 II (S1 = S2).
<news expression> ( 5 )
<news item> ( 2 ) <relational operator> <news item>(2
<n umber>3) - S <number>
<digit>(4) <diit>( 4 )
1 2
Fig. 6.11 Syntax tree for news expression S1 = S2
Figure 6.12a depicts a complete syntax tree for the above expression which
proves that P1 I I (S1 = S2) is indeed a legal news expression. An equivalent
compact version of the syntax tree is shown in Fig. 6.12b; here, all the
intermediate-language constructs (enclosed by brackets) have been eliminated.
Since the compact syntax tree is much simpler in form but still preserves the
syntax structure, only the compact tree is used to illustrate language-construct
generation in later discussions.
As an example of more complicated news-expression generation, consider
Fig. 6 .13a which depicts the compact syntax tree for the layout-template ex-
pression for Fig. 6.4b. Through construction of syntax trees for basic ex-
pressions, it is obvious that the precedence of different type operators in an
expression is implied in the tree structure; a higher tree level implies a
lower precedence.* Therefore, the parentheses indicating the desired operator
* The tree level' is defined by stipulating that the root has level 1 and other
subnodes have a level that is one higher than that of their ancestors.
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<news expression>
relational 
<news item> operator <news item>
P <number> <news expression> )
1 >rli<news item  <relationa> <news item>
S <number> - S <number>
1 2
(a) Complete syntax tree
P1 ( i
S1 S2
(b) Compact syntax tree
Fig. 6.12 Syntax tree for news expression P1 lll(S1=S2)
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S4 ( II )
S5II
P6 S7
(a) Compact sy~ntax tree
S3
S41
S5 / \
P6 S7
(b.) Equivalent syntax tree
Fig. 6.13 Syntax tree for news expression 63 11 (S4=(S5 IIP6 IIS7))
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precdence can be eliminated from the syntax trees without losing any syntax
information. Figure 6.13b shows an equivalent syntax tree without the paren-
theses. The' simplified syntax tree in Fig. 6.13b contains essentially all the
syntax (structure) information included in the operational expression.
Layout templates and complete language specification. We can now formally
define the syntax of symbolic layout representations and establish the
legitimacy of news layout templates. By the' syntax definition, a layout
template is a news expression as defined in the preceding section. Thus,
layout templates can be defined by the following BNF production rule:
<layout template> : : = <news expression> (Rule 6)
Therefore, the expressions P1 I1 (S1 = S2) and S3 11 (S4 = (S5 1 P6 IS7) )
in the preceding section can also be considered as templates by themselves.
The combined expression
(P1 II(S1 = S2) ) = (S3 11 (S4 = (S5 P6 II S7) ) )
which describes the layout structure depicted in Fig. 6.4c, is also a news
expression by the syntax definitions and thus is regarded as a layout template.
A complete simplified syntax tree for the above expression is drawn in
Fig. 6.14. Success achieved in constructing such a syntax tree according to
the specified production rules further proves that the expression is indeed
a legitimate layout-template representation. Additional examples are given
in Fig. 6.15, which shows the corresponding syntax trees for each of the
four layout templates of Fig. 6.9. The constructed syntax trees not only
prove the validity of template descriptions but also are used later in the
layout process as structural guides for the actual placement of stories and
pictures assigned to the pages.
Table 6.1 summarizes the formal syntactical specifications of the news
graphic language, including a collection of all the BNF production rules intro-
duced in this section.
6.2.4 Application to pages with display ads. So far we have restricted
the application of layout templates to pages that contain only news stories
and pictures. Since the proposed symbolic description of a page template
serves only as guidance for story and picture placement in the layout process,
it is conceivable that the same templates can be used for positioning stories
on pages containing display ads. Of course, the layout process must be
modified slightly for this application in order to avoid overlaps between
stories and ads.
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Pi 1 S3 
Si S2 S4 \
II
85 I1 5
PFig. .146 . C S7
Fig. 6.14 Syntax tree for layout template in Fig. 6.4c
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Si'
Si -z -
S2
S2 I S6 P6
S3 S4
P3 5
(a) Si-(S2=(S3 =(S4)) (b) 1I (P2=S211 (((3=5)11 S4=(S61 P6))
Fig. .15 Syntax trees for layout plates in Fig. 6.9
S3 P2 S2 /r P5
S4 S5
S3 S 4
(c) S1I(S21t(S3=(S4tlS5))) (d) (Si II(P2=S2))-(((S3tI S4)=P5)tIS6)
Fig. 6.15 Syntax trees for layout .templates in Fig. 6.9
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Table 6.1. Formal Syntax Specifications of News Graphic Language
Language Alphabet
S, P, (,), 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
= 2= - 11, 11 BII it 1 - El E9
Production Rules
< Layout Template> : := <News Expression >
News \ News Relationa ews
xpression Item/ Operator/ Item/
News\ /Relational / News
Itemn/ Operator/ xpression
< News Item>: = S <Number> P <Number> N ews n
< Number > : : = <Digit > < Digit> < Number >
< Digit> : = O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
<Relational3 El
F1EI E
As an illustration, an ads dummy and a four-story page template are drawn
in Fig. 6.16a and b, respectively, and a possible layout result following the
template pattern is shown in Fig. 6.16c. The layout results are duplicated in
Fig. 6.16d where the heavy-lined boxes show that the layout dummy indeed con-
forms to the template, assuming the story areas are extended into the ads areas.
Note that a symbolic layout template specifies the desired structure of the news
items on the page and the relative positions of the items to be placed rather
than their precise shapes or areas. Therefore, the news layout in Fig. 6.16c
can still be represented by the template in Fig. 6.16b, although stories S1,
S2, and S4 no longer occupy rectangular areas.
Figure 6.17 shows two additional examples of how the news layout of pages
with various news-hole shapes can be described by means of a single full-page
template. Figure 6.17a illustrates two page layouts (of different ads dummies)
with news-layout structures that are represented by the same expression, and
Fig. 6.17b shows the same two pages, the news layouts of which are described
by means of a different template.
Although it is possible to use templates in laying out pages with display
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(a) Ads dummy (b) Four-story template
S1=(S2It (S3-S4)NEWS SiAD
·,S4S4
AnD/X~ I ViAD S4
(c) A possible layout (d) Result of using b
directly
Fig. 6.16 News layout with display ads
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S1 S1
S2 S2/ S2
(a) News layout structure S1 -S2
S1 S1
S2 2
(b) News layout structure S1 ES2
Fig. 6.17 Examples of page layouts with display ads
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ads, special care has to be takenlin the design of templates for this
application. For example, a template intended.for pages with ads laid out in
left-pyramid style should concentrate news items on the' right side. Layout-
template design and organization are discussed further in Chapter 10..
CHAPTER 7
TEMPLATE-DRIVEN PAGE-LAYOUT TECHNIQUES
Presented in this chapter are the basic techniques needed to place assigned
stories and pictures on pages through use of a layout template as a structural
guide. The techniques include parsing, development of a page-layout algorithm,
and a virtual-page concept. Before stories and pictures can be placed on a
page, the symbolic template must be parsed into a syntax-tree representation;
an algorithm for doing this is required. Our page-layout algorithm is based
on the concept of traversing the layout syntax tree in a prescribed order. A
virtual-page concept of layout which treats part of a page as a full news page
is employed to allow the algorithm to work recursively.
Initially we describe an algorithm for laying out full news pages with
only basic and embedded operators in the symbolic template. Later, in
Chapter 8, we refine the algorithm to permit inclusion of the extended set
of operators and its application to pages containing display ads.
7.1 Parsing
Parsing of our artificial language serves two purposes: First, it
determines the validity of the symbolic-template expression; and second, it
produces a syntax tree which can be used visually to understand the syntactical-
structure relationships among the language constructs of the template ex-
pression.
The parsing process involves construction of an equivalent syntax tree for
a layout template in accordance with a prescribed parsing algorithm. If a
syntax tree cannot be constructed within the rules, the template is considered
to be an illegal expression. Otherwise, a syntax tree is generated and used
as the basis for layout interpretation.
7.1.1 Concise syntax trees. For simplicity and compactness it is
desirable to design syntax-tree structures that portray templates as concise-
ly as possible. Figures 7.1a and b show an example of a layout-template
structure and its corresponding syntax tree. The top-most node of the syntax
tree is called the root node of the tree. All the leaf nodes such as S3, S4,
S5, P6, and S7, are called terminal nodes and the intermediate nodes are
l04
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S4
P6
S3
S5 S7
S311 (S4=(S5 II P6 11 S7))
(a) Layout template
II
fIII \
\i /
x / \X,
I -I
\ / subtree for expression
55 II P6 11 S7
(b) Syntax tree (c) Simplified syntax tree
Fig. 7.1 Example of syntax-tree representations
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designated nonterminal nodes. Since nonterminal nodes in the syntax tree
of layout templates are always relational operators, they are also called
operator nodes.
Subnodes of a nonterminal node are nodes on the ends of branches which
extend from the nonterminal node. Subtrees, as well as terminal nodes, can
be subnodes. As an example, terminal node S4 in Fig. 7.lb is the first
(leftmost) subnode of the vertical operator node at level 2, and the
subtree circled by the dashed lines is its second subnode. A nonterminal
node is called a parent node with respect to its subnodes. Subnodes con-
nected to a nonterminal node through one or more branches are called de-
scendents of the node. Therefore, the parent node of S5 in Fig. 7.lb is the
horizontal operator node at level 3, and nodes S5, P6, and S7 are the terminal
descendents of the parent node.
A news expression with a single operator of the form shown in Fig. 7.2a
can be represented by the syntax tree shown in Fig. 7.2b, where the root
node is the operator in the expression and the subnodes are the news item
operands. Similarly, a multiple-operator news expression, such as that
illustrated in Fig. 7.3a, can be represented by the syntax tree shown in
Fig. 7.3b. However, since all the operators in a multiple-operator news
(Operator)
News 1 News2
item perat item o \
News News
item item
(a) News expression (b) Syntax tree representation
Fig. 7.2. Single-operator news expression and its syntax-tree representation
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(a) News expression
(operator l )
( news ) e ator2)item ,tope ator 2
( news
t item I
(operatorn 1)
(item J item)
(b) Syntax-tree representation
(multiple-operand)
{ operator )
(news (ews (news3 newsn
(item tem (item (tem )
(C) Simplified syntax-tree representation
Fig. 7.3 Multiple-operator news expression and its
syntax-tree representations
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expression are required to be of the same type, the syntax-tree representa-
tion can be simplified further. Figure 7.3c depicts the simplified syntax
tree in which the only operator, denoted as a multiple-operand operator,
represents all the operators appearing in the original expression.
The simplified syntax-tree representation requires the introduction of
additional operator symbols when there are more than two operands. For
horizontal-construction-type operators, multiple vertical lines (see
Fig. 7.4a) are used as a multiple-operand operator symbol. The number of
lines indicates the number of operands in the news expression. Similarly,
multiple horizontal lines, Fig. 7.4b, are used to represent vertical-
construction-type operators in the simplified syntax tree. For the extended
horizontal or vertical operators, lines with arrows are used in the same way
as in the notation for two-operand operators.
As examples, the syntax trees of news expressions S I I S2 I I S3, and
Sl - S2 - S3 -, S4 are depicted in Fig. 7.4. In Fig. 7.4b, the arrow
on the third horizontal line means that story S3, the third operand, is
S1 S2 S3 Si S2 S3 s4
(a) Sl IIS2 1 S3 (b) Slo S2 - S3 - S4
Fig. 7.4. Examples of simplified syntax trees
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extended outward at the right-hand side with respect to its two adjacent
neighbors S2 and S4. Through use of the above notation for multiple-
operand operators, the syntax tree in Fig. 7.1 can be simplified; the result
is shown in Fig. 7.1c.
It is important to note that an operator node and its operator subnode(s)
must be of different types when the' syntax tree is in its most reduced form;
otherwise the syntax tree can be simplified further, as was done in Fig. 7.3.
Figure 7.1c is an example of a syntax tree in its most simplified form. It
is this two-dimensional representation that is used later in the layout
interpretation stage.
7.1.2 Basic news expression. Basic news expressions are those news
expressions whose operands are all simple news items. In other words,
the operands in a basic news expression do not include parenthesized news ex-
pressions. Thus, expression S5 I I P6I I S7 is an example of a basic news
expression, whereas expression S4 = (S5 I P6 I S7) is not because one of
its operands is a parenthesized news expression.
The syntax tree of a basic news expression is a tree whose root node is
the multiple-operand operator and the subnodes are the operands. In the
next subsection a layout-template parsing algorithm is presented in which an
attempt is made first to find a leftmost basic news expression in the
template expression and then to construct a corresponding syntax tree for it.
The constructed syntax tree becomes a building block for the complete syntax-
tree construction.
7.1.3 Parsing algorithm. Before a symbolic-layout-template expression is
parsed, two symbols -4 and V , indicating the beginning and end of the
template, respectively, are used to surround the expression. To parse a
layout template, the algorithm first searches the template expression for
the leftmost basic news expression whose operands are all simple news items.
This is achieved by starting at the beginning symbol and reading the template
expression from left to right until a right parenthesis or an end symbol is
encountered. Then, starting from that point we read the template expression
backward until a left parenthesis or a'begin symbol is encountered. The
expression within the pair of parentheses, or within the begin and end
symbols, is the desired leftmost basic news expression.
A syntax tree representing the encountered basic news expression can be
constructed with the multiple-operand operator in the basic news expression
as the root node and the operands as the subnodes. If the syntax tree of
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the basic news expression cannot be constructed either because the operators
in the basic expression are of different types or because a mistaken syntax
for news-item symbols is found, the parsing process stops and it is concluded
that the given template is an illegal syntax expression.
After the syntax tree for the basic news expression is constructed
successfully, the tree is designated by its first subnode and the template
expression is reduced by substituting this designation for the basic news
expression and its enclosing parentheses. After the replacement of a compli-
cated news expression by a simple news-item symbol, a new basic news expression
may exist in the reduced template expression. Therefore, the process of
searching for a basic news expression is repeated -- a corresponding syntax
tree for the new basic expression is constructed, and the process continues
iteratively. The construction of a syntax tree for a layout template is
completed when the template expression is reduced to a single news item. In
the second iteration and thereafter, some of the subnodes in the syntax tree
might be news items whose syntax trees have already been constructed previous-
ly. These subnodes are replaced by the corresponding existing syntax trees
to form the complete syntax tree.
Asan example, Fig. 7.5 shows step-by-step how a complete syntax tree can
be constructed from a layout-template expression through use of the parsing
algorithm just presented. Step 1 is the complete symbolic expression of the
template structure shown in Fig. 7.1, and the corresponding syntax tree to be
generated from the parsing process is shown in Fig. 7.lc. In Step 1
begin and end symbols are added to the template expression and an arrow is
used to indicate the starting point of the expression being read. By reading
the template expression from left to right, we encounter the first right-
closure parenthesis to the right of S7, as indicated by an arrow in Step 2.
Reading backward (right to left) from the arrow locates the corresponding
left parenthesis. Hence, the expression enclosed by this pair of parentheses
is the leftmost basic news expression bounded by the two arrows in Step 3.
Next, a syntax tree is constructed for this basic news expression, and the
tree is named after its first subnode S5. After the basic news expression
and its parentheses are replaced in the template by S5, we obtain the inter-
mediate parsing results shown in Step 4. The arrow in Step 4 indicates
where the reading process should resume. Now, the process of searching for a
basic news expression is repeated. Step 5 shows that another pair of paren-
theses is found which enclose a new basic news expression, and Step 6
Step
1. 1 S3 11 (S4= (S511 P611 S7) ) "
2. -1 S3 11 (S4=(S5 11 P6 11 S7) ) 
basic news expression
3. 1 3 II (S4 =(S5 11 P6 11S7) ) I
t t
4. syntax tree S54. 53 11 (S4 ='S5) F
basic news expression S5 P6 57
5. 1 53 11 (S4 = S5 F 111 syntax tree 55
S5 P6 S7
6. S311 S4 syntax tree S4 -1 syntax tree
5 4 S5 - - 55 P6 57
7. I S3 11 S4 l = syntax tree S4
S4 111
S5 P6 S7
8. -4 S3 II S4 I- syntax tree S ..-I syntax tree
S3 S4
- ~ ~/S3 S4 4 /1 s5\
5/ -'"' S5 P6 S7
9. S3 complete syntax tree
S3
S4 111
/1\
S5 P6 S7
Fig. 7.5 Parsing of a layout-template expression
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illustrates the reduced template expression after S4 is substituted for the
second basic news expression. The constructed syntax trees S4 and S5 are
also drawn. These two syntax trees are combined by substituting the syntax
tree S5 for the subnode S5 in syntax tree S4. That is, the syntax tree S5
becomes a subtree of the syntax tree S4. The combined syntax tree S4,
together with the new reduced template expression, is shown in Step 7.
In the next iteration, the reduced template expression in Step 6 is first
read forward and then backward, and a new basic news expression enclosed by
the begin and end symbols is detected. Following the same procedure, we
construct a syntax tree S3, as shown in Step 8, and then merge it with the
previously constructed syntax tree S4. Step 9 depicts the resulting tree and
the reduced template expression. The syntax-tree construction is now complete
because the reduced template expression contains only one news item. The
success of the syntax-tree construction verifies the validity of the original
template expression.
We now turn to the basic techniques which underlie use of the layout
syntax tree as a structural guide for the placement of stories and pictures
on a page.
7.2 Basic Techniques of Page-Layout
This section presents the basic page-layout techniques that have been
developed to position the stories and pictures assigned to a page through use
of the syntax tree representation as a layout structure guide. The layout
process, if successful, produces a page dummy showing the outlines of every
story and picture location on the page. Moreover, the structure of the
news-item locations conforms to that described by the layout template.
In order to simplify the presentation, we first restrict our attention
to the layout of pages with no display-ads and to templates with no extended
operators.
7.2.1 Traversing the layout syntax tree. The page-layout algorithm
developed for actual story and picture placement is based on the principle
of traversing or "walking through" the layout syntax tree. In this procedure,
the nodes of the syntax tree are examined systematically, starting with the
root node, so that each node is visited exactly once. During the visit to
each node, certain layout actions are taken; the visit is complete when all
required layout actions for that node have been performed. Hence, the visit
to a tree node is also referred to as the layout of that node.
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During the visit to an operator node, all-.subnodes of that node are
visited in a prescribed:order. Thus, the layout-traversing algorithm is
recursive, and the' visiting process can be described:by indicating the
sequence in which the subnodes of a particular operator node are traversed.
Unlike most tree-traversing schemes in which.the order of subnodes to
be visited is determined by their relative positions in the tree (such as
left-precedence or right-precedence methods), our layout-traversing sequence
of subnodes in the layout-syntax tree depends on the types of the parent
operator node and its subnodes.
For a vertical-construction-type operator node, an operator-type subnode
has higher precedence than a terminal-type subnode. On.the other hand,
operator subnodes of a horizontal-construction-type operator node have lower
precedence than the terminal subnodes. Among subnodes of the same type,
the left subnode takes precedence over the right subnode. The primary
concern here is to assign higher traversing precedence to subnodes which
involve more difficulty in achieving a satisfactory layout. A more detailed
reasoning of the traversing sequence is discussed later.
As an example of how a syntax tree is traversed, consider Fig. 7.6, which
illustrates the syntax tree of the layout template ( (P1 = S2) I I S1) = S3
level 1 ,
21
level 43 
Fig. 7.6 Traversing a layout-syntax tree
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In the figure, terminal nodes are circled in order to distinguish them from
the operator nodes, and the occurrences of the vertical-construction operator
node at two different levels are denoted' by the number at the upper-right
corner of the operator symbol. As stated previously, the traversing process
begins at the root node (1) and proceeds downward. For the two subnodes of
the root node, the horizontal-construction-operator node has a higher
priority than does the terminal node S3, on the basis of the policy cited above.
Therefore, the horizontal-construction-operator node is the second node to be
visited. Because of the recursive property of the traversing algorithm, the
subnodes at level 3 are traversed next. In accordance with the traversing
rule for a horizontal-construction-type operator node, terminal node S1 has
precedence over the operator node (2). Therefore, Sl and (2) are the third
and fourth nodes to be visited, respectively. During the visit to (2),
terminal subnode P1 is traversed before terminal subnode S2 because P1 is a
left-terminal node and hence has precedence over right-terminal node S2. Upon
completion of traversing all the subnodes of the horizontal operator, only
terminal node S3 remains to be visited. The dashed lines in Fig. 7.6 indicate
the complete layout-traversing sequence.
Besides a determination of the traversing sequences for the subnodes,
additional layout actions are performed during the visit to each operator node.
Two items of information are passed to the node from its parent node. They
serve as inputs for the layout actions taken during the visit. The informa-
tion items are:
1. a set of stories and pictures that matches the number as well as the type
of the terminal descendents attached to the node, and
2. the width and height of a rectangular news area that matches the total
area of the story and picture set specified in 1.
From this node information, similar information is derived for the subnodes
and passed to the subnodes when they are visited. Recursively, the informa-
tion generated for the subnode serves as inputs for its layout actions.
For a root node, results from the story- and picture-assignment process
(a news budget for the page) and the dimensions of the full news page being
laid out are used as inputs for the layout actions performed at the root node.
The basic concepts used in selecting a set of stories and pictures and con-
structing a news block for each subnode are presented below.
7.2.2 Story and picture selection for subnodes'. During the' visit to an
operator node, the story- and picture-selection process chooses, for each
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subnode, a subset of stories and pictures from the given set of operator-
node news items. The number and type.of stories and pictures selected for a
subnode match the'.number and type of the terminal descendents of the subnode.
There are four types of news items, and hence, four terminal-node types, as
listed below:
S type: a story (or a story terminal node) not associated with any picture
(or picture node)
SP type: a story (or a story terminal node) associated with a picture (or
picture node)
P type: an independent picture (or picture terminal node)
PS type: a picture (or a picture terminal node) associated with a story
(or a story node).
Therefore, the stories or pictures selected for a subnode from all news
items assigned to the parent node should match the terminal descendents of
that subnode. That is, all the news items passed to the parent node are
distributed to its subnodes in accordance with the number and type of each
subnode's terminal descendents. Often, more than one possible distribution
satisfies the number and type requirements. In that case, priority among
the different possibilities is determined from a comparison of the relative
importance rankings of the terminal decendants with the importance rankings
of the selected news items. The distribution possibility that is assigned
first is the one that yields the closest match among the importance rankings
of news items and terminal descendents.
As an example, consider the syntax tree previously presented in Fig. 7.6.
Assume that three stories A, B, and C, and one picture P associated with
story A are assigned to a full news page as the result of the story- and
picture-assignment process carried out prior to the page-layout operation.
This information is passed to the root node (level 1) of the syntax tree and
represents the input to the story- and picture-selection process during the
visit to the root node. Thus, the root node has two news items of the
S type (stories B and C), one SP type (story A tied to picture P), one
PS type (picture P tied to story A), and no P type. This story- and-picture
combination matches the number of terminal descendents in each type cate-
gory (S2, S3 of S type, S1 of SP type, and P1 of PS type).
During the visit to the root node, the news items selected for the node
are distributed to its two subnodes, namely, the horizontal-operator node
and terminal node S3 at level 2. The horizontal-operator subnode has
terminal descendents of 1 S type (S2), 1 SP type (S1), and 1 PS type (P1);
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while the terminal subnode S3 is an S type. Because the parent node has two
S-type news items (B. and C) and since either can be selected for the subnode
S3, there are two possible distributions:
Selection 1: at horizontal-operator subnode distribute stories A and B, and
picture P; at terminal subnode S3 distribute story C.
Selection 2: at horizontal-operator subnode distribute stories A and C, and
picture P; at terminal subnode S3 distribute story B.
The news graphic language defined in Chapter 6 specifies that story nodes be
assigned numbers in accordance with their importance. Therefore, should story
C carry a lower importance ranking than story B, Selection 1 is assigned a
higher priority than Selection 2 because terminal node S3 is less important
than S2. If story C has a higher importance ranking than B, Selection 2 is
assigned the higher priority.
Similarly, at the level 2 horizontal-operator node, the selected news items
(A, B, and P) of Selection 1 are distributed to its two subnodes. Story B
(S type) and picture P (PS type) go to the level 3 for operator subnode
(1 S type, and 1 PS type terminals), and story A (SP type) goes to terminal
subnode S1 (1 SP type terminal). Working downward, the distribution algo-
rithm selects story B and picture P for story node S2 and picture node P1,
respectively. Note that this selection process ensures that the associated
story and picture terminal nodes Sl and P1 are assigned a pair of associated
news items, story A and picture P. Figure 7.7 shows the two possible story
and picture selections for the syntax tree, where the news items selected for
each node are denoted in parentheses, and the association of story and picture
is indicated by dashed lines.
7.2.3 Virtual-page construction. Besides story and picture selection,
another major layout function performed during the visit to each node is
the construction of a rectangular page area for each subnode. The constructed
news-block area for each subnode matches the total area of the selected
stories and pictures for the subnode. Furthermore, the width and height of
the news block are determined by both the news-block dimensions and the
operator type of the parent node, as described below.
Since the set of stories and pictures selected for a subnode is a subset of
available news items for the parent node, the subnode news-block area is
always smaller or equal to the news-block area of the' parent node. Therefore,
by traversing the syntax tree downward from the root node, the' size of the
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Fig. 7.7 Story and picture selections
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news block is reduced from its original full-page size at the root node to
successively smaller areas. Conceptually, during the' visit to each node
other than the root, the reduced news block and the selected news-item set
for that node can be thought of as a smaller news page to be laid out; the
only differences between conditions at the nodes are the page sizes and the
news-item sets. Hereafter, this is called the virtual-page concept of
layout, and the reduced news block at each node is referred to as the
virtual page of the node.
During the formation of virtual pages at subnodes, the height of a virtual
page for a basic vertical-construction-operator is shortened and the width is
retained. Similarly, only the'width of a virtual page for a basic horizontal-
construction-operator node is reduced to form its subnode virtual page. Fig-
ures 7.8a and b illustrate these two construction methods where the news blocks
at the top represent the parent virtualpage, and the blocks at the bottom are
the subnode virtual pages. The actual values of the height of subnode virtual
page Y' in Fig. 7.8a, and the width of subnode virtual page X' in Fig. 7.8b,
are determined by the virtual-page area, which is equal to the total area of
the selected news items for the particular subnode. For an embedded-type
operator node, the virtual page remains unchanged, as shown in Fig. 7.8c,
for the left subnode, and shrinks proportionally in both vertical and horizon-
tal dimensions for the right subnode.
Since all news items selected for a basic operator node are distributed among
its subnodes in a prescribed fashion and the virtual-page area of each subnode
is determined by the total area of the news items distributed to the subnode,
the summation of all the subnode virtual pages should be equal to the
virtual-page area of the basic-operator node. Therefore, the construction of
subnode virtual pages for a basic-operator node can be interpreted in the
following alternate way: By traversing the syntax tree downward from the root
node, the given full news page is "cut" into subpages horizontally or vertical-
ly. Each subpage is then assigned to a corresponding subnode as its virtual
page. As a result, the information distributed from the parent node to its
subnodes includes the virtual page as well as the set of news items. Figure
7.9 shows the virtual pages of vertical- and horizontal-operator nodes with
three subnodes. The cutting and distribution effects are illustrated by the
dashed and solid lines, respectively.
As an illustration of virtual-page layout, consider the story- and
picture-assignment results contained in the example used in the preceding
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section. Figure 7.10a duplicates Fig. 7.7a, and Fig. 7.10b shows all the
virtual pages constructed during the node visits. At the'root node the
virtual page represents a full news page whose area is the total area of
the assigned news and picture items. The page is cut horizontally into two
virtual subpages; one is assigned to the horizontal-operator node; the other
to terminal node S3. The size of the constructed virtual pages matches that
of the news items selected for the subnode. Following the traversing sequence,
the virtual page of the horizontal operator node is further cut vertically
into two subpages, which are assigned to its two subnodes. No cutting is
made during the visit to the next node S1 because it is a terminal node and
cannot be reduced further. Finally, at the vertical-operator node on level 3,
its virtual page is cut horizontally into two subpages and distributed to
its corresponding terminal subnodes PI and S2. Since the remaining nodes to
be traversed, P1, S2, and S3 are all terminal nodes, the construction of
virtual pages for the syntax tree is complete.
Upon completion of the virtual-page construction, each news item assigned
to the news page has a fixed-dimension news block (shown as shaded areas of
Fig. 7.10b) representing the virtual page for that terminal node, and the
news-block area matches the area of the assigned news item. A page-
layout dummy can now be produced by assembling these virtual-page blocks
together, as described in the next section.
Thus far, the columnar structure of the newspaper has been ignored. In a
real case, the news page is measured in terms of vertical and horizontal units;
the places where a virtual page can be cut are therefore restricted. A
virtual page must be cut in a way that all its subpages have an integral number
of columns in width and tenths of inches in height. For example, if the
virtual page of the operator node in Fig. 7.9 is 6 columns wide and 10 inches
high, there are only five and 99 possible vertical and horizontal cutting
lines, respectively. In other words, an exact match between the area of the
virtual subpage and that of the news items assigned to the subnode is very
unlikely. However, if the area difference is small, it is assumed that leading
can be used to make up the difference.
7.2.4 Virtual-page assembly. In the construction of a virtual page, the
news block of a parent node is divided into subblocks in a prescribed way.
Each subblock is the virtual page of its corresponding subnode. The assembly
process of the virtual pages is just the reverse process. That is, given a
set of constructed virtual pages of the subnodes, the virtual page of the
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parent node is constructed by assembling the subnode virtual pages.
For a vertical-type operator node, the subnode virtual pages are stacked
atop one another to form the assembled virtual page of the'node. Similar-
ly, for a horizontal-type operator node, the'virtual pages are sided next to
each other horizontally. For an embedded-type operator node, the virtual
page of the second subnode is embedded into one of the three allowable cor-
ners of the virtual page of the first subnode. Figures 7.11a and 7.1lb
illustrate the assembly process at three subnodes for a vertical and a
horizontal operator node, respectively. Figure 7.11c illustratess the
assembly of a lower-right-corner embedded-operator node. Note that
Figs. 7.1la and 7.11b are essentially the same as Fig. 7.9 except that the
arrows which indicate the flow of the virtual-page construction process are
reversed.
The assembly process for an operator node starts after all the virtual
pages of its terminal descendents are constructed. That is, virtual pages
of terminal nodes are used as building blocks in the assembly process. The
virtual page constructed for a terminal node is also regarded as the assembled
virtual page even though no actual assembly process occurs because of the
lack of subnodes for a terminal node. For operator nodes, the assembly
process is performed when all its subnodes have an assembled virtual page.
In contrast to the top-down virtual-page construction process, the assembly
of virtual pages starts at the terminal-node level of the syntax tree and
works upward until the root node is reached.
After the virtual page of a node is assembled, the layout actions (or
the visit) of the node are completed. When the layout of the root node is
completed, the page-layout process for that news page is terminated. Since
the assembly as well as the construction of virtual pages is performed ac-
cording to the type of operator nodes in the syntax tree, the final news
structure of the assembled news page at the root node conforms to the struc-
ture requirement specified in the layout syntax tree.
As an example, let us consider again the virtual-page construction of
Fig. 7.10. The syntax tree is redrawn in Fig. 7.12a and the virtual-page
construction of all-terminal nodes is shown in Fig. 7.12b. After the
virtual pages of terminal nodes S1, P1, and S2 are constructed, the
assembly process begins at operator node (2). This is the first operator
node encountered in the traversing sequence which has all its subnode
virtual pages assembled. Recall that for a terminal node, a constructed
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Fig. 7.11 Examples of assembled virtual pages of operator nodes
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virtual page is also the assembled virtual page. Therefore, as shown in
Fig. 7.12c, the virtual page of terminal node P1 (the news block for picture
P) is placed on top of the virtual page of S2 (the news block for story B)
to form an assembled virtual page for the vertical operator node. Note that
as the result of virtual-page construction, the news blocks of picture P
and story B must have the same width and thus the assembled virtual page in
Fig. 7.12c must also form a rectangular news block.
Then, as shown in Fig. 7.12d, the assembled virtual page of the vertical-
operator node is placed next to the assembled virtual page of terminal node
S1 (news block A) to form an assembled virtual page for the horizontal
operator node. This completes the layout of the horizontal operator node;
next, terminal node S3 is visited. Its virtual page is constructed and
placed beneath the assembled virtual page of Fig. 7.12d to form an
assembled virtual page for the root node. The result is the final page-layout
dummy, Fig. 7.12e; this layout structure conforms to that specified by the
syntax tree.
7.2.5 Layout failures. Thus far, we have ignored the possibility of
layout failures. In actual situations the layout of a node can fail during
any of the following three operations: the construction of virtual pages;
the assembly of virtual pages; the layout of its subnodes. Each of these
possible layout failures is discussed below.
In the construction of virtual pages for the subnodes, an exact match
between the total area of the selected news items and that of the virtual
page is unlikely. The reason is that one dimension of the constructed virtual
page is required to remain the same as that of its parent virtual page and
the other dimension must be an integral number of measurement units (columns
or tenths of inches). However, for story terminal nodes, if the area dif-
ference is small, the difference can be accommodated through leading. Assume,
for example, a horizontal-operator node has a virtual page of 3 columns wide
by 10.0 inches high. Now assume a story with an area of 11.0 column-inches
is assigned to one of its story-type terminal nodes. Since the terminal node
is a subnode of a horizontal operator, the height of the subnode virtual page
remains the same as its parent node (10.0 inches). Hence, the subnode
virtual page can be constructed only as one column by 10.0 inches (10.0
column-inches) or two columns by 10.0 inches (20.0 column-inches). That is,
the story has an area mismatch of one column-inch in the former case, and
nine column-inches in the' latter. However, if a 10-percent area tolerance is
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allowed through the use of leading, the virtual page of one column by 10.0
inches is within tolerance, and the virtual page can be constructed success-
fully.
In the case where the subnode has an immediate picture descendent, the
construction of the virtual page is further constrained. In addition to the
requirement that one dimension of the virtual page must equal the correspond-
ing dimension of its parent virtual page, the other dimension is also bound
since it must be the same as the corresponding dimension of the assigned pic-
ture. The horizontal operator node in Fig. 7.10a illustrates this case
since one of its subnodes has an immediate picture descendent P1. Therefore,
in addition to the equal-height requirement set by the parent operator, the
width of the virtual page constructed for this vertical operator subnode
must equal the width of the picture P assigned to the node P1. Should the
resultant virtual page area not match the total area of picture P and story
B after taking the leading tolerance for story B into account, the virtual-
page construction for that subnode is considered a failure.
Since the sizes of subnode virtual pages must be adjusted slightly to meet
the integer-dimension requirement, page assembly does not always yield an
exact match between the assembled page and the previously constructed vir-
tual page of the node. If this happens, an attempt is made to adjust some
of the constructed virtual pages to compensate for the difference. For exam-
ple, Fig. 7.13a depicts a vertical-operator node with three story-type
terminal subnodes. Assume that the areas of the three assigned stories A, B,
and C are 38, 20, and 32 column-inches, respectively, and policy dictates a
6-column page. Therefore, a virtual page measuring six columns by 15.0
inches or 90.0 column-inches, Fig. 7.13c,is constructed for the operator node
in order to match the total area of the three assigned stories. In the
layout of the operator node, further assume that stories A, B, and C are
assigned to subnodes S1, S2, and S3, respectively. A virtual page for each
subnode is constructed according to the size of the assigned story with the
height rounded off to the nearest tenth of an inch. As shown in Fig. 7.13b,
the dimensions of the virtual page are six columns by 6.3 inches for S1,
six columns by 3.3 inches for S2, and six columns by 5.3 inches for S3.
The' assembly of these three virtual pages results in a news block of six
columns by 14.9 inches -- one-tenth inch shorter than the originally con-
structed virtual page.' See Fig. 7.13d. The difference can be eliminated,
however, by' lengthening the virtual page of subnode S1 one-tenth inch. A new
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Fig. 7.13 Readjustment of assembled virtual pages
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virtual page of six columns wide and 6.4 inches high is thus constructed for
S1 which still retains its area within the tenth of an inch leading tolerance
of the original area of story A. The new assembled virtual page is drawn in
Fig. 7.13e. An exact match between the constructed and new assembled virtual
page is thus achieved, and the assembly process for the operator node is ac-
complished successfully. Should the readjustment of an assembled virtual
page create an area difference outside the leading tolerance, the assembly
process fails.
The last type of layout failure concerns the layouts of the subnodes.
Layout at a node fails if all possible story-and-picture selection combina-
tions for a subnode are tried and fail. However, in order to keep the lay-
out algorithm deterministic, no special rescue attempt is made to retry a
failed subnode by reselecting the news items for the subnodes which have
been previously laid out successfully.
As an example, in Fig. 7.14, assume that an operator node with three
assigned items A, B, and C, has three subnodes Sl, S2 and S3. Further assume
that the subnodes are traversed from left to right, and subnode Sl is laid
out successfully with one of the options, namely, news item A. If subnode
S2 fails to be laid out with either of the remaining two possible options
(news item B or C), then the layout of the subnode S2 is considered a failure,
and so is the layout of its parent operator node. No attempt is made to
return to subnode Sl to try other possible assignments, such as news item B
or C, because in doing so the layout algorithm may iterate endlessly. In
order to reduce the probability of a failure of this kind, subnodes which
are supposedly more difficult to be laid out receive a higher traversing
order. Generally, a news page contains a smaller number of discrete horizon-
tal units (such as six or eight columns) than vertical units (such as 220
tenths of inches for a full 22-inch page). As a result, the success of
virtual-page construction for subnodes of a horizontal-type operator depends
more on the leading tolerance than does that for the subnodes of a vertical-
type operator. That is, the subnode virtual pages of a horizontal-type
operator are more difficult to construct successfully than are those of a
vertical-type operator. Therefore, for a vertical-operator node, a horizon-
tal-type subnode is assigned a higher traversing precedence than a terminal
subnode. The opposite is true for a horizontal-operator node. Furthermore,
because of the fixed dimensions of a picture terminal node, an operator
subnode with a picture descendent has precedence over an operator subnode
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without a picture descendent.
(A, B, C)Q. operator node
A B or C
success failure
Fig. 7.14 Layout failure of a subnode
7.2.6 Summary of layout algorithm. We summarize here the important-elements
of the layout algorithm. The algorithm consists of two traversing sequences
(visits) of the syntax-tree nodes which describe the layout template. The
first sequence begins with the root node and proceeds downward to the subnodes;
the second sequence begins at the bottom, starting with a terminal node and
proceeds upward to the root node. The traversing sequence of the subnodes is
determined by the type of the parent node as well as the subnodes. During
the downward visit to each node, two items of information are assigned to the
node by its parent node: first, a set of stories and pictures which matches
the number and type of terminal descendents of the node; and second, a
virtual page whose area equals the total area of the assigned stories and pic-
tures. The main purpose of the downward traversal of the nodes is to produce
these two items of information for each subnode.
Upon completion of the downward-traversing sequence, the subnodes are
revisited one by one in a prescribed order, starting at the bottom and working
up towards the root node. In the upward process, subnode -virtual pages are
assembled to form assembled virtual pages for parent operator nodes in a
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prescribed order. The page layout is complete when.the virtual page of the'
root node is assembled.
CHAPTER 8
NEWS-LAYOUT TECHNIQUES APPLICABLE TO EXTENDED OPERATORS
AND PAGES WITH DISPLAY ADS
In this chapter the basic layout techniques presented in the preceding
chapter are modified to include the extended set of operators and to ac-
commodate pages with display ads. An extended operator, unlike a basic
operator, does not require its operands to have the same dimension at their
line of commonality. Therefore, layout with an extended operator differs
from that with a basic operator in that the virtual pages of its subnodes
are no longer required to have either the same height, for an extended hori-
zontal operator, or the same width, for an extended vertical operator. In
the determination of the traversing sequence and selection of news items for
its subnodes, the extended set of operators is treated exactly the same as are
the basic or embedded set; only in the construction and assembly of virtual
pages is a modification of layout techniques necessary.
On pages containing display ads, the news area may be shaped irregularly,
but again the same layout concepts can be applied.
8.1 Virtual-Page Construction and Assembly for Extended Operators
Consider the extended horizontal-operator node shown in Fig. 8.1a. As be-
fore, a rectangular news block (virtual page) is associated with the operator
node; its dimensions are such that the news-block area matches the total area
of the news items distributed between the two subnodes, in this case E and N.
Now we wish to establish virtual pages for each of the subnodes from the parent
virtual page. Since the virtual page VP(E) of the right subnode must be
taller than that of the left subnode VP(N), the parent virtual page cannot
simply be cut into two proportional parts as was done for nonextended opera-
tors. The reason is that for an extended-operator node, the virtual page of
one subnode extends beyond the parent virtual page. In Fig. 8.1, E is the
extended subnode and N is the nonextended subnode.
To divide the subnode virtual page into two subareas of different height
but of approximately the same total area, we proceed as follows. Assume that
we are given the dimensions X and Y of the extended-operator virtual page in
Fig. 8.1, and we wish to determine the virtual pages VP(N) and VP(E) of the
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Fig. 8.1 Virtual-page construction for subnodes for an
extended operator
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subnodes. We denote the subnode virtual page dimensions by X , YN XE ' and
YE ' The width in columns of the subnode virtual pages are determined from:
= [Total area of news items selected for subnode N1 (8.1)
XN Y
XE' [Total area of news items selected for subnode EJY
The brackets Fr denote that the enclosed number is rounded up to the
nearest integer, and the brackets L J denote that the enclosed number is
rounded down to the nearest integer.
Next, the heights of the subnode virtual pages are calculated as follows:
= Total area of news items selected for subnode N
= · (8.3)L XN
Total area of news items selected for subnode E
YE =-- x (8.4)
In this case,, the numbers inside the brackets [ ] are rounded to the
nearest tenth-inch.
By rounding up the virtual page width of the nonextended subnode to the
next column, its virtual-page height tends to be shortened, whereas the vir-
tual-page width of the extended subnode is rounded down, and its height is
increased. Therefore, two virtual pages are constructed for the subnodes with
different heights, but whose total width matches that of the parent virtual
page.
Figures8.lb and c illustrate the construction process for the subnodes N
and E. A six-column parent virtual page is illustrated by dashed lines, and
the resultant subnode virtual pages are denoted by shaded areas.
Virtual-page assembly for extended horizontal operators. The assembly
process for virtual pages with different heights is carried out the same way
as before except the resultant assembled virtual page for the extended opera-
tor is no longer a rectangular news block. The subnode virtual pages are
placed next to each other in such a way that either a flat top (for
operators +1 and I + ) or a flat base (for operators tl and I+ ) is
maintained. Since the assembly process requires that the assembled virtual
pages have a straight line at their common boundary, the assembled non-
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rectangular virtual page for an extended operator uses an additional
auxiliary line on the nonflat side for assembly with other nodes. The
auxiliary line is the boundary line of a previously constructed rectangular
virtual page for the extended operator.
As an illustration, Fig. 8.2a shows the syntax tree for a news expression
with an extended operator. The resultant virtual page, drawn beneath its tree
has a flat base and a nonflat top boundary line. It was constructed step-by-
step in the preceding section. However, since it must now be merged with
other virtual pages (see Figs. 8.2a and 8.2b) the original top boundary of
VP(N), shown as a dashed auxiliary line, is retained. In the assembly of
this nonrectangular virtual page with other virtual pages, the horizontal
auxiliary boundary line is attached beneath another assembled virtual page.
See Fig. 8.2b. Here the virtual page of the extended-operator node is
placed beneath the virtual page of terminal node T. The assembled virtual
pages of the extended-operator node and the terminal node T are denoted by
shaded areas. Because of the different heights of VP(N) and VP(E) at the
boundary of the two assembled virtual pages, the virtual page of the
terminal node VP(T) is reshaped accordingly to create a rectangular assembled
virtual page for the vertical operator node, as shown in Fig. 8.2c. Note
that the area of the terminal virtual page VP(T) is preserved during the re-
shaping process. That is, the virtual page of the terminal node VP(T) has
lost area 1 but has gained an equivalent area 2.
Should a virtual page consisting of two or more assembled virtual subpages
be placed on top of the virtual page for the extended operator node It , some
size adjustment may have to be made to the virtual subpages. If the adjust-
ment cannot be made satisfactorily, meaning that each virtual subpage cannot
be adjusted to a size close enough to the specified size of the original
news item, the assembly process of the extended operator is considered a fail-
ure.
As an illustration, consider this example. Assume the terminal node in
the preceding example is replaced by a horizontal operator with two story
terminal nodes T1 and T2. The corresponding syntax tree is drawn in
Fig. 8.3a, and the assembled virtual pages for the horizontal and extended-
operator nodes are given in Figs. 8.3b and 8.3c. The assembled virtual
page placed on top of the extended-operator virtual page now consists of
two subpages. Figure 8.3d shows how these two virtual pages are assembled.
The resultant virtual page for the vertical operator node is drawn in
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Fig. 8.2 Virtual-page assembly of an extended operator
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Fig. 8.3e. Comparison of Figs. 8.3d and 8.3e shows that the virtual-page
area of terminal node T2 is reduced; it gives away area 1 and gains a
smaller area 2. On the other hand, the virtual-page area of terminal node
T1 is expanded; it gains area 3. If the area change exceeds the leading
allowance, an attempt is made to shift the vertical common boundary line of
VP(T1) and VP(T2) to the left by one column. The area of the new VP(T1) and
VP(T2), as shown in Fig. 8.3f, is then rechecked. Should the area difference
still be outside the leading tolerance, the assembling process for the ex-
tended operator has failed.
In our discussion of assembling virtual pages for the extended set of
horizontal operators, we have used a particular operator exclusively for
illustration. However, the same techniques can also be applied to the other
extended horizontal operators. Figure 8.4 shows the assembled virtual page
for each extended horizontal operator. The auxiliary straight boundary line
for the assembled virtual page is denoted in each case by a dashed line.
a -- - -- - - - 1 i - - - -I
VP(E) VP(E)
VP (N) VP(N)
(a) VP(I1) (b) VP(tl)
VP(N) VP(E) VP(E) VP(N)
---- I I I
(c) VP(I,) (d) VP(II)
Fig. 8.4 Assembled virtual pages for the complete set of
extended horizontal operators.
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Virtual-page construction and assembly for extended vertical
operators. In the construction of virtual pages for subnodes of extended
vertical operators, the virtual page of a nonextended subnode is set to be one
column less than its parent virtual page. In other words, if X and Y are the
dimensions of the given parent virtual page for the extended vertical operator,
the dimensions (XN , YN ) of the nonextended subnode virtual page, VP(N), is
determined as follows:
X =X- 1 (8.5)N
YN = total area of news items selected for the nonextended subnode N (8.6)
where YN is rounded to the nearest tenth inch. Then, the dimensions (XE ,
Y ) of the extended subnode virtual page VP(E), are calculated from the
E
following relationships:
I I
= - Y (8.7)
total area of news items selected for the extended subnode E
XE = (8.8)DEYE
where XE is rounded off to the nearest integer.
As a result, there are constructed two subnode virtual pages of different
widths having a total height equal to the height of their parent virtual page.
The width of virtual page VP(E) is either greater than or equal to the width
of the parent virtual page, depending on the relative size and shape of the
two subnode virtual pages. If the virtual page of subnode N is large enough
and wide enough to allow the one-column area reduction to be absorbed by the
leading tolerance, then the extended-subnode virtual page need not be widened.
Otherwise, the virtual page VP(E) has to be extended by one column to keep
the total area of the two-subnode virtual page close to that of the given
parent virtual page. Figure 8.5 illustrates the two possibilities for an
extended vertical operator with a six-column wide virtual page. The dashed
lines indicate the given virtual page for the extended operator.
The techniques used for extended-horizontal operators can be applied to the
assembly of subnode virtual pages for extended vertical operators. Subnode
virtual -,pages are placed on top of each other to create a nonrectangular
assembled virtual page with either a flat left-hand or right-hand side, de-
pending on the particular operator. In the assembly process of the extended-
14o
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Fig. 8.5 -Virtual-page construction for extended-vertical
operator
operator virtual page with other virtual pages, the previously constructed
parent virtual page is used to determine the auxiliary boundaries for the
irregular side. Furthermore, virtual-page size modification and an area check
are also performed for a virtual page attached to the irregular side of the
assembled virtual page. The assembled virtual page for each extended vertical
operator is presented in Fig. 8.6. In the sketches the auxiliary boundaries
are denoted by dashed lines.
8.2 Extension of Layout Techniques to Pages With Display Ads.
Thus far, we have restricted application of our layout techniques to pages
with no display ads. In this section we extend the non-ads page-layout
techniques to accommodate pages with ads, using a full-page non-ads layout
template as a layout guide.
The layout of pages with ads differs from procedures previously described
primarily in that the virtual pages (or news blocks) in the layout generally
have nonrectangular shapes. Although the virtual-page concept of layout can
still be applied, a virtual page can no longer be described by only two
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operators
numbers which represent the width and height of a rectangular news block.
8.2.1 Nonrectangular virtual-page description. Three possible ads-layout
styles are shown in Fig. 8.7 where the shaded areas denote the resultant news
hole. All ads-layout styles follow the so-called "pyramid rule" defined in
Chapter 4 which requires that the width of an ad placed on top of another ad
be less than, or equal to, the width of the bottom ad, and the height of an
ad that borders the news hole must be less than, or equal to the height of an
adjacent ad. As the result, the remaining news hole is usually nonrectangular
in the form of an inverted pyramid with a flat top boundary. Such a non-
rectangular virtual page can be described uniquely and unambiguously by an
array of numbers indicating the length of the news space in each column.
Consider the typical eight-column upside-down pyramid virtual-page area
of Fig. 8.8 and its numerical representation. An array of numbers above the
virtual page indicates the length component (in terms of vertical measuring
units such as inches) of the news area in each column.
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8.2.2 Subnode traversing sequence. With an appropriate description of
a nonrectangular virtual page in hand, one can easily apply the basic layout
technique of traversing the layout syntax tree and the notion of virtual-
page layout to pages with ads.- As before, the layout of a news page is ac-
complished by traversing the nodes of the syntax tree in a prescribed order.
Furthermore, during the visit to each node, certain layout actions are per-
formed, such as determining the subnode traversing sequence, and the con-
struction and assembling of the virtual subpages for subnodes.
In the determination of subnode traversing sequence, subnodes are first
grouped into pairs according to their positions in the subtree. Figure 8.9
illustrates how the subnodes are grouped into pairs. For an operator node
with an odd number of subnodes, the last "pair" contains only one subnode.
The outermost pair of subnodes is assigned the highest priority, and the
inward pairs of subnodes are assigned progressively lower priority. In other
words, subnodes in the first pair PR1 are traversed before subnodes in PR2,
PR2 is before PR3, and so forth. Within each pair, the traversing precedence
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of the two subnodes is determined in the'same way as discussed in section
7.2.1: For a vertical-construction operator node, an operator subnode has
precedence over a terminal subnode; for a horizontal-construction operator
node the terminal subnode has priority.
By traversing the subnodes from outer to inner pairs, the nonrectangular
virtual page can be cut into subpages accordingly, as described in the next
section.
8.2.3 Construction and assembly of nonrectangular virtual pages. During the
layout of an operator node, news items assigned to the node are distributed to
its subnodes according to the number and type of its terminal descendents.
The virtual page is then constructed for each subnode. The virtual-page area
matches the total area of the news items distributed to the subnode. For
layout of pages with ads, the given news hole is nonrectangular and so are
the news blocks constructed for the subnodes.
The nonrectangular virtual pages for subnodes are constructed while
following the same order as the subnode traversing sequence. In other words,
virtual pages of outer subnodes are constructed before the inner subnodes. For
each subnode, the virtual page is constructed by deleting from the parent
nonrectangular virtual page an area which, within the leading tolerance,
matches the total area of the news items selected for the subnode. For verti-
cal- or horizontal-construction-type operator nodes, the cutting of the
parent virtual page is made either vertically or horizontally and the subnode
virtual page area is cut from one of the four sides of the parent page, de-
pending on the type of the parent operator node and whether the subnode is a
left or right subnode in the traversing precedence pair to which it belongs.
For an embedded-type operator node, the virtual page of the left subnode is
the same as its parent virtual page, and the virtual page of the right subnode
is cut from one of the three allowable corners of the parent virtual page.
Figure 8.10 illustrates the cutting procedure of the virtual subpage for
the pair of leftmost and rightmost subnodes L and R, respectively. For both
horizontal and vertical operator nodes, the constructed virtual subpages
(the areas being cut off) are the shaded areas. Note that the shaded area
should match the total area of news items selected for the subnode. The
arrows in the figures indicate the directions that the cutting lines are
moved to attain an appropriate area.
After the virtual page for a subnode has been formed from its parent
virtual page, the reduced parent virtual page is used as the current parent
1 I I i
(a) Horizontal-Construction-Operator Node
(b) Vertical-Construction-Operator Node
Fig. 8.10 Cutting of virtual subpages
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virtual page for construction of the next subnode virtual page. As a result,
the virtual page of the last subnode to be traversed is the finally reduced
parent virtual page.
Figure 8.11 illustrates the virtual-page cutting process and the reduced
parent virtual page at each stage for an operator with three subnodes, L, M,
and R. The 58.2 column-inch nonrectangular news block in Fig. 8.8 is used
as the parent virtual page, and the news-item areas assigned to the subnodes
L, M, and R are 15.6, 21.6 and 21.0 column-inches, respectively. Assume that
subnode R is traversed first, then subnode L and finally subnode M. The
construction process for a horizontal-operator node is shown in Fig. 8.11a.
The constructed subnode virtual pages are the shaded areas; the numbers within
the parentheses are the areas of the virtual page constructed at each stage.
The area is calculated by summing the numbers in the array above the news
block. The corresponding construction process for a vertical-construction
operator node is given in Fig. 8.11b.
Observe that the virtual page constructed for subnode R in Fig. 8.1lb has
a very small area -- only 0.4 inch high by one column wide in its rightmost column.
Hence, this layout is inadequate for accommodating the headline of the story placed
in VP(R). In order to solve this problem, two numbers associated with each
horizontal cutting line are defined,as illustrated in Fig. 8.12. They are:
last transition of
column heights
A I I i I
latency I I I I
distance f I I I
,I 1I overhead
If ~ I I:~ l distance
7 lI I 9next transition of
cutting l e I I column heightscutting li ne 
I I
I I
Fig. 8.12 Overhead and latency distance
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Overhead distance --- the distance between the horizontal cutting line and
the next transition of column heights below the cutting line.
Latency distance --- the distance between the horizontal cutting line and
the next transition of column heights above the cutting line.
Note that the next lower or higher column-height transition points can be
either on the left-hand or right-hand side of the virtual page.
For layout of pages with ads, the minimum allowable overhead and latency
distances are stored in the news-layout-policy file. During the construction
of subnode virtual pages for a vertical-operator node, the resultant over-
head and latency distances for each cutting line are compared to the policy-
specified minimum distances. If either distance is less than the minimum
requirement, an attempt is made to move the line either up or down in order
to reach the specified minimum-distance requirement. Should such a move be
unacceptable because of the area constraint of the news items, the construc-
tion of the subnode virtual page is considered to have failed.
The process of adjusting cutting lines is demonstrated in the following
example. Assume the minimum overhead and latency distances for the layout
of Fig. 8.11b are specified as 1.0 and 0.6 inches, respectively. The cutting
of VP(R) from the original virtual page results in an 0.4-inch overhead dis-
tance and a 0.6-inch latency distance; the overhead distance is unacceptable.
The cutting line is therefore moved downward 0.4 inch to eliminate the top
small area in the rightmost column of VP(R). The original and the modified
cutting lines are shown in Fig. 8.13. The modified line now has a 2.6-inch
overhead and 1.0-inch latency distance, and creates a VP(R) of 19.4 column
inches. Since the difference between a 19.4-column-inch VP(R) and the
specified 21.0 column-inches for subnode R is within the + 10 percent leading
tolerance, the virtual subpage is thus constructed successfully.
Although the constructed virtual subpages are nonrectangular, use of a
straight cutting line gives them a straight line at their common boundary.
Therefore, the techniques of assembling the subpages presented in Section
7.2.4 can be applied to the assembly of nonrectangular virtual pages without
modification.
8.2.4 An illustrated example. Consider the layout of the 86 .4-column-
inch nonrectangular news-hole area of Fig. 8.14a. Three stories A, B, and C,
and one stand-alone picture P are assigned to the area. They have the
dimensions indicated in the figure. Observe that the total area of the four
news items matches the area of the given news block. This result emerged
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14.4 14.4 18.0 11.0I1o.01 1.oj 5.4 13.0
I(38.8) 1 I
latency distance= 1.0 I
overhead distance = 2.6 modified cutting
(I 19.4 ),"~ line for VP(R)
(b) Acceptable location for cutting line
Fig. 8.13 Modification of virtual-page cutting line
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(b) Layout template and its syntax tree
Fig. 8.14 Example of page layout
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from the story- and picture-assignment process.
The non-ads layout template shown in Fig. 8.14b is used as the structural
guide for news-item placement. Its syntax-tree representation is also drawn
in the figure. If we assume story A has the highest importance rating and
story C has the lowest, the news items selected for each node are those
listed within the parentheses alongside each node in the figure. The numbers
beneath the news items are the total area of the news items selected for
the nodes.
The various stages of the virtual-page construction process for each node
are shown in Fig. 8.15. At the root node the virtual page of the left
vertical-operator node is constructed by cutting off a three-column area
(50.1 column-inches) from the left-hand side of the given nonrectangular
news block. The remaining area (36.3 column-inches) becomes the virtual page
for the other vertical operator node. If a +10 percent leading tolerance is
assumed, the areas of these two virtual pages (50.1 and 36.3 column-inches)
are within the allowable tolerance of their original total-area specifications
(48.9 and 37.5 column-inches, respectively). Each constructed virtual page
is further cut horizontally to create two terminal virtual subpages. If the
minimum overhead and latency distances are specified as 1.5 and 0.9 inches
respectively, all four terminal virtual pages satisfy these requirements and
are constructed successfully. The resultant terminal virtual pages, VP(P1),
VP(S2), VP(S3), and VP(S4), are shown as shaded areas in the figure, where
the number within the shaded area denotes the area of the page.
Since a virtual page whose area is within the specified leading tolerance
of the selected news item can be obtained for each terminal node, the
assembly process can now proceed starting from the left vertical-operator
node; the result is shown in Fig. 8.16. The final assembled virtual page
at the root node represents the news-layout dummy and is drawn at the bottom
of the figure. Observe that the structure of the news items placed on the
page conforms to that specified by the layout template.
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Fig. 8.15 Construction of virtual pages for layout example
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eHAPTER 9
NEWS-LAYOUT EXPERIMENTS
Experimental results generated by applying our template-driven layout
techniques to actual newspaper pages are presented in this chapter. Data
were taken from a local newspaper (The Boston Globe) and include two news
pages without display ads and one page with ads. The full news pages have
a six-column format, and the page with ads has an eight-column format. In
our experiments, all pages are divided into 21.2 inches, vertically, and the
areas of stories, pictures, and ads on the pages are measured in units of
columns-inches. Headline and caption areas are included in the story and
picture areas.
In the test cases, the set of input data for each news item on the page
includes the measured story area or picture dimensions and an importance
ranking of the story or picture. The importance rankings were assigned ac-
cording to the location and appearance of the news item on the page. Several
layout templates whose structures differ from the page as laid out by the
Globe are selected and used as the structural guide for placing the news items
according to the layout algorithm described in the preceding Chapters 7 and 8.
The results are presented for the successful layouts, and explanations of
layout failures are given. In all experimental cases, a +10 percent leading
of story area was allowed.
9.1 Layout-Experiment 1
Page three of the July 22, 1976 issue of the Globe is used as the first
test case of a page without ads. As laid out by the Globe, there are five
stories and one stand-alone picture on this page. Two of the five stories
have pictures associated with them. The measured areas or dimensions of
the news items, together with their assigned importance rankings, are listed
in Table 9.1.
Figure 9.1 shows four layout templates, Tl through T4, used in the layout
experiment. The number associated with a story S or picture P represents the
relative importance ranking of the news item, and a story and picture having
the same integer are associated with each other; thus, P1 is associated with
S1, P2 with S2, and P1 and Sl are more important than P2 and S2. Note that
each template has exactly the same number of news items in each type category
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Fig. 9.1 Layout templates used in Experiment I
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Fig. 9.2 Layout dummies of Experiment 1
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Table 9.1. Input Data for Experiment 1
Area,
News Item Classification Area, Importance Ranking
Column-inches
Election Story 32.2 1
Associated Picture 2 X 5.5
Farmer Story 20.0 2
Associated Picture 2 X 4.0
Bars Story 14.0 3
Red-Tape Story 18.0 - 4
Naval Story 10.0 5
Zoo Stand-Alone Picture 2 X 7.0 6
as the input data: 3S type, 2 SP type, 2 PS type, and 1 P type. The page dummy
used by the Globe is drawn in Fig. 9.2a; the area of each news block is the
parenthesized number within the block, and pictures are indicated by diagonal
lines.
The template-driven algorithm successfully produced layouts from both
templates Tl and T2. The resulting layout dummies are shown in Fig. 9.2a and
9.2b. To portray the effect of a completed newspaper, we have reproduced the
original news page, as it appeared in the Globe, in Fig. 9.3. We also pasted
up the two computer-generated dummies manually; the results are shown in
Figs. 9.4 and 9.5. For simplicity, the small block "Correction" is considered
to be part of the story "Naval". Note that in the layout results of Figs. 9.4
and 9.5 the structures of the news items placed on the page do conform to the
layout templates Tl and T2.
On the other hand, templates T3 and T4 in Fig. 9.1 fail to generate accept-
able layouts. In Fig. 9.1c template T3 calls for a stand-alone picture and an
unassociated story of the same height. Since the dimensions of the only avail-
able stand-alone picture are two columns by 7.0 inches, the story located be-
side the picture must fit into an area of four columns by 7.0 inches or 28.0
column-inches. None of the areas of the three unassociated stories are with-
in the leading tolerance of the required area. As a result, the layout
attempt using template T3 as a structural guide fails.
Template T4 requires a story along with its associated picture to be
placed in the upper-right corner of the page. See Fig. 9.1d. Since the story
item S1 next to it must occupy at least one column, the maximum width of the
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Fig. 9.3 Original page for Experiment 1, page three,
July 22, 1976, Boston Globe
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combined P2-and-S2 area is five columns. Because both of the given associated
pictures are two columns wide, the area for S2 is, at most, three columns
wide and either 5.5-inches high (if the picture associated with Election is
chosen) or 4.O-inches high'(if the picture associated with Farmer is chosen).
In either case,'the specified story area for Election or Farmer does not fit into
the S2 area. Consequently, a layout following the structure of T4 cannot be made.
9.2 Layout Experiment 2
The' second test of the template-driven layout techniques uses news items
from page three of the July 27, 1976 issue of the Boston Globe. Again, there
are five stories, two of them with an associated picture, and one stand-alone
picture on the page. The input data of the news items are listed in Table 9.2,
and the two templates, T5 and T6, used in the layout experiment are drawn in
Fig. 9.6.
Table 9.2 Input Data for Experiment 2
Area,
News Item Classification Column-inches Importance Ranking
Column-inches
Kennedy Story 29.4 1
Associated Picture 2 X 3.6
Patients Story 17.4 2
Police Patrols Story 15.9 3
Associated Picture 3 X 3.4
Lineuy Case Story 8.7 4
Housing Story 25.6 5
Summer Stand-Alone Picture 2 X 6.4 6
Note that template T5 has the same structure used by the Globe in its layout
of page 3 of its July 22 issue. Compare Figs. 9.3 and 9.6a. In other words,
an attempt is made to lay out the news items from the July 27 page in the same
structure as the July 22 page. The successful template-generated layout dummy
is drawn in Fig. 9.7 along with the page dummy actually used by the Globe.
During the layout process an additional embedded operator was assumed, one in
which the embedded item is located in the top middle of the other item, such as
the "Kennedy" picture in Fig. 9.7. Although we failed to include this operator
in our embedded set, it should be obvious that the'operator set can be easily
augmented and the layout technique extended to allow this structure.
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Red tape helps broken sewer to pollute home
B urke has BY Wp11-t l V.llllhi lttt al it D-at y -d "hhtitttt."t.ttttt', all itilii ll t fl, 1i1a I. ctclh, tcne.SteyYIrk t d t I al tceat1.1f~~~~ukets antd the whale amilly ytt,,I tclls us 'e ne'd a hWitg yerit.' tile pipe.Gilobe Slaff 'The s rtn p:pe was.not the aelybucks instead of their u-clc.~ t,,i Y. l .
ll~mnig~ could nth Mber rerhd ,?2tbo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~hen~~~ hlr~~~~~~~a~La~ll~, ~ hio taurt. Juse ' atd o Iw t,- i -t ai t-
a-c .~ ..e~ a-a. a~ .~ their  ththtt adetniwd like the ,_ihttd jaanaha .hen te itleL - ettiad line h
Bon cty bureaucracy to know tha' decided tha raising a stink about he mt said he had e home.regelection aerl ahteopponenlh 1s Viwa  to ni aued more t e a~the will not have t conmmandeer a stink( was notfgoing to solve li ~oi Ic r hmiss m por-b-.rCiyHal bahrLate al. Mea sid 11..ItniIga thcno- Wac -p.
Hall bathroom after sit 1,, ~~~~~decac the contractor's b ckhoe oper.- O usa- ih.JueM~City Halt tLtt itlttt Ott Ttt-day eight, June MlrLeant~~- toriolillinlhchclEME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~canhilddug. ,,id ~~~~~~~~,hec~~~~~llcdth c ~~~her~~~~~ton~~~~atr a rk.-.-Yesterday, five days after "it" hap-
tned, their sewer line was tixed, "nd So, hovel In hand, he began to ig o fill i te Ihlh McLea hd dug. i. i d hShtT 
tittir touHe were reftined t , nedee- 1ttttt-Intellttateltigntirnttttlttt ' "So I umped in," McLean said. el in Braintree and made a reers-
, · ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~despite the bett etfforts ttt aity ewer.to thte tree-lited street In n attemtt tgtttld petttth e it a' att a'ytedy bt lh tft, tee-ilnet Iret. ,nda nniga n called police, who at* dioP for a room for yesterday so herito ftnd andr pair the ewer pipe hh.- ried a d peu d  hlelan t  get hhildr nould owe ,."b twhent y
sell. out, and the hole wa filled again. got tt this moritning they were told
"i" is the raw sewage (John we didn't have a reservation until
M Lean didn't art it.that) that kept Alter nine hourso.f digging. Ie was The cLe ns' German shephe rd. tomorrow.'
backing intotheithein te btttter theeirn h o m ye ye- Tei..tat.ttebottlytttatbb uncThovt dayghter rthebrkn pes-
-.r. -d,,y .- i~g ~h- troubled-by t.Zb he ordeal Then daughter Kathleencam
]Park. Drhesteratter a city cantrat- tetday morning when thttttttttttty tettttiedhcthe brteauh work wit h a severe
or apparently broke the sewer pipe inteeeded, "tie el ery te ani l othetedwa tetit.
whie laytg electrical line outside. "ttt iga th Set e ) h drante' a ticht l eg .lr. M cean ilre. McLean Whootk her head, sighed,
"Blll Hnnigan rom theSou~er c- l..rkld. smld .. id; 'Th. ft s sy 1.me
'1 swept it out; I shoveled it out; I ptrtinent came by and said it w tats iattdteittayt
bhleomed it out.Itwta 3 inchesdeepon agaitst the law for me to dig hert," Ah.r ctwrdtyimornidg'$ontron-t ee t .Cty
ti' cellar floor," McLean taid of hi. McLean taid. t -tnt with the city, McLean found at
flee-day arde-t. ~ -,.dI,,d..b ~ city emyployee willing to fight for him John McLean thrugged as he
i ig~dsy "He iaid n eeded buiding permi t lary Aaron, assistant manager e watched the men work and said: "TheBetateen ahottelfule. Mt]~ean tried kut tbat I can't get oet anyway." -htyAen etln tngre ethdaetnttateitTu
B...ren~hovel~ul. bll u- itred W t I r illthe Filds Coarner Little City Hall - contractor told me hebe going to end
t~ get help fromt he aity, ttetcontrtac-Z ci get hep, from th. 6Wy, the c- W "Well,1- and yesterday - roon-the original a bill for his wor"
tOr LegalAid. Meanwhile. his 12-yea- June . cLean said; "ec':e hlte
Farmer can't buy water
to save Hingham corn
By William B. ItamiRoiln result i dirty water fort-at
within a half-mile radius of Cosn't
Bill Gink hb.e Stall- fields.
·'. :~Bill Costa waved his hand disgust-
edly at the rows of waist-high ctre Second, the amount of water tlati
stalkstelhatstaood'meotionlessttit Ctth eldedaisifeeCosta would need for his 20 acres .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Cohri says.tIP wIold be a mlnlion gal 
dHingham tield yecterday in he9muggy Cyphe-ttatit -nld he a iulee ga1
reoae. leon -would reduce prure in the
~~~~~REP. JAMES A. BURKE... "titere't eatec ~~~~~area atd would deplete reserves hat
REP. JAMES A. BURKE...~"there's no rae" '~t'here's nothing here," he said. might beneeded later thi ummer.
'There's not even t0 perte t You 'an
...r sthat. I I'd had wateer lat Friday ad i' Y g..att ae th,
By Maria earagianis Among the messages McCarthy I rning when I asked for it, I could we'regteL to get 4 inhesotrea nett
Gloe Staff iinging to the voters is that Rp. h aed thi eld week? I's a long.range thing. You
Burke voted teently to raise the pric i don now what's going to happen in
FJr nearly two decades, US Rep., of ga,t milk and bread; that.he votes Cota didn't get ih water, not be- Sepehmber." he said.
aames Attycina Batke. thnn-.year-otd, catteus i atec enitn an  there tiia$ nn&aeaeilahte fitatie. '
cpi-ar-sineS Dmc-rat of Mlt, more like a big business Republican L- l .nedupinsupprtofCvphr'p.-gaeortenkg D mocrat et Mittad thanaatteen Deate andth he' i'ause the Hingham Water Co.
ha.. rep-e"edte. the11h Congresio-. sbrogh -less Federal revnu intohatsreyreeeented~theltrItCttgtenesia lgh.t..gheleeedet reecnatI teewouldfit sell it to him. As a resula he n iion is Fletcher .lPatelt,- lteaha'
,-al Ditit. tse dctriet thean many oif his moreun- says he tands to loe aome '00 oan actie fire hie. who aid: "r.
' Virtually unchallenged, exept for lot olleaguer. ~ he20 aeresolcwnhebaspllnre~in Cypherieelriiatltwt~uldimp~i . 2Vieldoomey andidacileasd eaty tar tetateage- . thet e0atren of attn he htt ylanted in Itperteel htaIt atnwold imateie thatthe-atnd eadidaire her Refoitti earea with low water pressure and
:Vhe doomed eairdidaies of three Re- Hillpham. ~ ~~ithave toagree with him.I feett sorry for FgarmerWilamCon Hinhamtholdsesettedac. (GlobeiphotoIbyTedDully)
publiean ruhnin against him in a "Burke it saying thiat he ha muscle The issue to him is clear: His field hil (Costa); I feelaorryor everyhody
he-aily Democratic district and a to- andMasaechusetts n eeds muscle," said are dusty forearn of moisture. Ther e who has burned lawnl. But I have nogated tdala Plyh Si iaei a the lat 
ken fight in the last primary, Rep. SC.y. I cay we need le, t e thre firehydant within Hlifaxeet netl ei." te. Newltnild 
tad Plymot h i- .its yt yet etta k tieghat thek fa.-
kt~iifightI. l,, Pl--rY.~PMc Carthy. "1 ay we ned muscl, -o ... ithrefr hydrants within 100 I -- N -IM hfeet.. l.,.' control,- 
- Ihover. iI,"-
Burlke has sailed into office every 24 · uate. Nrl h.ie.id an Plra -cs nermcal th -rougou the 
w-ate..
Bttke t a a't  tae me ver It .tlab.c lit hiti aide. Why choutdn't the Hieg-
months for:he pas t 18 years a surelye ho Water Ceo. a iattiliyhih le , t a' he te tl t ell sme a the cor 
whoate Hele-
as the swallows return to Capistrano. Neither Burke nor his aide would supplie the town with water, allow Iatahuaetl Departecnt of Agiul- leadthe e at Penin dltate.~~~~~~~Yam titlaeiteeh'aRocte3linhnieghint~. iowedeciatcdaylfmetn~tteattihitt-rt.
BuR times have changed-Nlxon. renad t lhtee itge hit, for a prie, to use the hydranle aitts ki 
aey anueir eale rlie
Waergae, Congressional s..dals-Id. go ,h- - h.vlea, significd bant ; 
e't on
W t. C i eand-daaeti cr ? "ACy y instatin ieeotiha hf'h IriceIlly, ii hlgha. wl it tho a-t ta tall
all have taken their toll on the good Saying she is campaigning on the i n Janet Cypei, nager t the d. t ir iel d arted hi'be li the -atna tate wh~ ~~~~~~~~~~~'o James PGYp, manager1. -k- th, dea -le' byt IlnoI oth chice O --k d f- ihe
Yletboy in Congres, many of whom issues, particularly the economy. di- wter company, th e ics lust toaes it," said Gay Peitr.. tdyt' h ise h the tdep tatrth., I. .id Wi. - "I __l.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g oth atoa Wahe erie
· hvPy beet pithed alt in renena yecet' Benedictit said last week she is not aildae 'The point is," he said yeserr- assictant diteeter't mnal' rti eteh i 
by younger, more aggressive candi- tanducting a media-oriented, old-style di; "the inconvenience to otircustom- ing. who spent a lot oa time this CeTetb- bk h. I. 411 lh~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ai.ar 
aryfrmrpatcual
'dates. political campaign. era day in and day out wouldn't be trying to help Cota out. Adingto P ari. .thegici h id arryatialahlythose in Worester County and in theinth gnrlyonevti ve 1tligght."
~I~ the generally tPer1attite 1th eight.l' Ba-tB,. he tid yeetrrday: "I dan't Dep-t1ente tlietat. there nae a fee s tieterd n parte ofal the ate. Terw
District, the question now Is whether ,To me, McCarthy is a younger yer- r The inconvenience, he said, would know what the heck you c an do." veetbletfarmenchsnCostawhose hasben less rain in thoseareasParsorno ap lfay Mstute ahors ' '-fedaeotriad unstu
t eat a pli lly actte arrtbtia of Burke." she taid. claiming come in two way- .Flinst taking any Even if Coattdoesale me a oa i ir ierant gted.bt ctc explained. and the expente nat:st it
like Jim Burlre can b the challenge McCathy has repeatedly acked her to substantial amount of water ore the eraptn Hinghain.hektilhaabout 180 .'ee 
farer aoping successfully. imposstble Io  thoce farmers to eet-
at not one, hut two new faces. drop out o theae. "'m advocating a hdrant would stir up edimentand. add:tionaaatesofornplantel Lnirti- Paris emphadiee that, altllough it gate their pastur.d.system of two, fade-year terms for
Runetueg against him in the Drom- Congresman.n"
eratic prinary Sept. 14 is Patrick Hen-
ty MeCarthy, a 29-yete'tld Iftetar It think we ehand -tn b-itnineet.- Seka , d..i peild tt. t...... nthit,"ne .d. tying, " Correction S. Boston backs Naval Annex industrial planLaw School graduate and Vietnam another generation of peroesnatCeio
veteran. Shooled in politicsas former politicians," she added, saying. "d'd
chiaf aide ti o US p. Je Mtitehy, Iikecodnawaywithehnbddyeytna ' A -teal it the atnnig and..d B Stephee Cetaat pcideoe Ii, aiatd. Saoe th Boate, hieoatteeaihebd Cytse
McCarthy is bright, ambitious and a"toagetre." t nthe toryCndeai intg an af
j
C av S lath.. Bath mnneros l acceoe ttate elanatd
ar tieulate . tel'noon Globes yesterday isted aift Globe Corepode § to EDIC okq. Bank mbe  aprv I plan -d
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ad/atetiotntenpat.ofcekeIr'Ontous title for on Sout h Boston residents and el1 ... vet EDIC _Tus Ill, -c aeAltt ne the ba.lle.1s ttn ldepind- The Ilth D hntelet, witoh ented petttat oilece e id jTlt, h., ac been rehcrithd I I nc pcie thI at it
nrein cite general eteatian. teDanie hit tteetaiteintieghy tat Cat. Gte-ge Wa. candid ateg ert he eec. nI cheek at "lttaCtIn aighttcciaed ,na-neitet i ,thc.haatl tl anttdhy tttC. Of tieaaapce o feea hejdi..Beneditus, 30-year-old attorney }ace in the tant presidential primaryt isn.~ultk Superior Court [hr Clralt prot,:(00, "15 percatl el lh~. job~ areh. g--I I D..Wbi Y, I- .-- 1sr Te tor ridJon F aprva of . pi... --oosd by 1h,-fr Milton. Bright, nergeetie and a largely workng-elae. area inhabited B usnee. The toay ad Jh n F. Bat Development and held bh Boslresds aiomprd Ia Land Bank apptves the plan. it
deretined, she is a former tsistant by second and third generation Jews, 'hamon is asant lrk of that Indusral Corp. (EDIC}, eor rede- t 1 perce n t Ah the US Navy wlapurchase the e from the Flil
att'rney general, a founder oa the ttrahns and Ii/h. ?,ttiy nt tiem are ourt. Hr it nt, lie ipemplyd tenoyin ereIC, 
I a pt the thy :aa wtntaeherahreen
.W-y g,, B~~k,, forio-o- -rki.9--d I'b~~h~ "I"'y :11.. velping the fom,- Souh Bosto N~- oxnd the Mbas. i 
hae W-stga1, go-ernet' Genera Serice Al-
FirstWoman'cBankiandltrmereouno waorking-elass people, reaugeee from Sit yrebntiae deytenet al the ral Annex. EDIC tehcu:i'e dtrcritor, sWltg. gaceatn CetAl eniate Ad.
.1'i.. d.' -f 'h. r' 0-, -ld., ll Cl.- of -I. Th,, A---.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~;IC -- ,miistratin (GSA) and thn resel
.! to the lstate Public Utilities Cam- such city neighborhood$ at Derchester Baton Muncipati Court. The at- the properly to EDIC. a city orgatIa-
and Hyde Park. stlant lerk of Suflfolk Superar EDC wants to purchase hthe Nh pyEDCavalg
urtMichaelJ Donvan, o Annex, make necessary repairs, and At a public hearing called by the tion created by the Masahuset.
Jim Burke is known for quiet dili. that his health it hailing and that he's intdtdae for the clerk t-s. then rent Space at the site to privat'e Maiachuse ta Government Land. Legiseatare 
to aid private industrial
genre and a near.perfeet attendancea oo old for another term. industries. r app oeed, the plan woutd Bank at the oseph P. Tynan Shoolin 
development in Boston.
record. Vowing to defeat Burke on the. 
At hi..-. in a dis-ritlet-hiag iteIe, MaCa-ty hat ber in the di-
south from Dorhetet and Hyde Park, trit 14 hours a day, seven days a week.
to Q.i..y,.he .... e.a.,atg . ioe. e-.... .e .... e of cff.ee
city of Brockton nnd such working- parties, on street corners and outside 
class suburbs as Hlbrook, Stoughton factory gates, hs telling vote Two Bay Village bars 
a-nd Wh~ttIc-, bee Rep.Jlia-y Berke. he callt "the other side et the story
an nld-style polcic veeran groomed about Cong. Burke."
..in the b.h..y.trhc et Bsttt pait. Ug the 31000 h a ied i..n..
Always willig to do a favorer hake a fn the plant to raste and spend about 
hand, he's the kind of Congressman p4,0t l a rderelyitg d by court to
who retebl to send cngrtule- political advert-sing witdi John.
tiens when'hki ontituentn have a Marttla, MeCarthhy is running an
baby. grad.ate. f..m .llege or t..rn aggre ..ie. ge.....t  a..a.gn . ar.d
10o. on bread-and-butter issues. At the'He i aso known a aongresn seanttCayh anneed stay closed 60 days
t~ I a.. k.ate tiedcandrtIhy hlt. latnhed
who take fulltdvntage of his ernk- direet frontalattack on Burke's voting
ing privileges, sending constituents record In Cotgress, which the Con- Th' . J.i,. 
reame of newsletters at the publhic h gre sfotars,hacthnaettagnuder To 1he a iwa tct I lcd t thanittptay
~~cxpenrc. '~~~~~There's no race as far as l'm I - ·PlPbt'bifF shut las! n,ght iih. pparetcoml, oll;l,m .\thl-rrnf .¢ the bir;tirs talmed that
AIthoughBlrkeibisr..dtn =, att rread ndaBurke lat week, re- with a Fedrr banupe c l- .. l bnrpcy 
a, prhib the
1. h... mg hi, pbdg. P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.d Ite.-h th a, hit itititer
a thoit grip an 'the district, eone nit 'iterating his pledge not to spend a ing ordering The ~ closei re' th} day s ~tate from tqos~ng 
thm. but Skinner
, solid grip .- h.he di-trict,1 h- dime and not to -egin campaigni 
ng
server are speculating privately that- dn te ea ttyge
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~~~~~~S353
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52
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S6S5
(a) T5 (b) T6
Fig. 9.6 Layout templates used in Experiment 2
-The original page three of the July 27 issue and the manual paste-up of
the template-generated results are shown in Figs. 9.8 and 9.9. Note that
the picture associated with Police Patrols in Fig. 9.9 is positioned above
the story text, despite the call by template T5 for an embedded layout at the
upper-right corner (S2 and P2 in Fig. 9.6a). This occurs because a three-
column area is constructed for the news item Police Patrols (story and
picture combined) during its layout, and the associated picture is also three-
columns wide; consequently, the picture occupies the entire top part of the
area.
Template T6 in Fig. 9.6b is the same as T4 in Fig. 9.ld. It again fails
to produce a successful layout because of the large story-text areas of
Kennedy and Police Patrols and their relatively small associated pictures.
Again, as in Experiment 1, neither of these two news items can fit into the
upper-right corner (S2 and P2 in Fig. 9.6b) in the structure required by
template T6.
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* ~ - 4 2
(b) Template-generated page
using T5 as a guide
Fig. 9.7 Layout dummies of Experiment 2
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Fig. 9.8 Original page for Experiment 2, page three, July 27, 1976, Boston Globe
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9.3 Layout Experiment 3
In order to test the layout of pages with ads, data are taken from page
eight of the July 28, 1976 Boston Globe and used as inputs for the layout al-
gorithm. The page as laid out by the'Globe has an eight-column format and
contains six ads, three stories, and one stand-alone picture. Table 9.3
lists the areas or dimensions of the news items and ads, as measured from
the original page, and Fig. 9.10 shows three layout templates, T7 through
T9, used in the experiment. The minimum overhead and latency distances
specified for this experiment are 1.1 and 0.6 inches, respectively.
Table 9.3. Input Data for Experiment 3
~~~News Item or Ad ~Area,
News Item or Ad Classification Column-inches Importance Ranking
Rent Hike Story 21.2 1
Car Insurance Story 15.5 3
Metco Cuts Story 10.9 4
Children's Zoo Stand-Alone Picture 3 X 4.5 2
Stearns Coat Ad #1 3 X 14.4
Stearns Glasses Ad #2 3 X 7.0
Sears Ad #3 2 X 10.6
Lakes Region Ad #4 2 X 6.8
Congressman Ad #5 2 X 3.8
Simpson's Ad #6 1 X 1.9
The dummy for the original page layout as it appeared in the paper is
drawn in Fig. 9.11a. The ads area is shaded and the news-hole depth per
column is described by the numbers at top of the figure. Use of template T7
yields the layout of Fig. 9.11b. Figures 9.12 and 9.13 show the original
news page of the Globe and our algorithmic layout results after the dummy was
pasted up manually.
In the second test case in this experiment, the ads dummy of the original
page is modified and template T8 is used. Although the positions of ads are
slightly different from the original layout, the total ads area and hence the
news-hole area, is retained. A successful layout was achieved and is shown
in Fig. 9.11c. Again the layout dummy was used to guide the pasteup of the
news items, and the resultant news page is shown in Fig. 9.14.
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Kennedy's busing stand hurting him in some Boston wards,
FBy Chietee Ciatey . C . ty t.-n Wt Berbtey. ti.. ieMa..ach-ttea-d taid thata- He -atl hi-O *a afte
Glb t .. -a eSMn hai aat*o r he ould -ork on keeping rl and -otae-da ha-t Ne England
N B-id., ~~~~~~~~L..g.... lh~ ~~~~ ~ h.II-g- h "- oen ad I -o't h- Io rde rsiets - a-(l ieph, o u
ot Sept. 9, 1974. US Sen. Edard rare: .ag
M. Kennedy was struck with a tomato -Robert g. Dinsmore 44. oW Mton. ie i lie the It-edi 
and punched and kiked whee tried a oson attorney active handling . -
to address opponents of the city's cases for opponents of bunge iat"pp ata O appe lcd b
bachoo~~~~~~~l ~dm~~~egga~ttrplan a~~~~~t ~~a r~~ llya~cangctt iet while adding that in oppo.- i:g and said he whuld work hard to
-,,galI g.I~~la~t.. PI.. .1 . 1.11, .1 ~~~~-Albet J. Onesaso. 54 . Somar- tng Kennedy he is "lightiag a brand pe thaa llleilCity HOl PaI... ,City Hall P~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~~~o. ~~~~ville real estate man. name." r v n heanucdo.n$o al
Last February, a group of busing ete St,44 t a 
-Bernard Shannon, 44, president of He has never run for pubfc office
I-e by k etteedy rin-f hth-F a litt Stoughton construction firm. before and acknowledge that'm not Thu far. his ctmpagn-g has beenby Kennedy at the JFK bul4ding in .G- , B.-
Boston almost before it hbegan. Lbgone, a12.year ount] veteran. going to getI Yb, help from any {polca)
said he feels he has a chatnce to win pro."i h PI -d h
And last April, Kennedy was jos- d o ratmns ho. fe , h. h. c -WAedlastt t dyte - batde etheet w let atn..i tI. ttb eause Helpie i- n hts camtpaign are legal eten pat
t~~ieh~d t-d pthe~~~k~d ~by annd.~ atowa. trds Kennedy." associate. Lea Gold, his wife. Helet.
ing demonstrators in Quincy as he
tried to elbow his way to his ar out- The councilman said Kennedy't -d tee-l t hit ethl ehldd- . Shatt.... -hes . tpaigt b.tpittried tt~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n svribal fsegt childen a Shannn wh campig bumpe-
tside a junir high school where he had primary considerationd "thi.tal well as members of his fee staff sthckers describe him as "A Man for
giventpeb. age. H It d ythig tht ise eel that g.tal All Reaon." says Kennedy Is "lad-
.Setdte pn- det ares enet-drdered busing with groltp of South Bete I hron l his imag.e with .aDt bhaek. id pg
Kennedy's support o! court-ordered social policies "forced on the people oi toward soelahsm by espousing p, .. .p p - I g Id " PKenedy's stppet tuetdeed High School studentn In photo taken in his Hub offie in JanWeyJ .At eond Nhew York City tor a thl-ano Lo
school busing to achieve aesegregation MassschemeS ~armoe atrnepugn~alho nt."thttl butleg Ia tehi-ee deteg9egatl fleft if Rabert Dinanre., attorney Fee Stlth Betoin Heme tad Sehel Assh. Angeles. gtams which ailot the Fedetal gee-ham co- thett-i.p etateotr from Ma- (UP photo Among other thtuga. he behives in ernment to infitrate every faeto our
sachutetts support i. n some o Boston's tI have no national image to the right of people todecidethe man- pvae lives."
Demoeratic wards which traditionally ineumbency, the number oe token op- only half-serious opposition. protec" Langone said. "What atdects ner and place in which thetr children
hve been partof theK enned power ponet iviewed by sameas a signot eneiAdy woker concerned that the people of iasachusetts would be will be educated." A selt-chara-terietd liberal trned
base in Massachusetts. erosion in the senator's impregnable hit tpporters might besaconfident o- what concerns mettt.' Ht" tt d hc thae
A. a result hi. bid forr~leion hold -n public ofic L. Masaahuse~.., y . P -]As a ei~his hnid itee-eleayvctiethtldtthitl aaheta aeeaaytory that they won't bther He said it a is not schol busing as ehotealso extends to gun control. He that Kennedy s at th e "forefrontt of
this year to a third six-year term has Only one oI Kennedy's Opponents with the primary, are working to get such that is at issue "but giving the avors legisation that wouild set rea- hs e who are pervertg social egis
lured four Deocratic opponents into in the primary is a ptfeional.ol iti- out the vote. people of Boston- a day in court the sonable criteria for people desiring to lation into sociast legtlation.'
the Sept. 14 primary, all of whom are cn. Boston City Councilman Freder- If the senator, as expected, wins the way they didi Louisvtlei eild D ait. yg. He epp D the tit.aa R gh.
opposed to court.ordered busing. ick C. L.angone. We neve r got that oppteortunity."t
Although none of the four is eon- It is Lagone te.at Kennedy am-. unknown, M ichaelRobertson,41,a Re- Latgone was critical of the an. i6e was as sticker candidate porant isiue betfore iht ounaty'inec
idered a serious threat to Kennedy's paign ide reptadly feel. eth poiabsieseta nthe Brital ounced closings ot mitary install-. mayor in Somerville. -- siavery..
South End housing:
-*- Haves vs. have-nots, Round 2
By Anne Kirchhemere
GIob. Staff
'Thetll a 1 te a lthelehe.ec-t aImpact and undue concentration are allthe haves and the h.venots in
Boattu Soueth End has begun.anew nice words and nice concepts but... it's
aie .y t f ratettitecalte -our obligation to imprve the conditions
What got the troops going this time
was a recently issued Federal haouing foI people living there.
directie, made public late last week,
that ppatently put at end to build- - CHARLES SPELEOTIS
ing ny more asubidited housing in BRA official
the South'End.
d-- ,tThe irecth abtsed tit-tle-dused
St-ndinggiolilsySq-beb·.o-e.m-mo ~ t.P.to . d1G.-W(lsfland~dyYHWhIlrtd rrpdrtar= 1-ir / US Dptmnt of Houing and Urb-Sttadiag in Cedt Sqeate beforet naenbtet f Bastuta Police ditunt'ailar) ted Mtyne Whitet eil eepeeetern nbtt ittatee USDpetita Heigadta
Depatitata ntetd pa't, Paie Ce n. J. aatfni 10(Globe p..ottoa.J PtM at Development (HUD) guidelinea, is(Ui d S Ed iad th Sth Ed f- h
-· ie tgiig h ntcciae atceed Sotel, End it the pa$t and the Soath Tend tattteeeont ae been mt epenaimed at guidingeattee Setit Cittee tet tety, battle. at the figotteeeructio 
.~.,~...=,. .......... fro ngh-ac............
5 4 ~ ajnayth y aeac ahe aretthae rea , t he...t.., te...he-ethe Ci.i.ee,
rhgoo erso na with sbiied eting maintains a "bhlaee between the for a Balanced South End tied to halt
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~polrprosadabiiced vn poor and the aflient, an aspect that .construction of three subsidized hous-M ounted police patrols expa nding P-s hat. .reb tetied the pth Fl e.d. 1tag projects. Each suit was based on
It tietely eefeeed. the guidelines The .the gnp. ade p fe eie al ipact the peaed
-Wb~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d. -of ........Covering NOwbury and- Boylston streets, Jamaica Pond bhee cid-cgiag itepltEetteat fte tet d eec atftant advecates pects , but the group lt each cae.
'aethe character o other. poorer Sottn of low-income housing. want to see the Today the ro linet-a moved
-neighborhods and their resideI-s, South ELd's substandard husing Im- from tke courthouse to HUD offices.
ByDaidA. lenn " t aIatuchn eededaditiantoioo .tan d "People alcys aid thehos de orb th ee s ad. haeg
Globe Staff eat patrole" said Mayor Kevin White, were good, but it hat taken a while be- pettd tctal- thathte cha-tate Theeaacyettepreeieg the S-t
The atyar naid a feet d the i a ttte.taoed teew thoe tent- areythgctdate for them." aid And in the South End, here more to the neighborhood before t-ownhouse Ende who oppose cae esubsidized
pohicecomi.sionrddeaeo' .il "The o-fider tnd horse h.ave .yhipa lie-e-mt atteueadded. foepsdit nin.h ` The ffieMcLennon, ad hostler at the than half the residents are low income -rbtn living became fashionable have housing for the.r neghborhood reent-
eec the etated p teeleeun maited. Sa ttrec ly pealac with eei- SBrantdegee state in Jamaica Plai., and a growing number o others are the opportunityto remain. y pointed ou to housing oficals that
and the hore said ppnoI-. - h, th~ .yp-. .1ing.aad tbebtorseectaidcnottbta dents, businessmen and visitors," he where the animals are stabled nd middie- and upper-middle-class home- These are not the only playert in they were not foleowing their ownLnaid. trained. "Now the feed is better aid owners, the implications of the HOD what could betered ae teeds truggle gudeies on the Feder, Section 8
ined up in Coplay Square acrsa weMhav afew extrat dollarto careor eling areaeadybacmin g tknow The battle is further cmplicate d by bs idy pro gr.
from- the Boston Publtc Library yes. "Mounted officers ca see and bey
terday, they aere the sflent ateit of a nee foe three blode. This ,t ty the. Thigt ae latkieg CF The direeee on lhsidied heat- tiy pie pelata, eat A Sa Pre. a pepey ci
te , gepreyferteityaocd' -ourages hminal act but adds to Still less than one percent of the ing could now put he he etep HD d the Betas Redvesepmet atd Meatie ecer - h led the
ae~~d~~t pteol.c bdetiche after moienaetd th atno a theo treat cene ef teeity felt y (BRA), whdch has directed fight againtst ubidied housing, said:ted...1, Whhh, f- m f .- rily Mt by hy'. patrolwic h, , atar oreh the South End Urban Renewal plan "I don't support ghettos or racially and
ery rof bservice, $eemstobeanidea peopleliving, working or hopping in relies on horses donated by pritivatpt bth- y i. e ethh aeidcai conoBeseiy s " imppele:an eeioaiai Ry,etaeteyttfternite~~etatntahetetideuB k Bsyi-titntpisttllbl. tetetetaly lethaatteeheanig
old enough to be considered ew . the downtown and ack Bay area," owners. These include agr ga e gearoup of residents. who have
again. Whitesid. n mdPrescot, first give by the agaic. Whitet~id. nated Preteote tist givts by the -. t.called themselves Cititens for a Bal- For cwo f Ielat. tlhree years the But what was not pointed out by
Led ly Sgt. Alfed J. McNeil, hinLed bly Sgi. Alfred J. Mi~eS, beieSn While the patrol has been used hit- mayor to his wite as a Christmas pees-
a big aheet-t hMrgee with the title torically on the Boston Common. its eat. the lawyer, Thom.a Philip Dgnon. or all nice worls atid nice conepts but Endera - in particular blacks and
Faictield Fattitde Id ebe atit bce tole has been expanded in the pat. mentioned in the HUD direcave it throughmy familiaritycwth thehas Spanish-speaking persons -wll
gece is the lat y.ea feat abatye I aI , firsb t at the prompting oi the White. whohaaedaheati chat haspet 54 pedne igit EdIhe gea yppe- cs-at t lueth Botn. Easi Bton
eeeetatef18,tetepieeetedtat'hyl0ciys tiyheater ditei-t which Pd o rn- as small press outeecede eehae eaiigbtdad isa ie eattd hing td its Caen deepite the intet I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d~~~~~~mr tha by r e m a i n i n y g .t h substanEdard -bing~ in iubtanar housin,h adi' HaUDs',v despi- ~ th din en ., P
moufeents oetcompeemtaentedatow yti plained of proati utes and muggers toshare the good'rception enjoyed by housing units I the South End and oe bligation to improve tile eond- HUD'S directite to disperse poor peo-
soescinof th e ctyeteteae s ttaeee of bity. driving away ptarons. Since Apri, the tbeicaleeedpateatngttdeCect. ce thant 31a Seath andede cha iatttiaepenpleiegthee' pie alngdbsidiaed hoaerig.patrol hatve been addedon anexperi- Robert diGrati, who has recently quaify for subhidied housing and Many local politial figures, ineclud- Right now, the only certan thing Is
Yesterday's party was to make te mental basis in commercial areas i b een reported on the outs with the cannot find it. ing members o the Masachusett.- that i56 units of subsidied housing
announements o five new patrolmen the Back Bay, and thee will now be mayor. The BRA will first appeal the HUD Black Caucu, and community groups fr the th ed ae e halted
to the unit, including th steond wo- made permanent' on Newbury and "Is there any iti.ion, Bb?" asked directie by letter. But BRA oAfitals w band together, they say, 5 try to d thetr-f handedf ead-
en offleer andto eelebrate.theinatitu- Boyiston streets as well as the Fen- White. say court acton may follow. force HUD to r-everse the directie, ditoal Iplanned units i uncertai.
tion of permanent horse patols. way. Aside from the Common, theIt- f p--t h P-i-1-. -y Aid. fr- h C. ..., h. "Why. I ad-r y-`, said iGrazia. Ch.".e Speletis. BRA di-reco o State Rep. Melh Kingt(D-Souh
'T1hedeploymentofemountedpoliee Jamaica Pond area-will be patrolled "Whyltdteeysa,"ttiddiCatia. Met Kieg ID-Snath"Th. dply...l f --d P-lk- ...W  ..d -Ili C PtWIM ... tg -nd g-.1 __Ionse. hli: Rnd) r.a Iiy k., tS.
as crime deterrents s a relatvely new daily, and, on Sunday'$, the new Wa- The mounted patrolmen smiled and . ete end netraid e
Fernaldhpatients' funds misused, Buczko says
By Nila Breeli teas deeeloped etiey e et a- Theardit repr, hiheeed a The perno l Atr petiut fd hed
Glabe Stafl pelithe adprs es nsdageign.W- l nth pet'ed ud tu Febrheary 24. bythe.nhelte-frt-ee lare
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Lineup case for lice is deferred
Eightee_ testet patptietti P hep aaeietee'neetnhettn-fhitie
ehagedtith detpying aditutrteds diGnleda the pati-w ents fcunds a tb y sd . -ca al e ut.
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Fig. 9.10 Layout templates used in experiment 3
As another test case, the modified news hole in Fig. 9.11c is laid out
using template T9 (Fig. 9.10c) as the layout guide. This time the layout
fails. After the virtual pages for stories Rent Hike and Car Insurance are
constructed on each side of the given news hole, the remaining area (denoted
by the shaded area in Fig. 9.15) is only two columns wide. Although the
24.6 column-inch area comes very close to the total area 24.4 column-inches
of the remaining story and picture (Metco Cuts and Children's Zoo), the
picture will not fit into the area because of its specified three-column width.
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CHAPTER 10
THE TEMPLATE LIBRARY
Fundamental to a template-driven news-layout system is a computer-stored
template library. Presented in this chapter are issues related to an
operational template library and the symbolic templates stored in it. After
a discussion of general template-design considerations we give the results of
our counting the number of different layout structures that appeared in a
typical medium-size newspaper over a period of one month. Based on these ob-
servations, the' number of templates required in an operational template
library is estimated to be in the order of a few hundred. Since a selected
layout template does not always generate a successful layout, several templates
may have to be tried for a given set of news items assigned to the page before
an acceptable layout can be obtained. Therefore, templates must be retrieved
from the library in a logical sequence. A straightforward method of organiz-
ing the stored templates for achieving a reasonable retrieval time is described.
It is shown that the template library itself does not impose any realization
problem in the design of an operational template-driven news-layout system.
10.1 Template-Design Considerations
Experimental results verify that a particular layout template does not
always generate a successful layout for a given set of news items. Some tem-
plates are more suitable than others for laying out a particular combination
of story and picture sizes.
In general, pictures are a major bottleneck. Unlike stories, which require
only a news block of specified area without any further constraints on dimen-
sions, pictures have fixed dimensions that cannot be adjusted during layout.
Moreover, because of the existence of fixed-dimensioned pictures on the page,
the stories placed in areas adjacent to the pictures are often constrained
with respect to the shapes that will form an appropriate news block. As a
result, the more pictures on a page, the more difficult is the layout task.
This assumes that sizing of pictures is done prior to the news-layout process.
If cropping at layout time is permitted, the layout process becomes easier.
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Some templates are better suited than others for a particular combination
of story and picture sizes, even though the template itself is independent of
news-item sizes. Hence, in designing an operational template library, one
should attempt to include templates suitable for a broad spectrum of possible
story- and picture-size combinations. If templates suitable only for story
and picture combinations of a limited size range are stored in the library, a
news-item combination with sizes outside this range will fail to be laid out.
In the design of templates for pages with display ads, special considerations
are required for various ads-dummy styles. Since the news holes of pages with
ads generally have inverted-pyramid shapes, it is usually easier to place news
items on the upper part of the page than on the lower part where the ads impose
tighter constraints. Therefore, templates with more items located in the top
portion of the page than the lower portion are suitable for layout of pages
with ads. Furthermore, for pages with right-pyramid ads-layout style there
is more room, in general, in the left-hand side of the news hole; the reverse
is true for a left-pyramid ads dummy.
In general, the template library should contain several templates that are
suitable for each category of ads-layout styles used in the newspaper in order
to increase the probability of successful layout.
10.2 Template-Library Size Estimation
Through use of the news graphic language, layout templates can be described
symbolically by the'relative position between news items rather than their
fixed coordinates on the page. As a result, the number of templates required
in a symbolic template library is several orders of magnitude less than the
library which would result if precise locations had to be specified.
In order to support this position and also to estimate the size of a
template library required in an operational news-layout system, the different
layout structures appearing in a local newspaper were analyzed. Specifically,
the news department of the 24 weekday issues during the month of July, 1976
of the Boston Globe was surveyed. The dailyGlobe was chosen because the
average number of pages published per day (approximately 45 pages) and its
layout styles, consisting of both six-column and eight-column formats, are
typical of many newspapers. The'layout samples totaled 356 pages; editorial
pages were excluded. About three-fourths of the pages (267) contained four
news items or less. In the analysis a story and its associated picture were
counted'as one news item.
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A template was drawn for each sample page to match the layout structure on
the page. For every issue of the paper, the constructed templates were
grouped into two categories: Templates which had not appeared before, and
templates which appeared in previous issues. The number of templates in each
category for the 24 issues is shown in Fig. 10.1 where the new templates are
represented by the single- and double-shaded areas, and the previously used
templates are denoted by the white areas. The'single-shade and double-
shaded areas in the figure represent those newly-constructed page templates
with either one to four news items or five to seven items, respectively. Since
there were no repeats found in the 24 issues for templates with five items or
more, all the repetitive templates represented by the nonshaded areas in the
figure contain less-than five news items.
In specific terms, according to Fig. 10.1, the first issue had three pages
(out of the 22 pages in the news department) with five items or more. In the
13 pages of the second issue, there were four pages whose layout structures
appeared in the first issue, and nine pages (three pages with one to four
items, and six pages with five to seven items) with new layout structures. It
is important to note that as the sample grows, the proportion of newly construc-
ted templates with four items or less (the single-shaded area of each issue)
tends to decrease somewhat, while the proportion of the repetitive templates
(nonshaded area) has a tendency to grow.
Figure 10.2 illustrates how the number of templates with one to four items
builds up as the sample size grows. The number of one-item templates is un-
changed after the 16th issue; and the number of three-item templates tends to
level off between the 18th and 24th issues. More importantly, the figure
indicates that the number of templates with four items or less also tends to
level off. Through extrapolation of the top curve, it is estimated that the
number of templates with four news items or less reaches a limit of approxi-
mately 110 to 120 templates. Even though the survey of 24 issues contains
insufficient data to provide a clear-cut indication of how the templates with
more than four items build up, an extrapolation and analysis of all the data
have been used to estimate the size of the template library for a medium-size
newspaper. We conclude the number is of the order of 400 to 500 templates.
It should be emphasized that our estimate is based on a limited survey of
24 newspaper editions. The actual number of templates for a particular
newspaper could depart from this figure, depending on the size of the paper
and the frequency of pages having large numbers of news items. Our purpose
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here is to show that the size of the template library is manageable and imposes
no realization problem in designing an operational.template-driven news-layout
system. However, we recognize.further analysis based on a more complete survey
is needed.
10.3 Template-Library Organization
As a result of the story-and-picture-assignment process, a set.of stories
and pictures whose total area matches the available news hole is assigned to
a page for layout. A template with the same.number of story and picture items
as the assignment is retrieved and used as a structure guide for the actual
story and picture placement. In general, several templates are defined in the
template library for a particular story-and-picture combination, and hence
they are retrieved as a group. After being retrieved, template-selection rules
establish a priority among this subset of templates. The template with the
highest priority is tried first, then that with the second-highest priority,
and so forth, until a satisfactory layout is obtained or no more retrieved
templates are available.
Because of the way in which templates are retrieved and used, the most
straightforward method of organizing the template library is to group templates
according to the number.of story and picture items they'contain. Figure 10.3
depicts a tree structure representing such an organizational scheme. Templates
with a particular story-picture (S-P) combination are grouped together and can
thus be retrieved easily as a group. The number of templates required for each
story-picture combination varies, but the maximum number defined for a particu-
lar S-P combination is perhaps in the range of 15 to 20. Because the number of
templates in an S-P combination group is small, there is no need to further
index the templates within the S-P combination groups. For a newspaper with
500 to 1000 templates, the organization scheme shown in Fig. 10.3 should be
adequate to achieve a reasonable template retrieval time.
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APPENDIX A
THE BACKUS-NORMAL-FORM DEFINITION OF A LANGUAGE
Backus-Normal-Form (BNF) is a notation of writing grammar that is
commonly used to specify the syntax of languages. In BNF, intermediate-
language constructs are written as names enclosed in the corner brackets < and >-
The production (or rewrite) rules are string-transformation rules with the
symbol : : = (read "is replaced by") separating the left-hand and right-hand
side. The rules are used to describe how language constructs can be formed
or produced. The string on the left-hand side of the rule represents a par-
ticular language construct to be transformed, and the right-hand side string
indicates a replacement for the construct on the left-hand side. Alternative
ways of rewriting a given language construct are separated by a vertical
bar, | , (read as "or").
Taking English syntax for example, assume that the language construct
"sentence" can be defined as a "noun phrase" followed by a "verb phrase";
also assume "noun phrase" is an "article" followed by a "noun", and that
"verb phrase" is a "verb" followed by an "adverb". In the BNF notation,
these grammar rules for English syntax can be expressed by the following pro-
duction rules:
<sentence > : : = <noun phrase> <verb phrase > (1)
<verb phrase> : : = <verb > <adverb > (2)
·-noun phrase > : : = <article> < noun > (3)
For the purpose of illustration, let us further assume that the only article
we have in the English vocabulary is the word "The", the only noun is "student",
the only verb is "studies", and that the adverbs are the words "hard" and
"slowly". Then, in BNF notation, these rules can be written as the following
productions:
<article> : : = The (4)
<noun > : : = student (5)
<verb > : : = studies (6)
<adverb> : : = hard I slowly (7)
To generate a string in -our English, one can take a particular language con-
struct from the' left-hand side of rules (1) through (T) and replace it by the
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string on the right-hand side to form a new string. This process is repeated
until all the' symbols in the string are words in the vocabulary. For
example, to generate a noun phrase in English, first apply rule (3) to replace
<noun phrase>. by <article-> <noun> , then use rules (4) and (5) to pro-
duce a noun phrase "The student". As a more complex example, the English
sentence
"The student studies hard"
can be derived by a sequence of applications of the rewrite.rules (1) to (7),
as shown in the' tree structure of Fig. Al; where the numbers indicate the pro-
duction rules to be applied at each stage of the generation process.
According to our English syntax specified by the BNF production rules listed
above, the only other allowable sentence of the language is
"The student studies slowly".
Other combinations of the words in the vocabulary are considered illegal sen-
tences. Thus, by having a formal specification of language syntax such as the
BNF notation, one can define the language syntax rigorously and then express
the legal sentences of a language precisely.
<sentence>
<noun phrase> <verb phrase>
<article> <noun> < verb> <adverb>
4 5 6 7
The student studies hard
Fig. A.1 Generation of an English sentence
